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266.174 The Petition Of Belinda Royall\fn{by Belinda (1712-after 1783)} “on the banks of the Rio de Valta”, Ghana
(F) 1
The Petition of Belinda an African, humbly shows: that seventy years have rolled away, since she on the banks
of the Rio de Valta, received her existence—the mountains covered with spicy forests, the valleys loaded with the
richest fruits, spontaneously produced; joined to that happy temperature of air to exclude excess; would have
yielded her the most complete felicity, had not her mind received early impressions of the cruelty of men, whose
faces were like the moon, and whose bows and arrows were like the thunder and lightning of the Clouds.
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The idea of these, the most dreadful of all enemies, filled her infant slumbers with horror, and her noontide
moments with evil apprehensions!
But her affrighted imagination, in its most alarming extension, never represented the distress equal to what she
hath since really experienced—for before she had twelve years enjoyed the fragrance of her native groves, and
e’er she realized, that Europeans placed their happiness in the yellow dust which she carelessly marked with her
infant footsteps,—even when she, in a sacred grove, with each hand in that of a tender parent, was paying her
devotions to the great Orisa who made all things—an armed band of white men, driving many of her countrymen
in chains, ran into the hallowed shade!
Could the tears, the sighs and supplications, bursting from tortured parental affliction, have blunted the keen
edge of avarice, she might have been rescued from agony, which many of her country’s children have felt, but
which none hath ever described. In vain she lifted her supplicating voice to an insulted father, and her guiltless
hands to a dishonored Deity!
She was ravished from the bosom of her country, from the arms of her friends—while the advanced age of her
parents, rendering them unfit for servitude, cruelly separated her from them forever!
Scenes which her imagination never conceive—of a floating world, the sporting monsters of the deep, and the
familiar meetings of the billows and the clouds—strove, but in vain to divert her melancholy attention from three
hundred Africans in chains, suffering the most excruciating torments; and some of them rejoicing, that the pangs
of death came like a balm to their wounds.
Once more her eyes were blest with a continent—but alas! how unlike the land where she received her being!
Here all things appeared unpropitious—she learned to catch the ideas, marked by the sounds of language only to
know that her doom was slavery, from which death alone was to emancipate her.
What did it avail her, that the walls of her Lord were hung with splendor, and that the dust trodden underfoot in
her native country, crowded his gates with sordid worshipers? The laws had rendered her incapable of receiving
property—and though she was a free moral agent, accountable for her own actions, yet she never had a moment at
her own disposal!
Fifty years her faithful hands have been compelled to ignoble servitude for the benefit of an Isaac Royall, until,
as if nations must be agitated, and the world convulsed for the preservation of the freedom which the Almighty
Father intended for all the human race, the present war was commenced.
The terror of men armed in the cause of freedom, compelled her master to fly—and to breathe away his life in
a land where lawless domination sits enthroned—pouring bloody outrage and cruelty on all who dare to be free.
The face of your Petitioner is now marked with the furrows of time, and her frame bending under the
oppression of years, while she, by the laws of the land, is denied the employment of one morsel of that immense
wealth, apart whereof hath been accumulated by her own industry, and the whole augmented by her servitude.
WHEREFORE, casting herself at your feet if your honours, as to a body of men, formed for the extirpation of
vassalage, for the reward of virtue, and the just return of honest industry—she prays, that such allowance may be
made her out of the estate of Colonel Royall, as will prevent her, and her more infirm daughter, from misery in the
greatest extreme, and scatter comfort over the short and downward path of their lives.\fn{ The text as presented to me
was in the form of a solid paragraph; I have divided it into encompassable portions, and have eliminated extraneous capitalizations, of
which not a few authors of the 18th century were extraordinarily fond.:H}

284.49 1. A Eulogy On The Death Of Joan Philip Manger In His “Politico-Theological Dissertation Concerning
Slavery, As Not Contrary To Christian Freedom” (1742) 2. The Dedication Statement To His Book Of Sermons
(1744) 3. A Letter Of May 21, 1746 4. A Letter Of May 23, 1746\fn{by Jacobus Elisa Johannes Capitein (c.1717-1747)
Elmina?, Ghana (M) 6
1
Pale death, rejoicing because all must obey her,
Shoots through this wide world her unavoidable arrows.
Fearless she forces herself into the King’s cabinet:
Even to him who bears the scepter she is a law of steel.
She allows no war hero to be decorated
With lasting noble laurels, as a sign of victory.
No rich man is shielded from her by great possessions,
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But she raids his house, as she does the poorest hut.
Just as the sickle mows the golden ears of corn,
Whose ripeness gilds the fields in years of plenty,
So, without distinction of age or power,
Her scythes mow down, before any had expected.
Dressed in dismal black, she dares betray the spirit,
With one heavy blow to set the pillars shaking
Of teacher Manger’s house, whose sad death
The Hague, the Royal Court, will always lament.
The general sorrow of the people of the Hague, arising
From knowledge of this man’s virtue, beloved by small and great,
Is answered in the cries of his wife, plunged into mourning,
Such a fully worthy partner in honour.
It is just as when, in a past age, Naomi tried to tell
The bitter anguish of her soul in Moab’s prosperous fields,
When the crown was suddenly snatched from her head
As her Elimelech bowed to the sword of death.
She keeps her love pledge, bound with unbreakable cords
Of loyal faith, in these words or others to the same effect:
Just as a dark cloud covers the golden sun
And keeps the longed for light from mortal’s eye,
So you flew from my sight, on a highway among the stars,
As if on Elijah’s trail, climbing into the heavens:
That is why I dissolve in tears, knowing my heavy loss,
My unfading glory! The only joy of my heart!
Of course, I do not begrudge what a sudden death has brought:
It has let you inherit the bliss of a citizen of heaven;
But I think of you constantly, be it at daybreak,
Or yet when the world’s eye sinks in the west.
What joyful day will bind us together again?
No matter where I look, no comfort is to be found.
Our marriage bed misses you, torn from my side,
While the pulpit, once climbed by you, silently sorrows.
But above all, it seems, my tender heart must break,
As I see the bitter grief of the offspring of our bed,
The floods of briny tears, like overflowing streams,
From the precious pledges of our marriage faith.
As with melancholy sound the forsaken sheep mourn
The shepherd, whom they knew not to sleep on watch,
And could always rely on, but now by the brute force
Of wild wolves torn and brought to his death,
So the children you have left fill the house with their weeping
And their sighing, as your soul flies from us
Called to a better state by the Lord,
Leaving the body-shell lifeless below.
The pitiful complaint of the sorrowing widow yields place to the chorus,
The poets with the best of their thoughts now on offer
Making plain how sorely Manger’s death is lamented,
In the richest of terms sounding forth Manger’s praise.
The crown and glory of teachers, has, alas! us forsaken:
God’s friend, the joy of the godly, leaves this earthly life:
His mouth, stirred by fire from God’s holy altar,
(What a loss!) will no more teach the Christian assembly.
His Seraphic tongue, which proclaimed Zion’s King’s righteousness,
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Beneath the sweetness of an eloquence like honey,
Surpassing Nestor’s glory among the ancients,
Stiffens, struck with death’s arrows.
He, led always by the banners of Jesus’ cross,
Was wont to triumph over Satan’s empire,
Snatching from violence the far lost soul
Who drawn by appearances, was caught by the Devil’s nets.
How I listened to him, seeming like Apollo,
Most precisely fitted to proclaim the Word of the Lord,
As, urged by the simple virtue, he showed me the true way,
Which keeps one to the faith founded on Christ.
He brought my wish before God’s throne in fervent prayers,
And was heard in the measure of his compassion.
But, O! cruel death robs us of his face,
That eye of Boanerges, striking fear in sinners,
That never sleeping eye, set firm on Zion’s wall,
With which he pledged to watch, so that no approaching evil,
No calamity could strike the flock entrusted to him,
That eye now shut by death, leaves us desolate.
As a fierce frost with gusts from the North
Withers the leaves in the bleak days of winter,
So a deathly pallor paints that dignified face,
Exhorting our hearts to do our final duty.
Reverend Bible interpreter, though we bury you now,
Never will your gifts be wiped from our memory.
When the empty hut, your body, fell,
The soul, the undying part, rose to Heaven’s court.
There you, who in the struggle have kept the upper hand,
Bear the green palm branch that will never grow old,
Drink the living water, flowing from beneath God’s throne,
And wear white robes, through the blood of his Son.
So this is what your last speech teaches us,
Cut as though in rock in the hearts of all who hear,
That your rest will nevermore be broken or disturbed,
Death lying vanquished beneath you.
2
Following the praiseworthy custom of those who would enlarge and honour the libraries of the world by
having their writings published under the names of exemplary men, both in the state and in the church, Most
Noble and Honourable Gentlemen, it is with indebtedness and respect that I take the liberty of dedicating this my
inaugural sermon to you, in the hope that you will view and receive it with favourable eyes and hands.
I acknowledge that, when I undertook the task, my limited ability, of which I am only too well aware, and the
brief period since I had been called from the ranks of studying youth and ordained to the holy service of the Lord,
came before my eyes day and night, inclining me to abandon my undertaking. However, moved by two
considerations which weigh heavily upon my mind, I put all hindrance aside.
For as I consider, if not my birth, then at least my early education, I am made aware that this took place within
the boundaries of the north and south coasts of Africa, possessed by you, Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen,
as its lawful masters, and at present governed by the Most Nobly Born Director General, Jacob de Petersen. Yes,
my early education actually took place in this your Main Castle (where I now find myself), Most Honourable
Gentlemen, the long famous St. George d’Elmina, until I was taken over to blessed Holland by my always
honoured and beloved benefactor, Mr. Jacob van Goch. This he did after serving you, Most Noble and Honourable
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Gentlemen, industriously and faithfully for a period of sixteen years, both in lesser capacities and in the office of
Chief Commissary and Counselor.
It is rightly judged by all nations which govern themselves by civil laws that a subject should honour his king
and take and renew the oath of loyalty to his superiors. It is no wonder, then, if the practice is valued whereby
such a subject, in token that he lives among his fellow-citizens with a good and honourable heart, offers to his
king and superiors a small but well-intentioned gift. And so it is that, having returned to this country, I once again
bind myself to strict obedience to you, Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen, and that I now send you my small
but holy gift, with all due honour and respect for your Most Noble, Honourable, Respected and Blessed Persons.
But there is a more important reason. As I consider this my present state in all composure, with a humble and
God-glorifying mind, I find a second and even greater consideration urging me to bring my intentions to fruition.
For the world knows well (to God alone be the glory for this) that I was duly called by your Most Noble and
Honourable selves from the national university, where I delighted both in literary pursuits, and in enquiring into
the ways of my God, the ways of my King, in the temple at the feet of my dearly beloved Gamaliel, great scholar
of languages and divinity. Following this call, I was ordained to the holy service of the Lord by the renowned
assembly of the church of the mighty city of Amsterdam, and came to this your country, Most Noble and
Honourable Gentlemen, with the preparation of the Gospel.
[My commission was twofold:] on the one hand, to strengthen the Christians in this place in the faith they once
adopted, which leads to sanctification in the hope of eternal life; and, on the other hand, in the footsteps of the
holy evangelists and apostles, to reveal to my kindred in the flesh, the Moorish Gentiles, the hidden [truth] of the
Gospel, in accordance with the eternal prophecies. This [truth] has not been made known to them in other ages.
One thing have I desired of the Lord, that will I seek after, that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of
my life, to behold the beauty of the Lord, and to enquire in his temple.
Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen, that is the hope that has always been nurtured in my mind. That is my
soul’s wish, which has now at last been fulfilled by the calling voice of the Almighty through you, Most Noble
and Honourable Gentlemen.
So now I am able to deliver my first sermon in this place, and thus assume my daily duties. In this way, then, I
have obtained a closer and better relationship with you, Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen. In grateful
acknowledgement of all the public and particular marks of favour which you have constantly shown me, I
dedicate this my work to you, so that it may clearly be seen that I lay no other foundation, than that which has
been laid: which is Jesus Christ, and that indeed as the law and the prophets have been fulfilled in him, and as the
dispensation of grace and of the Spirit mightily surpasses that of the letter. [This being so, I must] add that should
anyone under our preaching be lost, he would have to ascribe this not to God, nor to us whom God has sent, but to
himself, as a vivid demonstration that he still lies blinded and imprisoned under the mind and heart-darkening
power of the Devil.
I hope, therefore, that whatever of mine in this document is built on the firm foundation of God may be found
by your Most Noble and Honourable selves to accord with the constant teaching of the two covenants, and thus to
fulfil the pious and God-pleasing intention for which I was sent here, so that on the one hand it will yield to your
God-glorifying hearts in vacant hours some suitable matter for reflection, edification and comfort; and, on the
other hand, that it may endure for many ages under the nationally famous and blessed names and protection of
your Most Noble and Honourable selves, so that your sons also, who will sit in the middle of their people on their
seats of honour, and be set over this land as righteous upholders, may see what the Lord of Truth did in your days,
so that they may follow in your footsteps, full of spiritual zeal, and send better qualified men to this harvest of the
Lord to raise the light of the Gospel of the holy God among this people who sit in darkness, so that by this means
the Lord’s name may be honoured equally from the rising to the setting of the sun.
However, Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen, to detain you no longer, I shall hasten to conclude with the
heartfelt petition to the Hearer of prayers that it please him, the Lord of life, the King of all ages, to extend your
lives for the good of the nation and the church to a blessed and honoured old age; that He may fill your houses
and your esteemed persons with the blessings of heaven above, with the blessings of the abyss, that those who lie
beneath [your roofs] may receive blessings of breasts and of the womb, with income from the East and from the
West, from the North and from the South; that he may make you Most Noble and Honourable Gentlemen
overflow with income so that silver is as pebbles, and cedars like the wild fig trees of the valley; that he place
your right-minded sons alongside you on the seats of honour, that all this glory may descend upon them when it
shall please Him to bring you a more constant life and a more complete glory!
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May he sanctify and enlighten you more and more with his saving light of the gospel of the knowledge of the
glory of Christ Jesus, to share in the inheritance of the saints in the light!
3
The honour which the venerable Classis has done me, the least in the ranks of messengers of the Gospel, in
your letter of 10 January 1745, signed by the Revd. Mr. P. Holibeek and the Revd. Mr. H. van Alphen as its commissioners, is exceedingly great.
The venerable Classis has indeed with justice expected, on the grounds that churches in foreign parts are
obliged to correspond with it annually, that I should long since have reported on my own condition and on that of
the congregation of the living God entrusted to me. But I request the venerable Classis to allow me to write freely
of this matter, and to consider attentively whether I have neglected my duty.
First, in the respected instructions for the minister to Elmina in the service of the general chartered West India
Company it is expressly commanded that the minister report to the Meeting of the Ten on the situation, condition,
and disposition of affairs concerning the religion, state of the church and the congregation, and worship in
general.
Secondly, I have followed this command to the letter, reporting to that illustrious meeting all matters pertaining to the church of God in this land in the very year of my arrival here. For, even as now, the church was without
elders (for which reason I selected two in the beginning and ordained them, but these having died I have not been
able to choose others), without deacons (it is said that there is no need for them here, although a Christian
collection could be taken up in people’s houses and spent on the infirmary or the school which has been
established), and so without a church council and thus also without a consistory.
And not only that, but the church at that time, even as now still, was without the celebration of the Holy and
venerable Lord’s Supper. On the one hand, this is due to our congregation’s being made up of various denominations, and on the other hand because those who do belong to the Reformed Church (the good ones excepted),
insofar as they are members, are degenerate and depraved in doctrine and in life, and insofar as they have not yet
become members do not wish to become such here in this place. O tempora, O mores!
Thirdly, the aforementioned meeting replied on 2 October 1744 to the effect, that I completely satisfied the
meeting concerning the work begun, but neither advice nor instructions from the venerable Classis accompanied
their letter. For I assumed that the illustrious Meeting of the Ten and the venerable Classis would consult one
another on matters of this kind concerning the coast. Since this, I have deliberately not written about this matter,
as by doing so I aroused against me the open and implacable hatred of many here on this coast.
From this, the venerable Classis will readily deduce why I did not inform it rather than the illustrious Meeting
of the Ten of the intention which I once had of legally marrying a young negress who was a heathen, but with the
established purpose, in expectation of the Lord’s blessing, of making her into a Christian woman. I will indeed
admit that it was a great undertaking, but must also say that it was not a rash notion. I could argue the merits of
this with the venerable Classis, affording adequate reasons, but as I have long since dispensed with this intention,
and moreover, as the good hand of the only wise God, who has all things under his control, has now made
available to me, by the most recently arrived ship of the Honourable Company, now homeward bound, a young
European Christian girl as a worthy and dear wife, I shall pass over the reasons.
Yet, there is one question which I must officially ask the Classis, namely: should the Lord God grant that some
heathen young men receive the Christian faith, and after their baptism and admission to membership wish to
marry so as to guard themselves from the immoral ways of the heathen from which they have been called, what
advice should one give them?
They cannot take young European Christian girls to wife, for it is unthinkable that a colony would be
established here without thorough investigation. Similarly among the negroes, it is unlikely that they would find
[girls] who call on the name of Christ, as I have noticed up till now that our heathens are willing to be persuaded
to send their boys to be educated, but they would rather reserve their daughters to give as concubines to those
Christians who are decadent in doctrine and in life. For this practice is very advantageous to them and to their
whole families.
Consequently, many of these concubines are to be found here, who are not only loved far more than the
minister and the beadle but also earn more than both of them put together. Should this question not seem
significant enough, I add a second one, to wit: if (as happened recently in the case of certain soldiers stationed
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here) one of our Christians, not wishing to pursue the immoral life of others, instead of calacharing with a negress
or a Tapoejer woman (to use the local expression for a practice which is deemed unavoidable because of the
shortage of Christian women in this place), wishes legally to marry a negress or a Tapoejer woman of educable
age, how should one advise such a person?
But enough of this. It is the reasons mentioned and repeated above that caused me to send the translated and
now printed items (the Our Father, The Faith, and The Law of the Lord) to the illustrious Meeting of the Ten, and
not to the venerable Classis. I have marked the typographical errors in them and shall send the documents at the
first opportunity to be printed in revised form. At the same time, I shall send the Children’s Catechism of Jacobus
Borstius,\fn{1612-1680} which I now have ready, to be added to them.
It is meanwhile my humble request and prayer to the venerable Classis, that it please your reverences to
superintend the decayed church of God here as already described, and, by way of maintaining and continuing the
school for children established in this place, that you will implement what is set out in the Historical Foreword of
my now blessed father in Christ, the Rt. Revd. Mr. H. Velse, under the title: Accurate Reports Concerning the
Establishment of Christendom Among the Heathens on the Coast of Coromandel and Malabar by the Danish
missionaries at Tranquebar. Of particular importance are paragraphs 48 to 53.
In this humble and earnest expectation and with this request I shall close this letter, wishing from the heart that
Jehovah God, who is dreaded in the council of the holy and feared by those around him, may be present in the
midst of your reverences’ classical meeting and remain with you without ever departing, in accordance with his
divine power, majesty and grace, and in accordance with the comforter, the Holy Spirit of the promise. May he
crown the year with his goodness, and his footsteps drip with the fat [of prosperity] over Your Reverences’
classical meeting.
May he let Your Reverences see his work, and may his glory be upon your children. And let the beauty of the
Lord our God be upon us; and establish thou the work of our hands upon us; yea, the work of our hands establish
thou it!
4
Your most respected letters of 2 October 1744 and 17 January 1745, both with copies, have in turn, by the
permission of the eternal and all gracious Jehovah God, benefited me wonderfully.
The first I had the honour and the pleasure of answering by Your Excellencies’ already returned ship, the Henrietta Susanna Galey, which left here on 1 July 1745. I hope that that reply, entrusted to the care of our Reader
and Schoolmaster, Pieter Ernestus Schutsier, who was returning home, has already reached Your Excellencies’
illustrious Meeting of the Ten. The second I received on the most recently arrived of your ships, now homeward
bound, the Catharina Galey.
This last has brought me no less comfort than the first, has encouraged me no less to fulfill my holy duties, and
has held before my eyes no less effectively Your Excellencies’ avowed and godly intention and objective to
realize on earth the honour of the glory of Jehovah God’s kingdom, which draws the soul, calms, and equips to all
good work. For, when I received it, I found that I had been honoured with a delightful and generous gift in the
form of refreshments, consisting in well packed and well preserved hams, tobacco, pipes, red and white wines,
and various liquors, which were placed at my disposal, in their entirety, by his honour the Director-General of this
coast.
The effect that this gift has already had on my morale and that of my fellow Christians as the most transparent
demonstration of Your Excellencies’ benevolent design to extend the dearly bought congregation of Immanuel
Jesus in this place, and my heartfelt gratitude and exceptional joy, I can scarcely find the appropriate words to
express. The height of my joy and elation will also be found and remain in this: that even as before, I now again
bind myself to help promote the advantage of Your Excellencies’ widely famed company.
Further the books which I humbly asked of you and which you graciously sent have brought me much
pleasure. Those which you desired to retain as company property I have listed, and I have handed the list to his
honour the Director-General of these coasts. It is a particular joy to me to see that you willingly took the trouble to
have printed the translations of Our Father, the 12 Articles of Faith, and the Ten Commandments of the Lord.
The restored command of the negro language which I have now acquired has made me see that this translation
requires some polishing. This I intend to do at the first opportunity, and to send it to you. However, to lose no
time, I have given these to the schoolchildren, who have made such good use of them that I am encouraged to
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press ahead faster, and I hope with more felicity, with the translation of the Children’s Catechism of Jacob Borstius.
The necessary transfer of many of the members of our church to the outlying forts, the variety of denominational allegiances among them, and the apathy of very many of them has resulted in my not being able to use the
Extracts from the Doctrine of the Truth etc. as I had wished. For I once again began a catechism class in my
house, but as I had no or very few candidates, and moreover as everything proceeded in a very irregular fashion, I
was obliged as before to cancel it. If there were a public and express command that, if not all, then at least the
Reformed Christians in our midst who are not yet members were obliged while resident at the main castle to go to
the minister at least once a week for catechism, then this work might have some prospect of success. For if this
were not the requirement for public worship, there would be few, with the exception of the good ones, who would
come to church regularly.
I have, however, used some of the Extracts from the Doctrine of the Truth with our most advanced schoolchildren. In the interests of the schoolchildren, now, my present humble request and prayer is for some ABC cards
and for some copies of The Proper Teaching of Writing. I have once again enlarged the school. But I cannot yet
say whether or not this work will make the desired progress. If the [suggestions in the] Historical Foreword of the
blessed Mr. H. Velse, which he prefaced to the Accurate Reports Concerning the Establishment of Christendom
Among the Heathens on the Coast of Coromandel and Malabar by the Danish missionaries at Tranquebar, were to
be applied here, and especially those in paragraphs 48-52, then I would believe and venture to guarantee that my
kindred according to the flesh, who are now of no use to Your Excellencies, would thereafter become very useful.
For the saying is true that:
Ingenuas didicisse fideliter artes
Emollit mores nec sinit esse feros\fn{Study of the liberal arts | Humanizes character and allows us to be fierce }
The Reader and Schoolmaster, Adrianus van Wachem, whom you sent, has been preserved along with his wife
to come among us. The first stages of his work have not yet shown me that he is capable of fulfilling your godly
objectives in all respects. But I think this may be attributable to the unfamiliarity of climate and of environment,
and I expect that matters will improve in time.
The news of which I must now write to my great joy, and which I hope and think will also be to Your
Excellencies’ satisfaction, is that it has fallen to my lot, by the Lord’s exceptional providence, to be married to my
—to my now honoured and beloved wife, born Antonia Ginderdros, who came here under the auspices of the
family of Mr. Jan Credo Bacot. Our marriage feast was given by his honour the Director-General of these coasts
at his own expense. And this was followed by the marriage of the Assistant, Pieter Hugo Coene, with Miss
Susanna de Jonge, so that there are now six lawfully married people living here.
As a leader of God’s house here, I take it upon myself, with all due respect, to commend to Your Excellencies’
good favour all these households in general, as well as my own and that of Assistant Jacob Cau, nephew of the
never fully valued Herm. Boerhave, in particular. If you view my request with favour, then I am willing to fill the
vacant elders’ places from these households. For the elders which we need here must be men of considerable
qualities who can bring a fitting confidence to God’s business, whether in speaking of it or in using their judge ment and promoting its interests.
For the rest, it is my heartfelt prayer that the Lord of Sabaoth may think well of you, the excellent guardians of
his eternally beloved church, in all things, that Your Excellencies may yet proceed for the extension of his eternal
Gospel in this heathen world! May he prosper Your Excellencies’ Christian Company to the length of days! May
he in the coming New Year make the saving joy of his goodness fall on Your Excellencies, and his footsteps drop
fatness over you as the dew of Hermon which falls on Mt Zion, for there the Lord commanded the blessing and
the life for evermore! May he grant that you find mercy in him the almighty Lord in that glorious day of the
Saviour’s return!
281.180 Bars Fight\fn{by Lucy Terry Prince (c.1740-1821)} “West Africa”, Ghana? (F) 1\fn{The poem is about an Indian
attack (1746) on two white families of Deerfield, Massachusetts; the author was still a slave at the time:H }
August ’twas the twenty-fifth,
Seventeen hundred forty-six;
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The Indians did in ambush lay,
Some very valiant men to slay,
The names of whom I’ll not leave out.
Samuel Allen like a hero stout,
And though he was so brave and bold,
His face no more shalt we behold
Eleazer\fn{The text has: Eteazer} Hawks was killed outright,
Before he had time to fight,—
Before he did the Indians see,
Was shot and killed immediately.
Oliver Amsden he was slain,
Which caused his friends much grief and pain.
Simeon Amsden they found dead,
Not many rods distant from his head.
Adonijah Gillett we do hear
Did lose his life which was so dear.
John Sadler fled across the water,
And thus escaped the dreadful slaughter.
Eunice Allen see the Indians coming,
And hopes to save herself by running,
And had not her petticoats stopped her,
The awful creatures had not catched her,
Nor tommy hawked her on the head,
And left her on the ground for dead.
Young Samuel Allen, Oh lack-a-day!
Was taken and carried to Canada.
172.106 Excerpts from The Letters of Philip Quaque\fn{by Philip Quaque (1741-1816)} “outside the walls of Cape
Coast Castle,” Cape Coast, Cape Coast Metropolitan District, Central Region, Ghana (M) 8
September 28th, 1766
Since my late letter to the venerable body dated in February 1766, I am induced to acquaint them that all my
hopes, I am afraid, are in vain. Governor Hippisley, Esq., whom Mr. Thompson was so kind as to recommend us
to, is very lately dead, after having been stationed here only five months and eleven days, with a very short
illness. He indeed proved to us in all points a worthy friend, as was described by Mr. Thompson to the Society. He
showed himself a man of feeling for the distresses of others,\fn{ John Hippisley was aware—unusual for his time—of the
inhuman aspects of the slave trade; but he believed it could never be ended, because of the impossibility of doing without slave labor on the
West Indies plantations.} very humane and hospitable, a sincere lover he was of his profession and a great observant

of the public worship of Almighty God. …
But since he is dead, all my expectations are foiled and are also buried with him. We have no other whom we
can call a friend, that wishes us health and prosperity. And as for those fair promises of the Caboceer’s\fn{ Cudjo
Caboceer, at the time linguist to the Governor of Cape Coast Castle, and at the center of the local British trading network. } mentioned in
my last, I am greatly afraid that all that will now dwindle into nothing, as my chief agent is now no more. The
only reason and inducement of his then fair promises, I since find to have been nothing else but a sinister view of
getting from me, if possible, the little income I have from the African Committee into his own custody, notwithstanding he being a person of great repute and substance and I being then only as a newcomer, not knowing the
manners and customs of my native place, made him proceed to such unreasonable steps. But seeing himself with
all my numerous family greatly disappointed in their aim, are therefore become very careless and thoughtless
about us. …
The factory at present is in very poor condition, all falling down over our heads. It’s a very ancient building,
fn{I.e., Cape Coast Castle: Quaque is using the term in a generalized sense, for strictly speaking, a factory was a trading post housed in its
own structure, and was normally in a state of bad repair, caused by the six-month rainy season and the need to import so much of its construction materials from Europe at great expense } upwards of a hundred and eleven years standing in these parts, so that at
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the time of our severe rainy season every individual are almost drowned in their apartments by leaking, during
which I was forced to strip and quit my two rooms of all my furniture, encumbering others who were in a better
condition than I with them, and I and my spouse partaking with whomsoever we could. This accident and trouble
of moving we shall be liable to every season if no remedy is found out in time to prevent it. My poor spouse\fn
{Catherine Blunt, his English wife} and bosom companion has been but very indifferent since we came upon the coast,
who now lies at the point of death and every moment expecting it to be her last.\fn{ She died in November}
… At the Feast of Easter there was no duty, owing to a very great indisposition of body I was in by a severe fit
of the flux\fn{Dysentery} and fever, but all the other festivals following were duly performed to the best of my
power with universal satisfaction. But still found none of what sect or denomination soever that was willing or
disposed to commence communicants, and the only plea they offer is that while they are here acting against light
and conscience, they dare not come to that holy table, so that while I remain in these remote soils that branch of
duty will never be exercised in public, unless it be to myself and spouse. …
On Sunday the 22nd of June 1766 I baptized two little infants … and on the 29 th baptized also the son of the
deceased John Hippisley, Esq., aged 12 years, who was called after the name of his father. He was by the desire of
his father under my inspection long before and after his baptism, but since the death of his father he has quite
deserted me. Now with regard to the baptism of infants here, I shall be glad to know from the respectable Society
whether it will be deemed lawful for me to baptize them without sponsors, or whether the standard of heathen
parents will be altogether sufficient on that head? …
This country is very destructive to the health of men of British constitutions and though myself being a native
by birth, yet am not exempted from undergoing the common fate equally with those who are not. And as a proof
to this assertion, we have had for the little time we have been here the third part out of five and twenty soldiers
dead; a factor, the nephew of the present Bishop of Waterford, and a surveyor. Several others very sick and infirm
besides many others of an older standing, together with six or seven captains of ships suddenly cut off by a very
short illness.
Number of communicants—none. Visitants since are ten, buried fourteen; Papists, Quaker and Anabaptists—
none here. Now the consideration of the things that has been alleged will, I hope, be duly looked upon and noticed
by my great benefactors, the venerable Society. …
*
March 7th, 1767
On the last account given to the venerable Society of my arduous mission in September 28 th last, I therein took
the freedom in stating before them, as well as able, the confinement I was then under with respect to my spouse’s
ill state of health, and withal the impossibility of her recovery if nothing in time was found out for her immediate
relief. I do now, with great regret, inform them by this favourable conveyance of the heaviness which surrounds
me at this time for the loss of so dear and worthy a spouse, whom Providence in pity and for wiser ends (I hope)
has thought proper to deprive me of and the sweet consolations I received from her tender breast on November
last. …
But sometime before her death, I was requested by the earnest importunity of Gilbert Petrie, our present
Governor,\fn{1766-1769} whether I should choose to take the trouble of an arduous task upon me in the education
of children. I made an answer that that was one of my chief employment and had already begun in private, but not
publicly, as yet, and about ten or eleven days after the decency of my confinement began by a slow gradation to
dissipate a little, I established a seminary, by his order, in my own bedchamber for the instruction of mulatto
children only of both sexes, the number of which at present is but ten, who seem to take their learning surprisingly
well and some have made a very good progress, considering the very short space of time they have been with me.
And do intend shortly, God willing, to take a few of the rougher kind to see what can be really made out of them.
… The morning after New Year’s Day, I took my first visit to Anomabu where I lodged in the house of one
Richard Brew, Esq., an English merchant, by the kind recommendation of Samuel Smith, Esq. (his bosom friend)
who was then a member of the Committee,\fn{The Africa Committee, partly responsible for Quaque’s posting} and aboded
with him for the space of a week, during which time he behaved in the most polite manner imaginable. And on the
Sunday read prayers and preached in his most noble hall\fn{ Richard Brew was a prosperous trader and had built a house—
called Castle Brew—equipped with mahogany furniture, silverware, pictures, books, a glass chandelier and an organ } to a very good
audience. The divine service being ended, I immediately reported to the table where I had already fixed my element for christening and did then and there lawfully baptize his two mulatto daughters,\fn{ Eleanor and Amba, to whom
and to their mother Brew made a bequest upon his death in 1776 } by his own earnest desire, and three others besides, to the
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universal satisfaction of the whole congregation both white and black then assembled, and gave certificates before
I took my farewell of him. …
From hence I returned back to the place of my situation and on the Sunday, the 28 th of January, performed the
office of matrimony for the first time between Alias Andrew, a Corporal of this fort and Hannah Neirah, an
English woman. They both came here lately from England. I made no scruple of conscience but examined them
well first before I performed the solemn office, and asked them when and where they were married and by whom,
which they answered that they had been at Senegal for four years and were married there by the Reverend Mr.
Smith, Chaplain to the regiment that is stationed there, and showed me some kind of a certificate, but could not
make a word out of it. But desired that I would perform the office for them again as they have now come into a
strange place, that they might live free from molestation, whereby also they might be able to silence the cavils of
unreasonable and gainsaying people, especially here where they are so very censorious. This I did accordingly and
sometime after I gave them a certificate. …
By the goodness of Mr. John Hippisley, deceased, I have had a letter from Vincent Biscoe, Esq., who informed
me that in consideration of his kind letter in recommendation of me and my wife and laying before them the
scantiness of my salary as a clergyman in a proper light, have increased it to £100 p.a.\fn{Per annum} coast currency, which is a further help to me in these parts where there is no manner of perquisites whatsoever and provision
excessively dear.\fn{It had been £60 previously} …
*
Cape Coast Castle 1767
With these I make bold to address the Society that since my last Notitia Scholastica and other Accompti in
March the 7th 1767 … I was in hopes of being favoured with a few lines long before this from the Society, but as
that long wished for period has failed me, do herewith trouble them with my half yearly transaction to their
judicious perusal.
That with respect to the school the number still remains, out of which three of them reads their primers surprisingly well and with regard to their Catechism, most of them say as far as to the first Commandment incomeparable well. They behave very orderly and mostly appear extremely decent. The continuance of their growth in
grace and progress in further knowledge, I trust in the Divine disposal of all events for future success, if they are
not over-corrupted through the infamous practices of their relations. …
I sincerely wish, in God’s name, it was in my power to give a much better pleasing account to the Society of
the inhabitants of the garrison than what I shall anon relate concerning these illiterate people, but find it an impossibility of attempting it, as they now grow more degenerate than before. For at first, I must really say, in the reign
of John Hippisley, Esq., deceased, that they resorted or met together almost every Sunday for that purpose or the
public services of Almighty God. But now deviates much from it as they formerly frequented it. … And moreover
have heard that Mr. Brew, the person whom I spoke so kindly of in my last, and his civilities and friendship
shown as well as private councils when with him, should now say to the Chief of Anomabu\fn{ I.e., the governor of
the fort there} through an injurious pique lately had, occasioned by trifling words passed between us, that he would
never come to Cape Coast to be subservient to and to sit under the nose of a black boy to hear him pointing or laying out their faults before them. … At the hearing of this and a few others ensuing, I can’t say but I was somewhat
discouraged. …
On Saturday the 26th June had a conference with Caboceer Cudjo concerning the utility and legality of the
ordinance of baptism, at which time I stated also before him the excellency of our religion above that of any other
in the world. …
From hence I continued silent till the 2nd day of August, kept in suspense by the Governor for upwards of eight
weeks in expectation of his desiring prayers, but all to no purpose. Took the opportunity, as on this day, of performing divine service for the first time before Caboceer Cudjo and many of the Cape Coast people, seemingly to
their satisfaction. At which time the Caboceer expressed again his earnest desire of having the school house built
to contain two long rooms, one side for the worship of God and the other as a school house, for the instruction of
the younger branch. …
The following Sabbath day, perceiving no sign of prayers in the fort, went as usual to town and read the service for the day to the Caboceer and about eleven of the Cape Coast penins,\fn{ Elders, the heads of the extended families
in the region} the first time of any of their attendance, and many of the principal people belonging to this town. The
number of the whole congregation then present were between forty and fifty, both mulattos and black. Prayers
being ended, they expressed a great thankfulness by obeisance and immediately returned to what they term the
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liquor of life. This sudden motion being started, I made a very great objection against it and told them that what
they have now heard teaches them no such thing, but on the contrary far from it. …
I went to them again in the evening about four o’clock, where I gave a specimen of what was intended more
fully when Mr. Frederic Adoy comes from his kroom,\fn{Village} the person who assisted Mr. Thompson in his
employment. I intimated to explain the necessity and reasonableness of the sacrament of baptism in my own lingo, as well as I was able, to about 25 of them in number and told them that what they have now imperfectly heard
from me\fn{Quaque had ceased to be fluent in the vernacular, which he despised, describing it as a “vile jargon” in a letter of 1781 }
will be, I hope, more perfectly or clearly laid open to them at his return. And on the morrow … told them that now
they must not neglect of coming whenever I officiate in town, to which they made an answer that they would not.
…
Miracles, I believe, never will cease, as Gilbert Petrie, Esq., condescended at last to write me a note relative to
prayers, to my great wonder and amazement. It runs to this effect. Mr. Quaque, our duty put from necessity being
long omitted, therefore let us have one of Mr. Yorick’s Discourses, that is but adapted for explication. This unaccountable action I never dreamed of ever having it more wrought upon me. By the manner of his writing, it
appears to me also not to spring out of any real good intention or earnest desire in the request, but on the contrary,
rather out of shame for long neglect of duty. …
I had the pleasure on this day of dining with him, at which time he seemed to express a great delight, and
passing some encomiums upon my deliverance and pronunciation, I took then the liberty of hinting to him about
conferring the ordinance of baptism on his four children, three girls and one boy, being his own promise from the
beginning as they have not yet been admitted into covenant with their unknown Creator through that sacrament,
the only means made by Christ for our acceptance with God. He paused and reflected much, but gave me no
answer.\fn{In 1779 arrangements were being made for his mulatto son, Bob, to come to England; his father having left West Africa some
time before} Many agreeable subjects having passed away, I retired about the hour of three and made my way for
town in hopes of meeting with the Cape Coast penins at the Caboceer’s house in readiness, according to the
agreement made by themselves.
When I went, I was greatly disappointed by not seeing a soul there. I immediately went to the [chief] of them
to know the reason of their proving so very deceitful to their words, to which he sent me word back that they were
tired and had but just departed from Cudjo’s house upon settling a long and tedious palaver and begged to be
excused coming, as they were going to get something to corroborate themselves with, not having as yet broke
their fast. However, not to be disappointed in my view, I read the service to my scholars who were in great décorum before me, the Caboceer, a gentleman in the fort and to Mr. Aqua\fn{ Quaque’s interpreter} and a few others, and
then departed without offering the discourse intended for the penins of Cape Coast. …
On this day, the 20th instant … in the afternoon I went to town … where also I both read and preached to about
35 … Here I introduced for the first time the singing of Psalms and was assisted by Mr. Aqua, the reason of which
was they being fond of music, that by its pleasing sound it might attract them the more, as nothing can be more
stealing upon the minds of the ignorant than the harmonious strains of the Prophet. They hearkened to it with due
attention and expressed a great veneration towards it. …
Mr. Frederic Adoy\fn{Another of Quaque’s interpreters} and Mr. John Aqua would esteem it as honour whenever the
house for education is erected for the good of the young children, to be listed in the Society’s service as a kind of
a small assistance in the school, if approved of, provided the number of scholars increase. And are of opinion, as
well as myself, that the promise of the old men in building a small seminary will be the very same as it was with
the Reverend Mr. Thompson. …\fn{I.e., that it would not flourish}
*
July 30th, I775
… Being weary of confining my time to one spot to no secret satisfaction was obliged, one day, to accept of an
invitation from a friend, one of our Chiefs belonging to Dixcove Castle,\fn{ On the western Gold Coast; built by the English in the 1690s, the name is a corruption of “Dick’s Cove,” a small bay adjoining it where Europeans had traded prior to its construction }
with whom I resided happily upwards of eight months. The intention of my staying here so long was chiefly
owing to the information I had from this gentleman, who gave me to understand that his neighbours, the Dutch
Chiefs, receiving intelligence by him of my traveling up so far, expressed their earnest desire of embracing the
opportunity of initiating their children into the sacred order of baptism, and faithfully promised at my arrival to
put their God-like design into execution, which were the means of my taking so long a season. But when it came
to a matter of consideration, their hearts failed them and no doubt dispositions changed from their original propo-
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sal.
Before I advance any further in my narration, I can’t help observing that in all my travels from Cape Coast up
to windward, the remarkable difference there is between the Fantis and Ahanti people (for so the windward blacks
from Sekondi up as far as Axim are called). By what little I could discern of the natives of these places, find that
they are of a quiet temper, a ready mind and easy to be governed, their disposition and manner of behaviour entirely foreign from those of the Fanti nations, who are of a turbulent spirit, strangers to civil discipline and inveterate enemies of public tranquility. … \fn{ The normal European attitude of the time, given the Fanti political structure—a form of
confederation which allowed great independence to the component states }
The different excursions of the Chief down to Cape Coast, where his presence was immediately required on
affairs of importance, afforded me an opportunity of acting in my ministerial function, then mixed with the charge
and care of the public fort and business, almost every Sabbath day, sickness only excepted …
Whilst I resided at this place there happened, in the absence of the Chief, a very lamentable circumstance
between the Dutch subjects and our townspeople at Dixcove, which commotion terminated in a devastation of
blood, the consequence thereof would have been much slaughter and confusion had not the interposition of Providence ordered me as a patron and a mediator between them. It perhaps may seem incredible when I take upon me
to declare that had not my zealous efforts, with indefatigable diligence, been used in this affair (thinking it to be a
part of my profession), with the kind assistance of a worthy gentleman, a Dutch Chief at Butri, destruction upon
destruction most assuredly would have followed.
For from the 21st of February 1775, the day on which this wicked stratagem was conspired against the lives of
many, I ceased not in giving my attendance daily to Bushwa Town, distant from the fort about three computed
miles, under a very spacious tree instituted in the days of old, as I am informed, for hearing causes. From the hour
of eight in the morning successively for eight days have I deserted the fort, and not been able to enter its gates till
ten or eleven o’clock at night on foot, notwithstanding the strenuous arguments and reasonings made use of both
by the Dutch Chief and myself as a sure prevention against the impending danger. …
Leaving this for my nomination (the distance of which is judged to be upwards of thirty or forty leagues), in
my way down, I stopped both at Sekondi and Komenda forts and luckily the charge and care of these also fell
under my custody for the space of a month or two.\fn{ Like Dixcove town, the town at Sekondi was plundered by the Ahanta on
more than one occasion, both being the result of tribal hostilities exacerbated by European allies—for the Dutch and the English both had
forts in all three places}

At last, being released from my faithful services to community, I arrived at my district on Monday, the 19 th
day of June 1775, where I believe curiosity instead of the true spirit of devotion led on the Governor to have
prayers on the 9th of July before an auspicious audience, at which time were present Richard Brew, Esq., and Horatio Smith, Esq.,\fn{A cousin of Samuel Smith, Drew’s London-based trading partner aforementioned } from Anomabu. And the
Sunday ensuing baptized a mulatto infant of two months old, which makes, in the whole, two this year. My
school, which consisted some years ago of sixteen scholars, are now no more than two in number, one a black boy
and the other a mulatto. The former pupils of both sexes, by whom I promised myself great comfort and satisfaction in their education, the parents, judging them to advance on with swift succession to years of maturity, have
thought it expedient to initiate the male kind as soldiers and lifers\fn{ I.e., as making up military companies of mulatto
soldiers, a typical Fanti institution which persisted into the Twentieth Century } in the service of the African Committee and the
female, who are also become marriageable, into the busy cares of life. Hence the Society may judge of the
independency of these people, a state on which there is no reliance …
*
January 17th, 1778
Since my last Notitia of the 11 th April last to the venerable Society … I have with anxious eyes and confident
hope expected to have been honoured with their most gracious indulgence ere now. But fallen short of my expectation, due obedience of orders and love of duty therefore inspires me to send in this narrative, which I confess
ought to have pursued its travels two months sooner. But considering the lamentableness of the times, the
uncertainty of a safe voyage, together with the melancholy news of the African merchant ships being apprehended
and properties confiscated, as well as letters of private persons seized and destroyed by the Americans was the
sole reason of my not expediting this sooner, and even the safety of this I have my doubts about me.\fn{ An allusion
to the American Revolution (1776-1783); one instance of which was the seizure of the proceeds of Brew’s estate, which was being shipped
to Europe after his death in 1776}

However, since the appointment of Richard Miles, Esq., to the command of the African Committee’s affairs
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here (as a successor to David Mill, Esq., late Governor of this Castle, who is since dead and whose untimely end,
we here learn, was occasioned by the accident of his falling into the hands of the rebels after his departure from
the coast and conveyed to the Island of Antigua, where he died with immense property totally lost), I have no
small satisfaction of acquainting them that the true spirit of devotion and due observance of a Sabbath holy to
God, much neglected in the former Governor’s time, begins under the present one (though not yet confirmed) to
illumine the mind as the morning sun enlightens the fertile earth. …
There are yet several children belonging to different gentlemen of this Castle unbaptised, notwithstanding the
many remonstrances made touching the utility of their admission into that sacred function, both in public and
private, but it has not as yet had any impression. Trusting therefore to that powerful agency, voluntary choice, I
hope it will hereafter have the desired influence upon their hearts and minds and that process of time will discover.
The funeral ceremony of the late Cudjo Caboceer, whose death I mentioned in my last account, was pompously exhibited on the 20th day of October last after the blacks’ usual custom or manner of burying their deceased.
This performance or funeral grandeur was accompanied with incessant firing of muskets from that time successfully for eight days, together with little or no intermission. But the Society will please to observe that this mighty
exhibition could not well be acted without songs of shouting, drinking and that to a very great excess, with
dancing and all kinds of juvenile festivity, which scene appeared to me more like their harvest feasts than that of
mourning or sorrow.
This, however, was continued on by a vast concourse of different neighboring caboceers along the seacoast,
their attendances and townspeople, besides many other caboceers from the inland countries and villages adjacent.
The computation of the number of souls that came to perpetuate the memory of their deceased monarch might be
upwards of a million.
But the manner in which they make their public entrance on these occasions deserves a place in this cursory
description, as it is not only laughable but curious withal, in which drama you will find the generality of them
equipped with their warlike apparel. Some are covered with a cap of a tiger’s skin, others again with deer’s, a
third the skins of monkeys, the fourth and fifth have on porcupine’s skins and also wild boar’s and the sixth, straw
bonnets and cockle shells strung and ornamented about their necks and legs, together with their numerous
charms….
They likewise paint themselves, both men and women, some with white chalk, others yellow earth and a
number of others, in order to make their hue appear more odious, daub themselves with powdered charcoal. But
the most detestable scene in all their actions is the barbarous and inhuman practice of sacrificing innocent lives as
attendances to the great folks only in the other world, which diabolical custom and a mistaken vile notion seems
to prevail much with them when any of their reputed head dies. …\fn{ The Fanti attached great importance to funerals, their
significance turning on the part played by ancestor worship and the belief that both living and dead were linked together in permanent
association; the spirits of departed ancestors being thought to guide and influence the fortunes of their clan on earth, thus demanding that
the living pay constant attention to their dead in order to ensure a favorable ordering of events }
On the 15th day of last December, the supposed heir to the stool\fn{ I.e., the piece of furniture} so-called (or in other

words, the crown of the late Cudjo Caboceer) was publicly installed by a grand procession, in their own way, by
the consent both of the townspeople, the principals of Anomabu and Elmina, people and properties of the stool,
with songs of shouting, dancing and drinking as before described, decorated with all their usual apparatus. He
then passes through a kind of an oath of supremacy before the concourse of both strangers and his own alliances
publicly assembled, after which he and his attendant train comes into the Castle to pay his respects, where he
takes upon him the oath of allegiance before the Governor, clothed in his war robe and having in his right hand a
three edged sword, with which he swears himself faithfully the subject of Great Britain, binding the same with a
sacred oath to defend the rights and privileges belonging thereto by night or day.
On his leaving the fort, he and his numerous retinue receives a customary gratuity granted on these occasions
from the Governor, with the honour of nine saluting guns as a compliment from the Castle, denoting, I imagine,
the public consent as well as the British attachment and protection of them. The Society may also remember of
my hinting to them in my last favour the unavoidable expense I was likely to be involved in by the death of this
great man, which so poor as I am amounts to £127:7.6. I mention this merely to show them the difficulties I
frequently labour under through numerous family connections, whose sole dependence rest entirely upon me,
exclusive of domestic care, a wife and two children and another shortly expected, by God’s blessing.\fn{ Quaque
married twice more after the death of his first wife previously noted }
By the paper on which I write, you may easily perceive how short I am of stationery and if I recollect aright, I
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think you promised to indulge me with the anniversary sermons preached at St. Martin’s le Bow yearly. …
Pray may I also presume so far as to ascertain from you of what is become of the Reverend Mr. John Moore,
son of my worthy tutor, the late Reverend Mr. John Moore, Lecturer of St. Sepulchre’s Parish, Snowhill. …
Likewise shall be infinitely indebted to you to be informed whether the Reverend Thomas Thompson, my predecessor, is still in being or translated into the bliss above, there to receive the recompense of his labour reserved
for him in the Kingdom of our Father.\fn{He had died in 1773}
The knowledge of these and the above requests will forever confer an additional duty and brotherly love on
him who ardently wishes you all desirable health, and every valuable blessing this sublunary paradise of ours is
capable of affording, and remain with love unfeigned always in due submission to your commands.
*
October 20th, 1781
… I have now, blessed be God, three children, a son and two daughters. The eldest girl and lad I purpose, God
willing and with their permission, soon to send to England to receive a very liberal education as far as my poor
finances in life will possibly afford. …
There is no parent existing but what has a natural feeling or affection for his children, for which reason,
therefore, I could wish that these two children may become useful to the community. In consequence, therefore, I
have pitched upon this method to secure their tender minds from receiving the bad impressions of the country, the
vile customs and practices and above all, the losing their mother’s vile jargon, the only obstacles of learning in
these parts. Besides, I may yet hope that this will be an everlasting provision for them after I am annihilated and
interred in the sepulcher of my ancestors.
For it is reasonable to suppose that by their thus gaining a superior knowledge of things over their countrymen,
should it please the Almighty Director of all events to spare their lives and to return back here again to endeavour
the prosecution of their errand, must certainly be a very great antidote against the frequent troubles and palavers
or lawsuits which I foresee would unavoidably harass and distress them, through the inconsiderate behaviour of
mercenary relations, and for ought I know, reduce them to penury and the extremest of wants?
*
February 8th, 1786
Since my last narrative of my safe arrival to the place of my destination,\fn{ Quaque had visited England for a short
I am exceedingly happy to inform the venerable Society that
although I meet with no visible appearance as yet of performing divine service in the public hall, for want of the
chapel being erected as specifically ordered by the African Committee (the prosecution of which being suppressed
by the Governor and Council till further orders of a more forcible nature is obtained by them), I have been so
fortunate as to perform divine service regularly every Sunday in my own room, where more or less of the
gentlemen frequently give their attendance at morning and evening service. …
It may be uncharitable in me to observe, and indeed it is hard to say what will really be the ultimacy of this
part of the country in the course of a few years, for it is grown to such a pitch of daring insolence, the foundation
of whim arises chiefly from the ill management of the European settlers here, that I fear there will be no such
thing as living in Africa. Nothing reigns nowadays but confusion and anarchy, dissipation and discontent throughout the country, for since the short period of my residence, I have experienced nothing else but perpetual disquiettude, with threats of danger, by those for whom Providence originally ordained this spot as their portion. The
calamities and distresses they themselves feel is pitiable, and yet no argument can move their obdurate hearts to a
better mode of thinking; it therefore seems to me that the justice of God’s proceedings with impenitent sinners
still pursues this race of men, if I may be allowed the expression, for their unjust dealings and practices.
On Tuesday the 18th of last October, happened a most melancholy and unhappy circumstance in the Road of
Mouri belonging to the Dutch settlement,\fn{ It was the site of an early Dutch fort, Fort Nassau, built in 1612 } where was
riding at anchor a Dutch ship full of slaves almost ready to take her departure from the coast. But the ill treatment
of the unfeeling Captain incensed the poor captives so highly that they rose upon the ship’s crew in his absence
and took possession of the vessel. They consisted in number about 150. But the most dreadful circumstance of all
is that after having laid their scheme with subtlety and art, and decoying as many of their countrymen who came
far and near to plunder on board and near the ship, and also some white sailors from an English ship in hopes of
relieving them, were all indiscriminately blown up to upwards of three or four hundred souls.
This revengeful but very rash proceeding we are here made to understand to be entirely owing to the Captain’s
while in 1784-85 in connection with his children’s education }
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brutish behavior, who did not allow even his own sailors, much more the slaves, a sufficient maintenance to
support nature. If this is really the case, can we but help figuring to ourselves the true picture of inhumanity those
unhappy creatures suffer in their miserable state of bondage, under the different degrees of austere masters they
unfortunately fall in with, in the West Indies?
The next observation that occurs is that on the 14 th of November last, the whole body of the slaves belonging to
this garrison, of different occupation, deserted and did not return back till the 14 th December, but the real cause of
their desertion is not yet ascertained. Still, it is easy to conceive that the evils which they seem to complain of, to
bear an affinity to the excess of burden the Children of Israel suffered in the reign of Pharaoh, King of Egypt,
under their task masters.\fn{Each fort had its complement of slaves, male and female, who performed domestic duties and rough
work for the garrison.} Not long after this follows another lamentable but very bitter portion indeed, a scene that has
not been seen or heard of in the memory of man for ages before.
The town of Cape Coast, by some unforeseen accident or other, suffered a most dreadful conflagration on the
th
27 November which consumed every dwelling house excepting very few, and in endeavouring to secure the
different effects belonging to the gentlemen and myself that were exposed to irreparable danger in the said town,
we unfortunately had the greatest part burnt and lost, among which I had a large chest of books burnt into ashes.
But of such things of the poor natives as they could possibly save were permitted also to be lodged in the fort, and
many of them were obliged to take shelter there as the only secure place of refuge. Several, however, lost their
lives and vast properties destroyed. …
Thus is the present state of this country and I leave you to judge of the bitter consequences that may attend it
hereafter.
On Sunday the 29th January, I have the satisfaction of informing the Society that I had the honour of baptizing
a male white infant, born here of European parents. And am in great hopes soon of initiating two more infants of
the Governor into that sacred ordinance, which leaves me to conclude, by fervent prayer, that God may in His
appointed time be gracious unto this land, enlighten their dark minds and to open their eyes to see the wonderful
things of His laws.
*
January 28th, 1789
I have the honor to address myself to you on a subject, the first of any consequence since my last arrival in
Africa worthy the Society’s knowledge, which I have no doubt will afford pleasure to my patrons and benefactors
as it promises the appearance of conversion and light to the ignorant and infidel. Before I proceed, you will permit
me to premise that it is the first real and important circumstance that has happened by the information of which I
could justify the trouble I am about to give you.
A Society of gentlemen (of which the Governor in Chief is a patron), have entered into an association for the
purpose of clothing, feeding and educating twelve colored children of this country, principally the offspring of
distressed and deceased parents, who have no regular mode of support and who are consequently led into the
commission of crimes for their support, which oftentimes involves them in trouble and disgrace. These gentlemen, who style themselves Torridzonians (a name analogous to the climate), have appointed me the care of them
and my little boy Samuel, lately under the tuition of the Reverend Mr. Fountaine at Marylebone, my assistant. …
For my part, nothing shall be wanting that can promote so desirable an end and should it continue to exist, I
have no doubt of its having due weight and efficacy with other of the natives who appear to admire the institution.
On Sunday the 28th September, I held a general baptism, at which time were received within the pale of
Christ’s Church ten of the above-mentioned children, who I trust will fight manfully in defence of His doctrine.
The sight was truly awful but pleasing; all the gentlemen were present and some one or other of them stood their
sponsors. Since this, another essential benefit has been produced, I mean the regular and due performance of
divine service at which the children attend, dressed in plain blue cloth and always clean and neat.
In addition to the above twelve, there are four more considered in the light of day scholars. These are the
children of gentlemen and others and are more independent than the former.
For the little time I have had the tuition of them, they have made a tolerable progress in the English language
and Catechism, and I have very little doubt but that they will, in the due course of time, prove useful to the community and grateful to their God who has enlightened them. I have to request from the Society a few useful books
for their instruction, such as spelling books, copying and cyphering books, together with such tracts in divinity as
the Society in their profound wisdom shall deem necessary. …
*
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July 21st, I792
Since my last letter to the venerable Society, having nothing material occurring to engage your attention has
been the cause of my remaining silent so long as I have done. But now having happily overcome, blessed be God,
some disagreeable matter that transpired here, of which I did not think it prudent at the time it happened to trouble
the Society with till I had vindicated my conduct to the satisfaction of the public, and having gained my point
without the least difficulty, I am the more induced to acquaint them with the circumstance thereof.
On the 11th day of May I79I, I received a peremptory order from the Governor, William Fielde, Esq., by the
Secretary about the hour of six o’clock in the evening, to attend him and others to Anomabu to take up arms in the
defence of that fort, the Chief thereof having created great disturbance with the natives of the town which
afterwards terminated with great slaughter and devastation. And because I strongly argued and opposed the order,
which I conceived highly inconsistent and injurious to my profession and the station I hold in the African
Committee’s service, I was in consequence of my refusal most spitefully and maliciously suspended by him and
Council, and was obliged to quit the fort to go to reside in Cape Coast town.
But during my emigration there, I wrote to the Committee stating fully the cause of my suspension, and in that
situation waited upwards of eleven months till their will and pleasure was known which, God be prajsed, had the
desired effect and on the 8th day of April last, I had the satisfaction to receive the abstracts and orders of the Committee’s minutes, my reappointment to my office and station as Chaplain only in their service with an addition of
£10 p.a. annexed to my former salary, to the great mortification and shame of those that had ill will against me
and rejoiced at my trouble. …
P.S. I forgot to acquaint you by way of information, and a most striking circumstance I ever met with, that our
periodical rains being almost ended, commenced on the 27 th instant the celebration of the jubilee or the first fruits
offering with the natives of Africa, which they generally term blacks’ Christmas. This custom, I learn, is a traditional institution handed down to them time immemorial by the ancients, the performance of which is held sacred
by them annually.
But the most remarkable circumstance is that the day never varies, except the day of the month.
October 13th, 1811\fn{The last of Quaque’s letters, written in haste when its author was old and in ill health }
During the course of nature within these four years past, I have been wretchedly reduced and debilitated in
such a dreadful manner, through a complication of various disorders that has rendered me incapable of doing
anything whatever, nay not even scarce to go about my room, being weak and feeble so. …
The state of the country is grown worse and worse than ever, nothing but confusion and rumours of wars on
every side; but as for my own part, the disagreeable disadvantage I am at present involved in is too shocking to
relate. My own family, whom I have brought up, one would naturally imagine would be the most near and dear a
tie to me—but instead of which they are plotting my ruin, more particularly by raising up a malicious dispute with
Mrs. Quaque merely through jealousy and hatred and envy, and opposing every measure I take for the future benefit of my wife, as if a man has not power and authority to do and dispose of his own property as he pleaseth,
without the controlling or interfering of anyone. This they have done without any dread or fear of conscience, and
have grossly assaulted and maltreated her so shamefully as to cast a disgrace and infamy upon my character.
Thus you see the avaricious disposition of the blacks, who are all for themselves and wish not that the inferior
people should ever rise in equality with themselves. It is no wonder and too true a saying of our blessed Lord, that
a man’s foes shall be they of his household and that a prophet has no honour in his own country.
Thus is the case now with me and I am fully convinced that the more a man do to these kind of people, the
more ungrateful and unthankful they seem to be; it is like casting so many pearls before swine. …
The state of this unsuccessful mission, I formerly had some hopes of its growth, but at present on the face of
things bears but an indifferent aspect. I have my doubt of its increase unless a new change should take place for
the better I could wish to say more on this topic, but I write much in pain and time fails me as His Majesty’s ship
the Thais, Captain Scobell, goes away from hence tomorrow morning without fail, and therefore hope your goodness will excuse this scrawl as I have no time to lose.
But beg leave to inform the Society that within these few years, I have buried two and fifty persons and
baptized eleven children. Prayers regularly every day in my room and on Sundays some of the gentlemen do
attend. I hope to be more explicit in my next, should God permit me my health.
Accept of my sincere and hearty wishes and prayers for your health and continuance.
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283.36 Narrative Of The Enslavement Of Otobah Cugoano, A Native Of Africa; Published By Himself, In
The Year 1787\fn{by Ottobah Cugoano (c. 1757-after 1791)} “Agimaque, on the coast”; elsewhere, “Ajumako, a stretch
of Fanti tribal land located along the coast of what is now Ghana”, Central Region, Ghana (M) 3
I was early snatched away from my native country, with about eighteen or twenty more boys and girls, as we
were playing in a field. We lived but a few days’ journey from the coast where we were kidnapped, and as we
were decoyed and drove along, we were soon conducted to a factory, and from thence, in the fashionable way of
traffic, consigned to Grenada. Perhaps it may not be amiss to give a few remarks, as some account of myself, in
this transposition of captivity.
I was born in the city of Agimaque, on the coast of Fantyn; my father was a companion to the chief in that part
of the country of Fantee, and when the old king died I was left in his house with his family; soon after I was sent
for by his nephew, Ambro Accasa, who succeeded the old king in the chiefdom of that part of Fantee, known by
the name of Agimaque and Assince.
I lived with his children, enjoying peace and tranquility, about twenty moons, which, according to their way of
reckoning time, is two years.
I was sent for to visit an uncle, who lived at a considerable distance from Agimaque. The first day after we set
out we arrived at Assinee, and the third day at my uncle’s habitation, where I lived about three months, and was
then thinking of returning to my father and young companion at Agimaque; but by this time I had got well acquaintted with some of the children of my uncle’s hundreds of relations, and we were some days too venturesome
in going into the woods to gather fruit and catch birds, and such amusements as pleased us. One day I refused to
go with the rest, being rather apprehensive that something might happen to us; till one of my playfellows said to
me,
“Because you belong to the great men, you are afraid to venture your carcass, or else of the bounsam,” which
is the devil.
This enraged me so much, that I set a resolution to join the rest, and we went into the woods, as usual but we
had not been above two hours, before our troubles began, when several great ruffians came upon us suddenly, and
said we had committed a fault against their lord, and we must go and answer for it ourselves before him.
Some of us attempted, in vain, to run away, but pistols and cutlasses were soon introduced, threatening, that if
we offered to stir, we should all lie dead on the spot. One of them pretended to be more friendly than the rest, and
said that he would speak to their lord to get us clear, and desired that we should follow him; we were then immediately divided into different parties, and drove after him.
*
We were soon led out of the way which we knew, and towards evening, as we came in sight of a town, they
told us that this great man of theirs lived there, but pretended it was too late to go and see him that night. Next
morning there came three other men, whose language differed from ours, and spoke to some of those who
watched us all the night; but he that pretended to be our friend with the great man, and some others, were gone
away. We asked our keeper what these men had been saying to them, and they answered, that they had been asking them and us together to go and feast with them that day, and that we must put off seeing the great man till
after, little thinking that our doom was so nigh, or that these villains meant to feast on us as their prey.
We went with them again about half a day’s journey, and came to a great multitude of people, having different
music playing; and all the day after we got there, we were very merry with the music, dancing, and singing.
Towards the evening, we were again persuaded that we could not get back to where the great man lived till next
day; and when bed-time came, we were separated into different houses with different people.
When the next morning came, I asked for the men that brought me there, and for the rest of my companions;
and I was told that they were gone to the sea-side, to bring home some rum, guns, and powder, and that some of
my companions were gone with them, and that some were gone to the fields to do something or other. This gave
me strong suspicion that there was some treachery in the case, and I began to think that my hopes of returning
home again were all over.
I soon became very uneasy, not knowing what to do, and refused to eat or drink, for whole days together, till
the man of the house told me that he would do all in his power to get me back to my uncle; then I eat a little fruit
with him, and had some thoughts that I should be sought after, as I would be then missing at home about five or
six days. I inquired every day if the men had come back, and for the rest of my companions, but could get no
answer of any satisfaction.
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I was kept about six days at this man’s house, and in the evening there was another man came, and talked with
him a good while and I heard the one say to the other he must go, and the other said, the sooner the better; that
man came out and told me that he knew my relations at Agimaque, and that we must set out tomorrow morning,
and he would convey me there.
*
Accordingly we set out next day, and traveled till dark, when we came to a place where we had some supper
and slept. He carried a large bag, with some gold dust, which he said he had to buy some goods at the sea-side to
take with him to Agimaque.
Next day we traveled on, and in the evening came to a town, where I saw several white people, which made
me afraid that they would eat me, according to our notion, as children, in the inland parts of the country. This
made me rest very uneasy all the night, and next morning I had some victuals brought, desiring me to eat and
make haste, as my guide and kidnapper told me that he had to go to the castle with some company that were going
there, as he had told me before, to get some goods.
*
After I was ordered out, the horrors I soon saw and felt, cannot be well described; I saw many of my miserable
countrymen chained two and two, some handcuffed, and some with their hands tied behind. We were conducted
along by a guard, and when we arrived at the castle, I asked my guide what I was brought there for, he told me to
learn the ways of the browfow, that is, the white-faced people. I saw him take a gun, a piece of cloth, and some
lead for me, and then he told me that he must now leave me there, and went off. This made me cry bitterly, but I
was soon conducted to a prison, for three days, where I heard the groans and cries of many, and saw some of my
fellow-captives.
But when a vessel arrived to conduct us away to the ship, it was a most horrible scene; there was nothing to be
heard but the rattling of chains, smacking of whips, and the groans and cries of our fellow-men. Some would not
stir from the ground, when they were lashed and beat in the most horrible manner. I have forgot the name of this
infernal fort; but we were taken in the ship that came for us, to another that was ready to sail from Cape Coast.
When we were put into the ship, we saw several black merchants coming on board, but we were all drove into our
holes, and not suffered to speak to any of them.
In this situation we continued several days in sight of our native land; but I could find no good person to give
any information of my situation to Accasa at Agimaque. And when we found ourselves at last taken away, death
was more preferable than life; and a plan was concerted amongst us, that we might burn and blow up the ship, and
to perish all together in the flames: but we were betrayed by one of our own countrywomen, who slept with some
of the headmen of the ship, for it was common for the dirty filthy sailors to take the African women and lie upon
their bodies; but the men were chained and pent up in holes. It was the women and boys which were to burn the
ship, with the approbation and groans of the rest; though that was prevented, the discovery was likewise a cruel
bloody scene.
But it would be needless to give a description of all the horrible scenes which we saw, and the base treatment
which we met with in this dreadful captive situation, as the similar cases of thousands, which suffer by this infernal traffic, are well known. Let it suffice to say that I was thus lost to my dear indulgent parents and relations, and
they to me. All my help was cries and tears, and these could not avail, nor suffered long, till one succeeding woe
and dread swelled up another. Brought from a state of innocence and freedom, and, in a barbarous and cruel manner, conveyed to a state of horror and slavery, this abandoned situation may be easier conceived than described.
From the time that I was kidnapped, and conducted to a factory, and from thence in the brutish, base, but fashionable way of traffic, consigned to Grenada, the grievous thoughts which I then felt, still pant in my heart; though
my fears and tears have long since subsided. And yet it is still grievous to think that thousands more have suffered
in similar and greater distress, under the hands of barbarous robbers, and merciless task-masters; and that many,
even now, are suffering in all the extreme bitterness of grief and woe, that no language can describe. The cries of
some, and the sight of their misery, may be seen and heard afar; but the deep-sounding groans of thousands, and
the great sadness of their misery and woe, under the heavy load of oppressions and calamities inflicted upon them,
are such as can only be distinctly known to the ears of Jehovah Sabaoth.
*
This Lord of Hosts, in his great providence, and in great mercy to me, made a way for my deliverance from
Grenada. Being in this dreadful captivity and horrible slavery, without any hope of deliverance, for about eight or
nine months, beholding the most dreadful scenes of misery and cruelty, and seeing my miserable companions
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often cruelly lashed, and, as it were, cut to pieces, for the most trifling faults; this made me often tremble and
weep, but I escaped better than many of them.
For eating a piece of sugar-cane, some were cruelly lashed, or struck over the face, to knock their teeth out.
Some of the stouter ones, I suppose, often reproved, and grown hardened and stupid with many cruel beatings and
lashings, or perhaps faint and pressed with hunger and hard labour, were often committing trespasses of this kind,
and when detected, they met with exemplary punishment. Some told me they had their teeth pulled out, to deter
others, and to prevent them from eating any cane in future. Thus seeing my miserable companions and countrymen in this pitiful, distressed, and horrible situation, with all the brutish baseness and barbarity attending it, could
not but fill my little mind horror and indignation.
But I must own, to the shame of my own countrymen, that I was first kidnapped and betrayed by some of my
own complexion, who were the first cause of my exile, and slavery; but if there were no buyers there would be no
sellers. So far as I can remember, some of the Africans in my country keep slaves, which they take in war, or for
debt; but those which they keep are well fed, and good care taken of them, and treated well; and as to their clothing, they differ according to the custom of the country.
But I may safely say, that all the poverty and misery that any of the inhabitants of Africa meet with among
themselves, is far inferior to those inhospitable regions of misery which they meet with in the West-Indies, where
their hard-hearted overseers have neither regard to the laws of God, nor the life of their fellow-men.
*
Thanks be to God, I was delivered from Grenada, and that horrid brutal slavery.
A gentleman coming to England took me for his servant, and brought me away, where I soon found my
situation become more agreeable. After coming to England, and seeing others write and read, I had a strong desire
to learn, and getting what assistance I could, I applied myself to learn reading and writing, which soon became my
recreation, pleasure, and delight; and when my master perceived that I could write some, he sent me to a proper
school for that purpose to learn.
Since, I have endeavoured to improve my mind in reading, and have sought to get all the intelligence I could,
in my situation of life, towards the state of my brethren and countrymen in complexion, and of the miserable
situation of those who are barbarously sold into captivity, and unlawfully held in slavery
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283.39 The Life And Sufferings Of John Joseph, A Native of Ashantee, In Western Africa\fn{by John Joseph (c.
1820-after 1848)} Ashanti Region?, Ghana (M) 3
I, John Joseph, the subject of this narrative, am a native of Ashantee, in Western Africa. I was born of
respectable parents, my father being a distinguished Chief of one of the tribes. He was a man of great strength and
agility.
When I was about three years of age, my father engaged in a deadly war with one of the tribes, and in an
unsuccessful encounter with the enemy he was completely routed, and a great many of our tribe taken prisoners.
The enemy ransacked my father’s habitation, and savagely dragged me and my beloved sister, from the arms of a
dear distracted mother.
We were then taken to the coast, together with three hundred prisoners of war, where we were put on board a
slave ship, sent to New Orleans, in the state of Louisiana, South America, and there sold as slaves.
I was bought at the public auction, by one Mr. Johnstone, a cotton planter, in New Orleans. I was then put by
him in the calaboosh, or prison, (a place for keeping slaves when they are brought from Africa, and also runaway
slaves). I was kept there until I was old enough to work, when I was placed on a cotton plantation.
My occupation there was to press the cotton, under the superintendence of what is called the negro-driver, who
often punished me very severely for the least fault, in a most cruel and inhuman manner, as the following statements will show. He would fasten my wrists with a cord, and throw it over a beam; I was then drawn up by my
arms as high as possible without raising my feet from the ground, they being fastened to something prepared on
the floor, and in this distorted posture, this inhuman monster, this demon in the shape of man, beat me with a short
whip, and while bleeding from head to foot, my lacerated back was washed in salt and water, to prevent
mortification.
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After my inhuman punishment, I was heavily laden with chains by night, to prevent any possibility of my
escape from this den of horrors, and on one occasion on my remonstrating with my cruel persecutor he struck me
a blow on the mouth with the butt end of his whip which knocked out three of my front teeth.
*
After some time I had these irons taken off and then I ran away, concealing myself by day, and traveling by
night. Whilst I was traveling the third night, I was stopped by a man on horseback, who presented a pistol at me,
and demanded if I had a certificate to prove that I was free from slavery. I answered, no sir; when he heard this he
dismounted from his horse, handcuffed me, and led me to the nearest prison and had me immediately advertised,
it being the custom to keep a slave fourteen days, and if not owned he is sold to another Master, the same as you
would sell cattle in England. I entreated him to let me go, but he only replied by giving me a severe blow on my
chin, which inflicted a very severe wound.
Within fourteen days my master, Mr. Johnstone, came and claimed me as his property; chained me like a dog
to his horse, and dragged me back to his estate, where I was immediately fastened to a whipping-post, and
received thirty-nine lashes, after which, though exhausted with my journey, and almost dead with my punishment,
my back was washed with salt and water, and I was once more sent back to the horrid calaboosh.
“Oh! wretched and infatuated men, do you not think a negro’s heart can feel.”
After I recovered from the punishment, I was taken to the market for sale. I was then put up (at what the
auctioneer termed) the exceeding low price of 200 dollars; which he bawled out lustily, only two hundred dollars
for Jack Sambo. Who bids for this strong healthy slave, Jack Sambo, a fine, hardy, strong, young fellow.
Whilst he went on thus, my blood boiled in my veins. The blood of my noble father was rekindled in my
bosom, I gazed at him with contempt and said,
“Sir, I am the son of one of the principal chiefs of Africa, although the tide of fortune has made me at present a
slave; you may be wicked enough to sell my body, but thank God, it is not in the power of a master or auctioneer,
to buy and sell my precious and immortal soul, for thanks be to God, Jesus suffered on the tree, to save the slave
as well as the free.”
*
At length I was knocked down to the highest bidder (who was Mr. Smith, of Charleston, in South Carolina) for
250 dollars, with another boy. I was placed by Mr. Smith on a rice and Indian corn plantation, under the superintenddence of a cruel driver, who used to beat us in a most barbarous manner, without the consent and in opposetion to the express wishes of Mr. Smith, who was a very kind master to his slaves, giving them good food and
clothing.
One day he found the driver flogging us very severely; he enquired the cause of his doing so against his
command, fined him five dollars, and forthwith discharged him.
I remained with Mr. Smith five years, during which time he allowed the Rev. Mr. Howard and Mr. Brown,
(two very pious and benevolent gentlemen, who had the freedom and salvation of the slave at heart) to instruct us
in spiritual things, and through their instrumentality I was brought to see and feel myself a sinner in the sight of
God, and look to the Lord Jesus Christ as my only Saviour and mediator; instead of bending, as I had been
accustomed to do, to the Sun, Moon, and Stars.
It gladdened the hearts of the poor slaves, to hear that God was no respecter of persons, but that he accepts the
black as well as the white man; that he who cometh to him with a lowly and contrite heart, whatever be the colour
of his skin or his condition in life, whether bond or free, he will in no wise cast out; he would gather his sons from
the east and his daughters from the west, for all the nations of the earth shall see the salvation of our blessed Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, through whose merits alone we can be saved, and adopted as the children of God, by
faith, and made heirs and joint heirs with him in glory: Africans as well as Europeans.
I felt that the gospel preached by these gentlemen, was very different from that preached to us by the slave
holders and their preachers, whose doctrine always was, obey your masters and mistresses, or you shall have the
rod. How different the gospel of Jesus to the threats and menaces of our inhuman masters!
*
Through the kindness of Mr. Smith, I felt quite happy, and previous to hearing the blessed gospel I thought I
was born to obey. I thought myself a happy slave in the service of such a man. But in the character of my master I
was mistaken; for although a humane man, he was a gambler, and once went to a shooting match, for so many
slaves aside. He was unsuccessful, and I was handed over with many more, to the winner (Dr. Browne, of Virginia) a tobacco planter, who was as cruel to his slaves as Mr. Smith was kind. He used to work us like beasts of
burden, obliging us to plough the ground like horses.
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Here we were badly provided with food and raiment; and were whipped if we failed in strength. After hard
work, we were frequently ready to drop from want, and were also unmercifully beaten by the negro driver. We
were kept without clothing except as much as would cover our nakedness; and in this manner we were obliged to
work all day. At the close of the day we were placed in the calaboosh, or prison, and loaded with chains till the
morning, when the bell rung for us to go again to work, and if not immediately ready, the negro driver would
come and flog us. This cruel treatment made me try to escape.
One night I made into the woods to effect my escape, but the bloodhounds were sent in pursuit of me, and
when I heard them behind me barking, I climbed up a tree to save my life, or my limbs from being destroyed. The
instant the dogs reached the bottom of the tree they stopped and there continued barking till my master came, he
looked up and asked, “who was there,” I answered “me massa, came here to save my life or limbs from being
destroyed by the dogs.” He ordered me to come down directly or he would blow out my brains with his pistol. I
was at a loss to know what to do, whether to come down and be flogged almost to death, or stay in the tree and be
shot, but at last thinking it best to surrender; I called to him and said “massa I will come down, do not beat me.”
I came down, he immediately seized me, tied me, and dragged me home. I was then tied to the whipping post,
received thirty-nine lashes, and as usual, whilst the blood was running down to my heels the salt and water was
applied to my lacerated back. I then had an iron collar with my master’s name engraved on it, and long prongs
fastened to it, put round my neck to prevent me from going into the bushes.
After a little time I made another attempt to escape which proved equally ineffectual, for being again taken, I
was flogged more severely if possible, than before, and placed in a dungeon, and fed for three days on bread and
water, when I was sent to work in a house about a mile from the rest.
While in this solitary confinement I again attempted to escape, and blessed be God, I this time effected it; I
went into the woods, traveling by night and remaining concealed by day.
After traveling in this manner for a few nights I saw a light at a distance; I stood for some time, fearing that I
was near an enemy; I did not know what to do, for I was hungry and suffered much from fatigue, but at length I
resolved to go towards the light, and there I found a friend, the only friend in the world that I knew of; he was a
wild Indian, who obtained his living by hunting.
*
He was very kind to me, and I remained with him a day, and on my departure he came with me a little way and
then left me. I then traveled on till I came to the Mississippi river, and when I saw the river I was afraid; I walked
along the bank towards its mouth, despairing of making my escape, and thinking of the sufferings I should have to
undergo if I were again taken. In despair I was almost ready to cast myself into the river, and thus put an end to
my existence, when I caught sight of a boat tied to a tree, which I gladly loosened and in it let myself float down
the river, trusting in him who is able to preserve them that put their trust in him, as well on the mighty deep as on
the land, even he who rules the sea, and whose will the winds obey, who also has declared that they that put their
trust in him shall never be forsaken.
In this manner I drifted about two days and nights, subsisting on what little I had gathered in the woods. At the
end of that time, I saw a large ship, which happened to be an English vessel; the captain first discovered me with
his glass, and sent the boat, with some of the crew, to render me that assistance of which I so much stood in need.
They said,
“Be of good cheer; do not fear, for as soon as you are in England you will be a free man.”
I then jumped into their boat and let the other go adrift. The captain the doctor, and indeed all in the vessel,
behaved towards me in the kindest manner; and blessed be God, that he has at length, in his own good pleasure,
rescued me from the tortures I underwent, and above all, that he has enlightened my mind, to come to a saving
knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus Christ.
My sister who was stolen from her parents at the same time with myself, remained with me under the same
master until I was about fourteen years of age, when we were separated, and I have never seen her since. Believing that she is still in bondage, it is my earnest desire and my sincere intention, as soon as I am able, to purchase
her freedom, so that she as well as myself, may know and enjoy the blessings of liberty.
45.116 Excerpt from African Trading; or, The Trials Of William Narh Ocansey: “Encounters With English
Children”\fn{by John E. Ocansey (c.1830-1889)} Addah, Kintampo North District, Brong-Ahafo Region, Ghana (M) 2
2
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… On Sunday the 26th of June,\fn{In 1880. This book was written by one John Ocansey, the son of an Upper Volta River
merchant, who had been sent by his father to England on business in 1880. The observations are of English private school children in their
own country.} I visited the Blue-coat School where many young orphan boys and girls are taken in and educated.
After passing through and inspecting the apartments in which they live, I went into their church to attend the
service. It was a large building capable of holding 2,000 persons, besides all the Blue-coat scholars, which
number about 300, and 100 lady teachers, singers and servants.
The Church was very full, and I was told that the people come to hear the singing which is very fine, for the
scholars are well trained. After the people were all seated, the organist came in and began to play a soft sweet
exercise, which I thought to be part of the service. The pulpit was there, but there was no one in it, and I began to
feel uneasy about the minister—why did he delay? Had he not arrived? Was he taken ill? Still the organist went
on playing what appeared a long time.
But see! now he pulls out the stops of the organ and rises to his exercise with great energy and changes the
sound of the organ until it is like a large band of music marching. I could hardly think it was the organ, for I
thought I heard many instruments, and the drums beating, and it swelled louder and louder in great deep tones
until the place shook with the sound.
Then he played a fine march and the scholars, boys and girls, came marching in, two by two, so close that they
touched each other in walking, and kept step to the music most correctly. Oh, how nice and pleasant it was, and
how clean and healthy they all appeared! Nothing pleased me more than the large white broad collars over their
necks. They came marching on through the middle of the Church with steady, solid step to the tones of the drumplaying organ.
Then one little boy, about ten years of age, ascended into the pulpit, and taking the hymn-book, gave out the
hymn like an aged minister. Then the organist, after preparing his stops, began to play, and all the people rise and
sing:
Before Jehovah’s awful throne
Ye nations bow with sacred joy;
Know that the Lord is God alone,
He can create and He destroy.

After that twelve boys came forward in a line just before the organ and pulpit, and one of them, taking a book
called a Catechism, asked the others a great many questions which they answered very willingly, and with great
ability. Then six girls came forward, and they were asked many questions out of the Bible, and they also answered
very correctly and cleverly. A collection was then made, and afterwards a hymn sung, and the little boy gave the
benediction. Then without the least noise or confusion, they form into procession, and march out to the sound of
the organ.
We followed them, and passed through their eating rooms. Their evening meal was then prepared and on the
tables; their bread on wooden plates and their tea and milk in tin cups. I was told that they were all poor and
destitute children that were taken in, who had no father or mother, and that the expense of keeping them is defrayed by some of the people of the city, who give yearly subscriptions, as they think fit.
*
As I passed along the streets, I noticed the people looking at me very earnestly. The small boys especially
would stand and stare, and would sometimes call out to me:
“Halloa! Blacky, can’t you wash your face before you come out in the morning and make it white?” My companion kindly said,
“You must not take any notice of them, because they do not know any better.”
*
A few days after I had been in Liverpool, and was walking down the streets, a small boy ran up to me, and
touched his cap to salute me. I thought, perhaps he knew me. He then pointed down to my boots, and I looked
down too, for I began to be uneasy, thinking there was something wrong with my feet; but the boy continued
touching his cap and pointing to my boots, and crying out:
“Shine, sir! Shine, sir, only a penny!”
Then I saw he had blacking and brushes, and a little stand to rest the foot on; and he wanted to earn a penny by
blackening my boots.
In the afternoon and evenings especially, quite a large number of small boys and girls are in the streets selling
newspapers. And they are very quick and watch every person, going up or down the street to see if they will buy
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one.
Now I like the newspaper. It is a luxury to me as it is to the white man. It is very cheap; and contains much
information from all parts, and about many things. Then I thought I would buy one, and I put my hand in my pocket to see if I had a copper. Instantly the boys and girls detected my intention, and half-a-dozen came bounding
towards me and, thrusting their papers at me, said, “Please buy from me!” “Please take mine; I saw you first!” and
I could hardly get away from them.
*
My friends in Liverpool are very kind to me, and often ask me to their private houses. I went with one friend,
and he introduced me to his family, one little boy and two girls. During the evening, one of the little girls, about
six years of age, came and said to me:
“Mr. Ocansey, I wish when you go back to Africa that you would send your little black boy here, and then he
could carry my books to school for me.” The father said:
“Mary, my love, what are you saying? Suppose I give you to Mr. Ocansey, and he will take you to Africa, and
then you will have to carry the books for the black boy?” She looked round smart, and said:
“But I shall not go to Africa, the sun will make me a black girl, and you said just now that they have no good
schools in Africa.”
On another occasion, as I was going with a friend to his home, we had to go down a street leading to the docks,
when a poor white boy came and ran along with us, begging for a penny. He looked so beseechingly, and begged
so strongly, that I said to him:
“What is it you want?” He said:
“A penny, please!” And I was just going to give him one, when my friend said:
“No! Do not do it; you encourage begging, and we want to put it down; for no one in England need beg in the
street if they are honest and willing to work.”
But the boy still followed us, and he looked so miserable that I gave him a penny …
45.114 & 291.115 1. Black Whitemen 2. Reveille: An Open Letter To The Rising Generation\fn{by S. R. B.
Attoh Ahuma (1863-1921)} Cape Coast, Cape Coast Metropolitan District, South Region, Ghana (M) 2
1
… There were three of them. Two of about our own size and one slightly bigger. They had school bags and
were coming toward us up the road from the siding.
“Better run for it,” Andries said.
“Why?”
“No, that’ll draw them. Let’s just walk along, but quickly.”
“Why?” I repeated.
“Shut up,” he said.
Some of his anxiety touched me. Our own scrap was forgotten. We marched side by side as fast as we could.
The white boys saw us and hurried up the road. We passed the fork. Perhaps they would take the turning away
from us. We dared not look back.
“Hear them?” Andries asked.
“No.”
I looked over my shoulder. “They’re coming,” I said.
“Walk faster,” Andries said. “If they come closer, run.”
“Hey, klipkop!”
“Don’t look back,” Andries said.
“Hottentot!”
We walked as fast as we could.
“Bloody kaffir!”
Ahead was a bend in the road. Behind the bend were bushes. Once there, we could run without them knowing
it till it was too late.
“Faster,” Andries said.
They began pelting us with stones.
“Run when we get to the bushes,” Andries said.
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The bend and the bushes were near. We would soon be there. A clear young voice carried to us:
“Your fathers are dirty black bastards of baboons!”
“Run!” Andries called.
A violent, unreasoning anger suddenly possessed me. I stopped and turned.
“You’re a liar!” I screamed it.
The foremost boy pointed at me:
“An ugly black baboon!”
In a fog of rage I went towards him.
“Liar!” I shouted. “My father was better than your father!” I neared them.
The bigger boy stepped between me and the one I was after.
“My father was better than your father! Liar!”
The big boy struck me a mighty clout on the side of the face. I staggered, righted myself, and leapt at the boy
who had insulted my father. I struck him on the face hard. A heavy blow on the back of my head nearly stunned
me. I grabbed at the boy in front of me. We went down together.
“Liar!” I said through clenched teeth, hitting him with all my might.
Blows rained on me, on my head, my neck, the side of my face, my mouth, but my enemy was under me and I
pounded him fiercely, all the time repeating:
“Liar! Liar! Liar!”
Suddenly, stars exploded in my head. Then there was darkness. I emerged from darkness to find Andries
kneeling beside me.
“God man! I thought they’d killed you.”
I sat up. The white boys were nowhere to be seen. Like Andries, they’d probably thought me dead and run off
in panic. The inside of my mouth felt sore and swollen. My nose was tender to the touch. The back of my head
ached. A trickle of blood dripped from my nose. I stemmed it with the square of colored cloth. Greatest damage
was to my shirt. It was ripped in many places. I remembered the crackling. I looked anxiously about. It was safe, a
little off the road on the grass. I relaxed. I got up and brushed my clothes. I picked up the crackling.
“God, you’re dumb!” Andries said. “You’re going to get it! Dumb arse!”
I was too depressed to retort. Besides, I knew he was right. I was dumb. I should have run when he told me to.
“Come on,” I said. One of many small groups of children, each child carrying his little bag of crackling, we
trod the long road home in the cold winter afternoon.
*
There was tension in the house that night. When I got back Aunt Liza had listened to the story in silence. The
beating or scolding I expected did not come. But Aunt Liza changed while she listened, became remote and
withdrawn. When Uncle Sam came home she told him what had happened. He, too, just looked at me and became
more remote and withdrawn than usual. They were waiting for something; their tension reached out to me, and I
waited with them, anxious, apprehensive.
The thing we waited for came while we were having our supper. We heard a trap pull up outside.
“Here it is,” Uncle Sam said and got up.
Aunt Liza leaned back from the table and put her hands in her lap, fingers intertwined, a cold, unseeing look in
her eyes.
Before Uncle Sam reached it, the door burst open. A tall, broad, white man strode in. Behind him came the
three boys. The one I had attacked had swollen lips and a puffy left eye.
“Evening baas,” Uncle Sam murmured.
“That’s him,” the bigger boy said, pointing at me. The white man stared till I lowered my eyes.
“Well?” he said.
“He’s sorry, baas,” Uncle Sam said quickly. “I’ve given him a hiding he won’t forget soon. You know how it
is, baas. He’s new here, the child of a relative in Johannesburg and they don’t all know how to behave there. You
know how it is in the big towns, baas.”
The plea in Uncle Sam’s voice had grown more pronounced as he went on. He turned to me.
“Tell the baas and young baasies how sorry you are, Lee.”
I looked at Aunt Liza and something in her lifelessness made me stubborn in spite of my fear.
“He insulted my father,” I said.
The white man smiled.
“See Sam, your hiding couldn’t have been good.”
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There was a flicker of life in Aunt Liza’s eyes. For a brief moment she saw me, looked at me, warmly,
lovingly, then her eyes went dead again.
“He’s only a child, baas,” Uncle Sam murmured.
“You stubborn too, Sam?”
“No, baas.”
“Good. Then teach him, Sam. If you and he are to live here, you must teach him. Well …?”
“Yes, baas.”
Uncle Sam went into the other room and returned with a thick leather thong. He wound it once round his hand
and advanced on me. The man and boys leaned against the door, watching. I looked at Aunt Liza’s face. Though
there was no sign of life or feeling on it, I knew suddenly, instinctively, that she wanted me not to cry.
Bitterly, Uncle Sam said:
“You must never lift your hand to a white person. No matter what happens, you must never lift your hand to a
white person …”
He lifted the strap and brought it down on my back. I clenched my teeth and stared at Aunt Liza. I did not cry
with the first three strokes. Then, suddenly, Aunt Liza went limp. Tears showed in her eyes. The thong came down
on my back, again and again. I screamed and begged for mercy. I groveled at Uncle Sam’s feet, begging him to
stop, promising never to lift my hand to any white person …
At last, the white man’s voice said:
“All right, Sam.”
Uncle Sam stopped. I lay whimpering on the floor. Aunt Liza sat like one in a trance.
“Is he still stubborn, Sam?”
“Tell the baas and baasies you are sorry.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“But his father is one of those who believe in equality.”
“His father is dead,” Aunt Liza said.
“Good night, Sam.”
“Good night, baas. Sorry about this.”
“All right, Sam.” He opened the door. The boys went out first, then he followed. “Good night, Liza.”
Aunt Liza did not answer. The door shut behind the white folk, and, soon, we heard their trap moving away.
Uncle Sam flung the thong viciously against the door, slumped down on the bench, folded his arms on the table,
and buried his head in his arms. Aunt Liza moved away from him, came on the floor beside me and lifted me into
her large lap. She sat rocking my body. Uncle Sam began to sob softly. After some time, he raised his head and
looked at us.
“Explain to the child, Liza,” he said.
“You explain,” Aunt Liza said bitterly. “You are the man. You did the beating. You are the head of the family.
This is a man’s world. You do the explaining.”
“Please, Liza …”
“You should be happy. The whites are satisfied. We can go on now.”
With me in her arms, Aunt Liza got up. She carried me into the other room. The food on the table remained
half-eaten. She laid me on the bed on my stomach, smeared fat on my back, then covered me with blankets. She
undressed and got into bed beside me. She cuddled me close, warmed me with her own body. With her big hand
on my cheek, she rocked me, first to silence, then to sleep.
2
My Dear Young Friends:
In dedicating this book to you, we wish to impress upon you all, the solemn and mysterious truth so powerfully
taught by Mrs. Browning, and which is an effective commentary on the words of Holy Writ—
“None of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself.”\fn{ Romans 14:7}
“Across the vast profound” come to us today the inspirations of intellectual energy and moral grandeur
unsuspected by the men who created them. We are their heirs and assigns, and life would not be worth living, if
we were not preparing to leave our country better and nobler when the “One Clear Call” summons us away on the
morrow.
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After 500 years of continuous intercourse with Europe,\fn{ Norman sailors claim to have discovered the Gold Coast in
we have at last come to the Age of Transition—that
mental and moral watershed whence as a people, we may either stray to the right or to the left, developing into
vital forces or else into engines of self-destruction in the national struggle for existence. Dangerous pitfalls
abound wherever we turn. There is a restlessness rampant in the hearts of many; there are suppressed emotions
everywhere, and these may break out for weal or woe. There is a spirit in man—a restless, irrepressible,
unconquerable spirit—that craves for expansion and for larger spheres of influence. There is something in us that
is ever echoing the dying words of Goethe—
“More light! More light!” We break our wings against all bars that would imprison our souls—
“We think we are not made to die.”\fn{Tennyson} There is a royalty in us that is panting for installation and
coronation.
We need to think for ourselves, to find out the eternal principles that underlie every thought and idea
indigenous to the nation. And since the Letter is killing our individuality inch by inch, it becomes our duty, once
and all, to strive for the Spirit that giveth life, and giveth it abundantly.\fn{ He seems to mean here the “Letter of the Law”,
1364, building a fort at Elmina in 1413. W does not deny this possibility:H }

i.e., the regulations of the British overall governing power; in a broad allusion to II Corinthians 3:5-6 (underscored)—“Not that we are
sufficient of ourselves to claim anything as coming from us; our sufficiency is from God who has qualified us to be ministers of a new
covenant, not in a written code but in the Spirit; for the written code kills, but the Spirit gives life.”}

We have fought valiantly for what we deemed were our Ancestral Rights in the past, and would fight again, if
those rights were menaced tomorrow—but the greatest calamity of West Africa that must be combated tooth and nail,
we feel, is the imminent Loss of Ourselves.
But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him
And makes me poor indeed\fn{Shakespeare (1564-1616), Othello, Act III}

Rather let me rob our lands if possible, but let us see that they do not rob us of ourselves. They do so when we are
taught to despise our own Names, Institutions, Customs and Laws, even when these do not in any way conflict with
the Christian faith and European civilization. The days are coming, however, when not to stand by the nation and its
true life shall mean the eternal forfeiture of all claim to respect and reverence. To you, therefore, let us sound the loud
Bugle-Call to wake up and prepare for the fray; and the best of all preparation must ever be that of the soul: for
“The soul of all improvement is the improvement of the soul.”\fn{Horace Bushnell (1802-1876); TheVicarious Sacrifice?}
“Know thyself.”\fn{Solon of Athens (d.558BC)} While we are moving heaven and earth to acquire knowledge and
information, it is a crowning shame that we know so little of our own country. We must exploit ourselves if we would
win in the end. The objective is the progress an advancement, the success and prosperity, of West Africa. Ever keep
that in view, ever
“Consider the end.”\fn{Chilon of Sparta (b.620BC)}
Today, one of the chief evils that threatens Africa is the possibility of running from “Scylla to Charybdis.”\fn{ Two
rocks opposite each other at a narrow pass of the Strait between Italy and Sicilly; in the cave of one of which dwelt Scylla, a fierce monster that
barked like a dog, and under the cliff of the other of which dwelt Charybdis, a monster that sucked up everything that came near to it, so that any
ship passing between in avoiding the one became a prey to the other} An unnatural and unhealthy kind of independence is worse

than abject slavery. Emancipation from a state of pupilage, whether political, social or ecclesiastical, is always attended by special dangers. Therefore “Avoid extremes,”\fn{Cleobulus of Lindos (6th century BC)} and cultivate the blessings of
the happy medium.
Moreover, seeing we have already lost much ground, time, and opportunity, we call upon you in the heyday of
youth to
“Seize time by the forelock.”\fn{Pittacus of Mitylene (640-568BC)} Thus, by strenuously assimilating the sound teaching of the sages, this land of our forefathers shall have no cause to be ashamed of its children; and our difficulties and
disadvantages notwithstanding, we shall live to realize the truth of the saying,
“Nothing is impossible to industry.”\fn{Periander of Corinth (d.587BC)}
To be practical, however, let us ask, How do you employ your spare moments? To what account do you turn the
flying minutes of your life? If all we hear represents actual facts, we must grieve over those young men who waste
their time and thus transmit to posterity the heritage of broken purposes and aimless lives.
Unfortunately, some elderly men, with all the accumulated wealth of their varied experiences and correct impresssions of life, spend their evenings in idle frivolity, in revelings and frantic mirth. We speak this to their shame. As long
as these things continue, we do well to despair of the future, however rose-colored its possibilities are depicted to be
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by reckless optimists. The elements of progress and advancement are not to be found in rioting and sensual indulgence. It is suicidal for any young man to draw his pleasures from such questionable sources. They fight with windmills who think they can prosper and succeed in this way. These are the very things that would militate against the
onward march of a hopeful aspirant. In his business calling he is under the watchful and discriminating eye of his
employer, and, depend upon it, no master could ever think of promoting, in any legitimate shape or form, the interests
of his servant, or repose confidence in him, if he knew how that servant was continually demeaning himself in the
pursuit of wild and senseless courses. Promotion comes neither from the East nor from the West—it comes to stay
only with the deserving, the honorable, and the trustworthy.
Sobriety and vigilance never go unrewarded. Through his own criminal acts many a man has made himself a
stepping stone for others to rise by; other men have jumped into his shoes while yet he lived. In the race of life, the
weakest morally, socially, and intellectually must always go to the wall.\fn{I.e., fail} As a rule, such disappointed men,
serenely oblivious of their own weaknesses and failings, turn round and heap opprobrious terms upon their masters,
when they should understand why they are forever reaping the whirlwind. But it is not the individual who, thus
trifling with his precious moments, is alone the loser—his church also suffers through him.
And the country suffers. It is not high-falutin when we deliberately and cheerily prophesy—Africa shall rise; but it
will ever be so in the mouths of gilded and pampered inebriates. The country needs strong, stalwart men, not brokenlegs and carpetbaggers, civilized and refined citizens who respect, reverence and control themselves; for such are the
men that constitute a State. Cuffs and collars may endure for a moment, and, like a meteor, flash into space, but they
who plod on untiringly, big with ambition, living for the future and for a set purpose, must hereafter be crowned as the
conquering heroes of Africa.
Everything points to a good time coming for the natives of the soil. No power on earth can oust us from our destined places in the government of the country. We have a charge to keep, a mission to fulfill, and every opportunity
should be utilized, every degrading and disgraceful amusement eschewed, so that we may the better equip ourselves
for the approaching struggle for honored and honorable existence.
We must not be bad examples to those who are far behind us in point of time in places where men are striving to
occupy exalted and dignified positions, where merit and worth are appraised at their proper value, the children are
imbued with a restless, emulative spirit, and they in their turn fight manfully for the mastery; they take heart again
when they see the footprints of the old upon the sands of time; but where advancing age places temptations in the
way, and disseminates principles that are inimical to genuine progress and advancement; in a country where there are
none to whom the children should look up, what guarantee is there to expect any good issues?
Our spare hours must be spent to better profit. Our evenings must be hallowed, there should be “No time for nonsense, no call for unreasonable dissipations, no need for that sort of stimulus which wastes itself in mere titillation.”
The medical aphorism of Hippocrates\fn{Life is short and art long: the crisis (opportunities are) fleeting; experience (experiment is)
perilous (slippery); and decision (judgment is) difficult. The note edits the original aphorism after its variant translation (“Art is long; life is short;
opportunity is fleeting; judgment is difficult; experience is deceitful”) which conforms it more clearly to the argument of the author:H } should

be the directory of every young man.
In view of our own interests and those that concern our country and our church, and the work we have to
accomplish in connection with them, we should ever bear in mind how short our life is at best; what a long time it
would take us to introduce and elaborate the art of profiting by wasting time and talents; the opportunities that open to
us are too fleeting not to be grasped at once. “There is a tide in the affairs of men which takes at the flood leads on to
fortune; omit it, and all the voyage of life is bound in shallows and in miseries.” We cannot experiment with our
endowments, for they may lapse from us because of their slipperiness. Judgment is difficult; we must therefore be
content with the tried conclusions of he noble, the wise, and the great.
We are not ignorant of the monotony of life on he Gold Coast; but we must resist unto blood—if we would prevail
and become eventually masters of the Situation in our own God-given land. Respectable citizens should not be at a
premium; the average young man in this country is beyond any shadow of doubt endowed with natural ability which
waits for development, he has a mental substratum upon which any superstructure can be reared. This is too palpable
to need proofs. Look around, and be satisfied that given the requisite advantages, nothing is impossible of easy attainment.
We must aim high and hope for better things; quit us like men—and in the face of violent opposition, fierce temptations and the dreadful fascinations of our environment, we shall do something; we shall do much for Ourselves, for
God, and for Our country.\fn{Along these lines, there must be listed the parable written by James Aggrey, which I have preserved in my
file 57, and below, thus: 57.102 Parable Of The Eagle\fn{by James E. K. Aggrey (1875-1927)} Anomabo, Mfantseman District, Central
Region, Ghana (M) 1}
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A certain man went through a forest seeking any bird of interest he might find. He caught a young eagle,
brought it home and put it among his fowls and ducks and turkeys, and gave it chickens’ food to eat even though
it was an eagle, the king of birds.
Five years later a naturalist came to see him and, after passing through his garden, said:
“That bird is an eagle, not a chicken.”
“Yes,” said its owner, “but I have trained it to be a chicken. It is no longer an eagle, it is a chicken even though
it measures fifteen feet from tip to tip of its wings.”
“No,” said the naturalist, “it is an eagle still; it has the heart of an eagle, and I will make it soar high up to the
heavens.”
“No,” said the owner, “it is a chicken and it will never fly.”
They agreed to test it. The naturalist picked up the eagle, held it up, and said with great intensity:
“Eagle, thou art an eagle; thou dost belong to the sky and not to this earth; stretch forth thy wings and fly.”
The eagle turned this way and that, and then, looking down, saw the chickens eating their food, and down he
jumped. The owner said:
“I told you it was a chicken.”
“No,” said the naturalist, “it is an eagle. Give it another chance tomorrow.” So the next day he took it to the top
of the house and said:
“Eagle, thou art an eagle; stretch forth thy wings and fly.”
But again the eagle, seeing the chickens feeding, jumped down and fed with them. Then the owner said:
“I told you it was a chicken.”
“No,” asserted the naturalist, “it is an eagle, and it still has the heart of an eagle; only give it one more chance,
and I will make it fly tomorrow.”
The next morning he rose early and took the eagle outside the city, away from the houses, to the foot of a high
mountain. The sun was just rising, gilding the top of the mountain with gold, and every crag was glistening in the
joy of that beautiful morning. He picked up the eagle and said to it:
“Eagle, thou art an eagle; thou dost belong to the sky and not to this earth; stretch forth thy wings and fly!”
The eagle looked around and trembled as if new life were coming to it; but it did not fly. The naturalist then
made it look straight at the sun. Suddenly it stretched out its wings and, with the screech of an eagle, it mounted
higher and higher and never returned. It was an eagle, though it had been kept and tamed as a chicken!
My people of Africa, we were created in the image of God, but men have made us think we are chickens, and
we still think we are; but we are eagles. Stretch forth your wings and fly! Don’t be content with the food of chickens.
281.91 1. Toast Proposed to His Excellency the Governor, Sir Hugh Clifford, KCMG, during the Banquet Given
to His Excellency by the Officers and Members of the Executive Committee of the Gold Coast Aborigines Rights
Protection Society (May 19, 1913) 2. Inaugural Address Delivered during the British West African Conference
held at Accra (March 11, 1920) 3. Presidential Address Delivered during the Third Session of the National
Congress of British West Africa, held in Bathurst, Gambia (December, 1925) 4. Presidential Address Delivered
During the Fourth Session of the National Congress of British West Africa, held in Lagos, Nigeria (December,
1929) 5. Patriotism: An Address Delivered to the Members of the Cape Coast Literary and Social Club
(Undated)\fn{by Ekra-Agiman aka Joseph Ephraim Casely Hayford (1866-1930)} Cape Coast, Cape Coast Metropolitan
District, Central Region, Ghana (M) 14
1
Mr. Chairman, Sir Hugh Clifford, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is with pleasure that I rise to propose the toast of our distinguished guest, Sir Hugh Charles Clifford, and I
wish particularly to associate with that toast the name of Lady Clifford, who we all wish could have been here
with us this evening joining in this festivity. Lady Clifford’s name is a household word wherever the English
language is spoken, and wherever good literature is read and appreciated. .
The assembly here tonight, Sir, reminds one of the days of the judicial assessors. There was a time when the
officers of the Government mixed freely with the people. I believe the Eastern Province provided an African
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Governor in the person of the late James Bannerman. The judicial assessors sat on the Bench with native chiefs,
and we had principal medical officers of African descent.
Those times, after a while, seemed to have gone past. Then we come to a period of isolation, of distrust, of
segregation, and even of suspicion.
We bridge over the gulf of time and come to the year 1913, in the month of May. His Excellency has told us
that we must not expect that he is going to create for us a new heaven and a new earth. But we know what he is
going to do, that he will restore the confidence of the people in a way that has not been done since the days of
Governor MacLean. He was able to inspire the sympathy and the loyalty of the people, and he ruled with a success that has scarcely been matched since
The Aborigines’ Society has been doing a good work, in reviving the confidence of the people. You know we
cannot help people thinking, and I think it is safe for all concerned to know what they are thinking about, and for
this reason an intelligent press, dignified in tone, is a useful thing and so is a body like the Aborigines’ Society
which interprets the needs and the wants of the people
There is a force in this country which we are apt to make little of and do not appreciate sufficiently. I refer to
the warm-heartedness, the loyalty and the devotion of the people to any administration or official in whom they
have confidence. I must confess, Sir, that when in the Seccondee\fn{ So the text; perhaps “Seconded” is meant, in the sense
that when a motion is proposed, it is customary to ask someone from the audience at large other than the proposer of the motion to support
it by “Seconding” it; an address to the audience attached to the seconding is usually called a “Seconding Speech”:H } address we

suggested that Your Excellency might be pleased to extend your tour to the Central Province and to this historic
town, we were nervous lest you might not be able to do so. Seeing the enthusiasm of the people, one may say
Your Excellency has been repaid for the trouble you have taken. One characteristic act of a characteristic man has
blotted out the memory of the past and restored the confidence, the sympathy, and the co-operation of the people.
But co-operation, Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, must be intelligent, frank, and earnest, otherwise it
helps not on the work intended; and, so, we bespeak for the new administration such co-operation.
Two notable thoughts have been contributed to political literature quite recently. The one is by Lord Rosebery
where he points to Japan as an object-lesson of national efficiency. That is relevant in so far as it enables us to
appreciate also the success of Japan in colonizing.
For the second thought is by Baron Goto, where he refers to the Formosans as Fellow Nationals. That suggests
training the Formosan people to the status of citizenship. It precludes the idea of their being forever hewers of
wood and drawers of water. It is unfortunate that that exactly has not appeared to be the object of a recent administration.
We hope to see revived in the time of the present administration the ideal of citizenship, so that the people of
this country may take their true place as citizens of the British Empire.
One thought more, and I have done.
We thank His Excellency for the assurance as regards our lands that the pledges given to us by Mr. Chamberlain will not be set at naught nor our right to them in any way interfered with.
Sir, our land system and our institutions are found upon a rock, and we trust they will find in Your Excellency
a sure defence. In that hope and in that faith I wish Your Excellency and your consort long life, success, and pros perity in the administration of this country. I ask you all to drink heartily the health of His Excellency and Lady
Clifford.
2
Ga Manche, Manchemei, Ladies and Gentlemen,
This is a great moment in the annals of West Africa. It is also a great moment in West African endeavours. The
idea of a West African Conference was mooted five years ago, but at that time it was thought undesirable to press
the matter forward, in view of the great struggle in which the Empire was engaged, and as the Conference, it was
feared, might embarrass His Majesty’s Government. However, the time that elapsed between the first conception
of this great idea and the present moment has been utilized to the extent that you see before you here today, the
Representatives of the four British West African Colonies.
I think it is right to say that, in the course of our efforts we have met with opposition here and there; but it is
important to explain that no person of responsibility in any of the four Colonies has been found who is not in
favour of the idea. The idea of a Conference, everyone agrees, is a desirable one, and I propose to read to you a
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short paragraph from an address, delivered by the Honourable Nana Amonoo V, Omanhin of Anumabu, and a
member of the Legislative Council of the Gold Coast.
He said that formerly meetings of the Fanti Kings were held at Mankessim and did not include Cape Coast.
Later on the Fanti Confederation brought about the inclusion of Cape Coast in their counsels. And it was because
we recognized the strength which lies in unity that when the Aborigines Society was instituted, we welcomed the
inclusion of Elmina, Wassaw, Ahanta, Apollonia and, later on, Accra and the other Eastern Province divisions.
Since then we know what we had achieved by combinations which we could not have done formerly.
For these reasons, if there was no danger in associating with the other West African Colonies for the purpose of
doing what manifestly we could not do otherwise, he was in favour of it. But he suggested that before doing so,
we should first set our own house in order. He practically represents the whole of the Fanti Tribes in the Legislative Council of the Gold Coast, and he was of opinion that, since the Conference was thought by its founders to be
the means of promoting the unity of the four West African Colonies, it was a desirable thing.
Not very long ago we met in these very premises in connection with the Conference movement. One of the
speakers was the Hon. Nana Ofori Atta, CBE, Omanhene of Eastern Akim and a Member of the Legislative
Council of this Colony. He spoke strongly in favour of the movement and could not understand what possible reasons any honest man might have against a Conference of this sort. Further, it will be remembered that the Government itself has now and again called people together to confer upon matters of public importance.
The main item on our programme, viz.: the better and more effective representation of our people, is the same
item that has engaged the attention of politicians, not only in the Gold Coast, but also in other parts of British
West Africa. You all do remember that in 1898 a Deputation was sent from the Gold Coast to England, among
other things to ask His Majesty’s Government to allow us more effective representation in the Council Chamber,
but the proposal was turned down. Again, in 1912, when a Deputation waited upon the Right Hon. the Secretary
of State for the Colonies at Downing Street about the Forestry Ordinance, the same request was presented with no
result. Further, you will agree with me that no reasonable man in this country, or throughout West Africa, can say
that the idea of presenting a claim to Government now\fn{ 1920} for fuller representation is a bad one. The time
that has elapsed has enabled public opinion to be thoroughly educated upon the important movement we are here
advocating today.
In Lagos I hold a pamphlet in my hand which deals with the necessity for a West African Conference, being a
lecture given by one of the delegates, Professor Adeoye Deniga, who is here today. We know that lectures, both in
English and in the vernacular, were given in the various parts of Nigeria, with a view of educating public opinion.
My friend, Dr. Savage, who was one of those who originally promoted this idea, spoke in Lagos in this way:
This Conference is not founded as an anti-government movement but for the purpose of helping the Government in
the work of civilization that they are doing in our midst. Sometimes they may make mistakes, but this must be pointed
out in a loyal and constitutional manner, knowing that after all we are all human beings and that the Govern ment is
working for our good, and we must do all we can to help them and let them know our minds, and that our intentions
and aspirations are loyal and good.

That is what Dr. Savage said upon this matter, and he was one of the promoters of this great Movement.
Now, then also at Accra, this matter has engaged public opinion to a very long extent, with the result that today
we have on the Committee of this Conference, the Ga Manche, the James Town Manche (Kojo Ababio), and
various important public men of Accra. When our President was speaking he gave you a long list of the persons
who are actively engaged in this movement. I may also remind you the Gold Coast Aborigines Rights Protection
Society has got sections at Accra and Cape Coast.
The Accra section is represented by Mr. C. J. Bannerman, Barrister-at-Law, President; the Hon. Hutton Mills is
one of the prominent members, Manche Ababio is a member of the Committee, and there are various others. All
these men are on the Conference Committee and are doing great work in connection in this Province.
When you come to Cape Coast it may be found that a section of the Aborigines Society has not seen its way
clear to attend bodily; but I am pleased to be able to point out on this platform Mr. Henry Van-Hien, Treasurer of
the Society at Cape Coast, and Treasurer also of this Conference, Prince Atta Amonoo, Barrister-at-Law, Mr. Ward
Brew, Barrister-at-Law, Mr. William Sekyi, Barrister-at-Law, and others who represent a very large portion of the
Aborigines Rights Protection Society at Cape Coast.
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We then come to the Axim Section, a very important section of the Society, and I take the liberty of reading to
you a letter to the Parent Committee here, which will explain to you the position taken up by the Western
Provinces and by the Axim Section in regard to this movement.
Axim,
19th February, 1920
The Secretary,
Central Committee,
British West African Conference,
c/o The Hon. T. Hutton-Mills,
Accra.
Sir,
I am directed to transmit through you to the proposed British West African Conference, shortly sitting at Accra, the
following Resolutions, unanimously passed at a large and influential meeting of the Aman-Ahinfu, Ahinfu and SubChiefs of Axim-Appolonia District, and other Educated Natives of the community, which was held on the 18th
December, 1919, to confer with the Executive Committee of the Axim Section of the Gold Coast Aborigines Rights
Protection Society, on the Subject of the Conference Movement:
Resolutions:
“That this Meeting of the Ahinfu and Chiefs and people of Axim; The Representatives of the Omanhin of Attuabu
with the Ahinfu and Sub-Chiefs of Eastern Appolonia; The Regent and Representatives of the Stool of Beyin with the
Ahinfu and Sub-Chiefs of Western Appolonia; The Representative of the Stool of Bansu, Ancobra River; The
Representative of the Omanhin of Barmiankor, now assembled in conference with the Executive Committee of the
Axim Section of the Gold Coast Aborigines Rights Protection Society and other Educated Natives and Residents of
Axim, is fully convinced that the time is ripe for a United West Africa, and that the objects sought to be attained by the
British West African Conference now about to sit at Accra, are calculated and will be conducive to, the true progress of
West Africa as a whole and the Gold Coast in particular, and therefore associates itself with the British West African
Conference Movement and offers to support, to uphold, and advance the same.
“It is also resolved that this Meeting ratifies and endorses all that has hitherto been done by the several Committees
on the Gold Coast and in the sister colonies and that a local Committee be constituted before rising.\fn{ Adjourning}
“It is further resolved that a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to the Secretary of the Central Com mittee for
the information of the British West African Conference.”
I am also directed to wish the Conference every success, and to request that my Committee may be kept informed of
the deliberations of the Conference. I remain,
Sir,
Your obedient and humble Servant,
Sam R. Wood,
Secretary, Local Committee,
British West African Conference

I have brought this to your notice in order to enable you to see that the Western Province is easily in front of
this great movement. We have in the Committee in the Western Province the representatives of the Omanhin of
Lower Wassaw and Chama and we have also in the Central Province, representatives of the Chiefs of Saltpond
and Winnebah, and Chief Biney of Akra in the Saltpond district.
*
Now the question arises whether this is not a movement of the educated classes of British West Africa?
We claim that it is. This Conference has been brought about by the intelligentsia of British West Africa by the
necessity of bringing before the Government the wants and aspirations of the people so that they may be attended
to as best they may. Sometimes it is supposed that the educated African is a kind of impediment in the way of
successful administration. I do not think that this view is held by all, but there are some who hold that view. Some
even would like to see direct dealing with the untutored native, without the medium of his educated brother.
That view is a wrong one. From the earliest times of barter, when the European wanted to speak with the black
man, it was through the black man who could speak English with some intelligence. As the African advances in
education and intelligence, naturally the higher grade of educated African becomes the leader of his people and
we have educated men who have been chosen by the Government to assist them in their deliberations. The time
will never be when it will be possible to dissociate the educated African from his un educated brother.\fn{Cheers}
We made this quite deliberately, and we made it with the approval of our people.\fn{ Loud applause}
The question again arises, what it is that we seek to do?
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We desire, by the medium of expression of public opinion, to let the Government know plainly and fully what
is passing in the mind of the African. We do not believe in subterranean grumblings. We believe in open explanation of our wants, because our experience teaches us that when these wants are fairly placed before the executive,
generally they are attended to, if not today, the next day or the day after. We desire further, as the intelligentsia of
British West Africa, to promote unity among our people.
You all know the importance of unity, and you remember the parable of the man who, when dying, called his
sons together, and when they were come asked them to bring him a bundle of wood. You all know how he asked
them to loose the bundle and how each of them was taken out and could be easily broken and how they were put
together and could not be broken. It is in the same manner that our people are now learning the importance of unity. Nigeria has joined hands with the Gambia and Gambia with Sierra Leone and Sierra Leone with the Gold
Coast, etc., and it is our hope, by this combination, to express our views in a way that can be effective.
*
Now we are dealing with systems. We are not dealing with individual Governments, or with individual Governors, or with individual officials. We are all the slaves of a system, and in West Africa we have what is known as
the Crown Colony System of Administration.
It is an archaic and anachronic system. I tell you, Ladies and Gentlemen, that sometimes it may be found
difficult for even the various members of the system to work it. It is my sincere hope that in the enlightened year
1920, it will be found possible to do away with this archaic system.
I say this advisedly. Not very long ago the question of the Palm Kernels Ordinance arose. The Executive Government here were against the principle of the Bill, and so were the whole of the members of the Legislative
Council, European and African, opposed to it. However, instructions came from Downing Street, that the Bill
should be passed into law, and it was passed against our will.
This is the kind of thing that we hope to get rid of as far as it is practicable. To my thinking the only remedy
for this state of affairs is to give the people the opportunity of electing their own representatives who could watch
all measures that are introduced.
In this connection the promoters of the present British West African Conference wish you to under stand that all
interests and all claims have been considered. We are quite aware that the country cannot make any progress
without the capital of the European. European merchants, missionaries, and officials have always lived with us in
a most friendly way, and we also claim that the capitalist should be given a voice in the affairs of the country.
In the same way we who own the soil and produce the labour without which mercantile enterprise in this country would be a failure, also claim to be entitled to an effective representation in the affairs of our own country.
*
I come now to another matter of some importance, i.e., Administrative Reforms; and here I desire to make it
clear that, in the opinion of Intelligent West Africans the time has come when there should be a distinction between the functions of the Executive and the Judiciary.
By it I mean that the Supreme Court should be considered and treated as part and parcel of His Majesty’s
Government. The judges of our Courts are placed there to see justice done between man and man. They are by
training, by character, and by experience qualified to do that work.
The tendency in West African Colonies from the Gambia to Nigeria, has been to combine the work of the
Judiciary with that of the Executive. We have pledged ourselves to do all in our power so that the functions are
kept in two separate and distinct places in the future.
Why? Because it is quite possible that if a Provincial Commissioner, for example, who is not a trained man, is
made to decide cases even to the extent of an appeal, that deprives the judges of that function. It may be convenient for the Government, but it is neither convenient for the people nor safe for them either.
Now in connection with the Administrative Reforms, I desire to touch briefly upon the important question of
equal rights and opportunities for all. The time has come in West African history when there should be equal opportunities for all without consideration of creed or colour. We should all wish to see Civil Service Examinations
instituted in connection with all West African appointments. Let those who pass merit the appointments according
to the results of the examinations. It is an anomaly that a black man, however well educated and whatever his
merits, is relegated in rank, salary, and emoluments, to an inferior position to that of the European.
Then again there is the question of Commercial Expansion. We in this country sometimes do not trouble ourselves to look out and think of the great things outside our world. There are thousands and thousands of our
people right over in America, who were carried away from our country years and years back. We may not care to
follow what they are doing, but sooner or later, we shall have to know.
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Over there our people are thinking, their young men are dreaming dreams and their maidens are seeing visions.
They are suggesting to themselves that the time has come when they should have some place in their native land
of Africa. I understand that a great Society has been formed there called Universal Negro Improvement Associa tion, and they have launched out a ship. Probably in course of time some of their ships may come our way.
I think, Ladies and Gentlemen, that it will not be out of place for us to encourage them to come among us in
order that they may try and make money as all others are doing. But the express reason why I bring this forward
tonight is that they have no idea of our local circumstances and conditions. They have no idea of our laws and
institutions, nor as to our rights of property, and they may seek to get into touch with us by some channels that are
not the right ones.
Therefore I appeal to you young gentlemen, leaders of thought in West Africa, particularly to you, the dele gates of this Conference, that you should so steer our men and so influence them in constitutional methods that
they may know that although they went from this country, we who remained on this soil have known better and
understand the relations that exist between the Government and the governed, so that if they desire to come back
and enjoy the milk and honey of their native land they may do so in a right and constitutional manner.
*
I am afraid I am speaking too long, but I should like to say a word about the relations of the Government with
respect to our lands. In various countries, for instance in South Africa, we find our people there have lost the control of their lands. I think you have all heard of the Matabeles. They, who, at one time, owned the land of their
ancestors, are today a landless people.
I desire to say frankly that we, the members of this Conference should all like to feel that, on one spot of the
earth at least, the black man can claim the land as his own absolutely. Consequently we do not wish to see any
control other than our own prevailing over the lands of West Africa.\fn{ Cheers}
You all know today in the history of nations that the written word goes farther than the spoken word. Truly has
it been said, that in the rule of men entirely great, the pen is mightier than the sword. We are suggesting therefore
that in all our West African Colonies we establish Papers impartial, so firmly and yet so constitutionally con ducted as to enable the powers that be to know what are our wants and aspirations. In the early eighties when I
was helping my friend Mr. Timothy Laing in editing the Gold Coast Chronicle, I met King Ghartey of Winnebah,
of very great intellect, though he had not had the chance of much education, and he told me of how our people got
up the Fanti Confederation. This great man, when on his death-bed, sent a message to our people, and his words
were:
“Be Constitutional.”
I pass that on to the Gentlemen of this Conference. In all that we do, and in all that we say, we must forever
remember those words:
“Be Constitutional.”
We must be firm, we must be outspoken, we must avoid subterranean grumblings; but in everything that we
do, in the name of Heaven, let us be constitutional. As we have already heard, our goal is eventually to secure for
West Africa a Government of the people, by the people, and for the people!
3
Mr. Roberts and Members of the National Congress of British West Africa, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is now two years and ten months since the second Session of Congress was held in Freetown, Sierre Leone.
In the ordinary course our third Session should have been held on March 28, this year. From circumstances over
which we had no control it was first deferred till May, and next till December, pursuant to which we are now met.
In May current, however, our Sierre Leone Delegation did reach the Gambia and did pioneer work of such a
splendid nature as to make our present Session hopeful of the best results in securing the franchise for our local
brethren. On that occasion the fine and warm reception given our Delegation by the Governor of this Colony, His
Excellency Captain Armitage, CMG, DSO, went a long way to indicate that, intrinsically, the Administration was
not antagonistic to the aims of Congress, but that there had only been a slight local misunderstanding, which, happily, is now a thing of the past.
The postponement of the session has also enabled us to speak definitely of the form of the franchise bestowed
by His Majesty the King upon the recommendation of the Governor upon the people of the Gold Coast. Before
our second Session, Nigeria was in the enjoyment of the franchise, and shortly after, Sierra Leone received her
new Constitution which, so far, appears to be the most liberal and in keeping with the march of progress in British
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West Africa; Gambia, it is known, had only had consideration in so far as the Mohammedan element was
concerned, the Christian portion of the Community having been left wholly unrepresented by election.
It will be recalled that at our first Session it was laid down that the objects of the Congress should be to press
for
a Legislative Council composed of representatives, of whom one half shall be nominated by the Crown and the other
half elected by the people, to deal with Legislation generally. Next a House of Assembly composed of the Members of
the Legislative Council together with six other Financial representatives elected by the people, who shall have the
power of imposing all taxes and of discussing freely and without reserve the items on the Annual Esti mates of Revenue
and Expenditure prepared by the Governor in the Executive Council and approving of them.

This, it will be seen, aimed at effective representation which was emphasized in the resolutions passed upon
that head at our second Session. It will be our duty to study the provisions of the Constitutions extant, see in what
way they fall short of Congress proposals, and to make representations accordingly.
*
The advance of Science has brought about a contraction of our globe, which compels contact and interdependence among peoples, creeds, and races. So strong is the impact that you cannot escape it, if you may. As a Congress, therefore, we cannot be indifferent to world problems which affect us more nearly than we have yet
realized. The African, for one thing, is called upon for his contribution to the maintenance of the conditions of
modern life, and often the call comes upon him so insistently and in a way which may easily make him the slave
of circumstances.
Within the Empire itself there was at the beginning of the Congress movement the activities of the Empire
Resources Development Committee, which distinctly aimed at African exploitation and which we had cause to
condemn at the time. There is reason to believe that even now British West Africa is not free from danger of that
sort; and it will be for us to examine the facts and resort to that eternal vigilance which is the price of liberty.
Nor is that enough: as a Congress, we must be in advance of the current racial thought of the day. We must, to
a certain extent, be able to guide and control it. There is intense activity in racial progress both in the United
States and in the Islands of the Sea. But, admittedly, in the last analysis, the right inspiration must come from the
mother continent; and in no part of Africa can such inspiration be so well supplied as in the West.
Our work, therefore, must be constructive; and we must take long views and look far ahead of our times in
racial reconstruction. As there is an international feeling among all white men, among all brown men, among all
yellow men, so must there be an international feeling among all black folk. And it is no good pretending otherwise. Today, where two or three of our race are gathered together, the thought uppermost in their minds is how to
attain African emancipation and redemption.
At the same time it is true that we are all intensely attached to our several nationalities. Trained under the constitution of the British Flag, we in British West Africa, for example, are intensely patriotic, and we have given
blood and treasure for that Flag and may yet do it again. But let no one make the mistake to think that the general
disabilities of our race in the four corners of the Earth do not concern us. If we, as a people, sow in order that
others may reap, we are sure it is not so much from an innate inability to command success as from want of equipment; and if that is the result of improper education, we hope to remedy it.
There is no reason why we, as Africans, should not also harness the discoveries of Science to our everyday
need and make them productive of wealth and prosperity within our own borders. We have been burden-bearers
far too long for others. We must set to work to realize some of the assets for ourselves. And how to bring that
about must form a topic of our deliberations.
At the same time it must be recognized that co-operation is the greatest word of the century. With co-operation
we can command peace, goodwill and concord. Without chaos, confusion and ruin.
But there can really be no effective co-operation between inferiors and superiors. Try as they may, there must
come a time when the element of superiority will seek to dictate, and the inferior ones will resent such dictation. It
logically follows, therefore, that unless there is an honest effort to raise the inferior up to the prestige of the superior and the latter can suffer it, all our talk of co-operation is so much empty gas.
For instance, so long as you regard the African as a person who must be held in perpetual tutelage for your
convenience, there cannot, in the nature of things, be that spirit of confidence essential to true co-operation.
While co-operation between race and race is preached, and it is desirable that it should be preached, surely
there can be nothing wrong in suggesting that there should be closer and yet closer co-operation between mem-
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bers of our own race. While there has been a tremendous wave of race consciousness, our coming together for
practical purposes is yet uncertain, and our organizations are very loose. In the dominant race while there is
rivalry and competition in business and other concerns, yet do you see a general co-operation between banking
and shipping and mercantile elements which tends to ensure the prosperity of a progressive society. If the black
man hopes to survive, he must assimilate and adopt this sort of intensive co-operation.
However great the philanthropist, it is startlingly true, that unless he be a Christ, there comes a time when he
must choose between his country and another’s, between his own people and other people. And you cannot blame
him.
It is but natural.
Therefore there must come a point when we must make up our minds to shoulder our own industrial, educational, political, and religious burdens, expending thought upon them, and resolute in taking action. Hitherto the
practice has been for the European to make use of the African to get there. We must change that.
The African must in future make it a point to get there himself.
There has been considerable activities in the matter of education in the Colonies since the last Session, and this
more particularly in the Gold Coast. At the first Session of Congress a series of resolutions were passed, urging
educational advance on a sound basis by strengthening the courses in the elementary and secondary stages,
leading up to the University standard. A sense of African nationality was to be preserved in the students. At the
second Session these were more definitely emphasized, and among the recommendations were greater and more
systematic attention being paid to the training of the teachers; the raising of the standard of remuneration so as to
compare evenly, if not favourably, with other departments of the civil service; the granting of subsidies, where
necessary, to missionary and other educational bodies; and the making pensionable the teaching pro fession in
every case. In large towns and cities compulsory education was to be enforced, it being obviously practically impossible to enforce compulsory education throughout. The whole educational system of the several Colonies was
to be so co-ordinated, strengthened, and regulated that the highest form in the Elementary branch fitted a pupil for
the Secondary School, and the highest form in the Secondary School for the College. Agricultural and industrial
training for boys, and domestic training for girls, were not to be delayed for advanced years, but were to be taught
in all Schools, and the classics and modern languages were to be taught in the Secondary Schools and Colleges. It
was laid down that African outlook being necessary in the training of African youths, there should be no interference with such African customs as were not repugnant to the best feelings of humanity and good conscience.
Lastly, attention was called to the previous resolution of Congress as to the founding of a British West African
University, Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone, King’s College, Lagos, and the proposed Government College in
the Gold Coast forming the nuclei of such University, with a recommendation that Gambian Government may
also promote the founding of a College to supplement the efforts of the sister Colonies.
It is satisfactory to note that almost all the recommendations have met with the serious and favourable consideration of almost all the Governments of British West Africa, and nowhere more pronouncedly than in the Gold
Coast where some £500,000 is earmarked for educational purposes in carrying out the magnificent programme of
the Prince of Wales’ College, Achimota; and it is to be hoped that, should fulfillment measure up with the intention, Africans everywhere will avail themselves of the opportunities that will be thrown open by this great institution.
There is one thing to be said, however, and it is this: it should be the steady aim of the Governments of British
West Africa and of the educationists concerned generally to produce African Teachers and also to make use of
such materials as are at present available. In the Universities of the world it ought to be possible to get select
Africans to augment the staffs of Achimota, King’s College, and Fourah Bay College. Indeed, with respect to the
last named institution, it is hardly necessary to make the suggestion, since from its inception that policy has been
kept in view and put into practice with most satisfactory results. In the final analysis the African’s true mentality
can only be reached by the African, and the only way to inspire complete confidence is by the gradual elimination
of huge European staffs in favour of African teachers.
The federation of the four British West African Colonies is now well within the scope of practical politics.
From the latest utterances of British West African Governors and the highest ministers of the Crown in Colonies
Circles it is evident that there must come soon closer co-operation as to policy and action between the several
Colonies. Congress has long anticipated this, and, accordingly, at our earliest Session it resolved that the question
of British West African federation with a Governor-General should be kept in view. The object of Congress being
effective representation, it cannot too early address its mind to a more practical move, and, to this end, I shall
invite your attention to this important matter in the course of this Session.
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*
It will be remembered that one of our aims is to secure equal opportunity for Europeans and Africans in His
Majesty’s Civil service. In this matter we have been sympathetically met, and it continues to receive the earnest
attention of the several British West African Governments. In the Gold Coast there is a definite programme of
throwing open to Africans 231 European appointments within the next fifteen years; and we should like to see
similar definite pronouncements made by the other Governments. It is a question of practical urgency, since it is
the only means by which revenue may gradually be relieved of recurrent expenditure that may be dispensed with
in favour of development.
On the other hand, the other British West African Governments are more in advance in the pro visions for the
entry of Africans into the West African Medical Service than the Government of the Gold Coast. Thus, while we
find, for instance, in Sierra Leone and Nigeria practically no bar to African Medical men, in the Gold Coast there
are restrictions which are regarded, in some sense, as invidious. We trust, in due course, the more liberal policy
will prevail everywhere throughout British West Africa.
*
With respect to Judicial reforms at the instance of the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies
a Conference was held at Accra in the months of October and November, 1924
with a view to the formation of definite proposals for the establishment of a single Court of Appeal for the Gold Coast,
Sierra Leone and the Gambia. This conference was attended by several Judges and Law Officers representing the three
Colonies; and in due course two reports were rendered, a majority report and a minority report. These reports were
forwarded to the Secretary of State in the usual way; and the questions dealt with in them are still under consideration
at the Colonial Office.

We trust at no distant date the Colonial Minister will be in a position to arrive at a favourable decision.
In parts of British West Africa the anomaly still prevails of trial, even in capital cases, without the aid of
counsel or jury. Congress has repeatedly pointed to this grave defect in the British West African Judicial system;
and it will be our duty once more to urge the necessity of an early attention to the matter.
*
Time will fail me to address you specifically on other equally important aims of Congress, such as British West
African co-operative businesses, British West African Press Union, etc. But there will be ample opportunity in
committee for a full discussion of these allied subjects.
One outstanding event which must not be passed over in this review is the visit of His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales to the British West African Colonies in the early months of the present year. He was everywhere
received with the characteristic warmth and hospitality of the African, and this was due in no small degree to the
charm of his distinguished and sympathetic personality.
The Gold Coast Section of the Congress had the honour of presenting him with an address of welcome to
which he graciously replied. What His Royal Highness said in his reply with respect to the main policy of Congress is worth recording, and is here set down.
I note with keen appreciation the main policy of the Congress and sincerely hope that the Educational reforms being
carried out in the Gold Coast will give Africans the opportunity of fitting themselves to take a gradually increasing
share in the affairs of their country. It is in the manner in which Africans take advantage of any facilities for education
which may be provided for them that their progress will depend.

To summarize much of what has been said in this address, we want to get to the essence of things.
We, as Africans, want to reach the kernel and will not be satisfied with the husks. If the civilization which we
have imbibed leaves us without backbone and makes us incapable of helping ourselves economically, politically,
educationally, and religiously, we must be prepared to shed off that civilization. In a community where educational aspirations are high and there is an ostensible intention to train for leader ship, if leadership by leading
minds is in fact tabooed, we must have to examine the situation in the light of the facts and to apply the necessary
remedy. We shall have to examine the constitutions of British West Africa and discover in how far they make for
national progress, and, where they fail, it will be our duty to say so explicitly and without reserve.
If we find that the instrument which we have forged in defence of our national rights, our national integrity, is
not sufficiently effective, we shall have to devise means to strengthen it. What is obsolete must be scrapped, and
unwieldy agencies and obstacles in our path must be weeded out. Personalities must not stand in the way of prin-
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ceples, and the national soul must be more important to us than the trappings of mere conventionality to the end
that we, Africans, who have borne the heat and burden of the day in the world’s work and in the world’s progress,
may benefit fully by the resultant harvest.
I cannot close this review without a word of thanks to His Excellency Captain Armitage, the Governor of this
Colony, and to leading Officials for the courtesy shown and the kind reception given us; to high ecclesiastics
throughout British West Africa, who have invoked the Divine blessing upon our work; to leading men, publicists,
editors, and others in different walks of life in the Colonies and abroad, who have given us their support; and to
you, Ladies and Gentlemen, who have so patiently listened to my message.
Members of Congress, I commend your deliberations to the guidance and blessing of Almighty God without
whom all human effort is vain.
4
The time that has elapsed since the last session of Congress has served to open the eyes of British West Africa
as to the disabilities from which she still suffers, and to indicate some line of action which may help to remove
such disabilities. It becomes my duty to examine the situation, and to make suggestions for the consideration of
Congress.
It is desirable to remind ourselves that the appeal of Congress has, generally speaking, met with ready response
and sympathy by Government and where not possible to grant reforms asked for in their entirety, Congress has
been met half-way. Looking down the passage of time to the memorable conference at Accra in the Gold Coast in
March, 1920, it is true to say that the main resolutions of Congress have passed the stage of controversy to the
domain of actualities in the affairs of British West Africa.
By way of review, a measure of the Dranchise is now enjoyed by Nigeria, Sierra Leone and the Gold Coast,
though we have yet to press home the desirability of extending the privilege without delay to our brethren of the
Gambia. The effort in the Gold Coast to establish Achimota College is a direct response to the resolution of
Congress that in its opinion the time
had come to found a British West African University on such lines as would preserve in the students a sense of African
nationality.

The establishment of the West African Appeal Court with criminal jurisdiction is now an accomplished fact,
although Nigeria has yet to come into line. The resolution of Congress was to the effect
That this Conference desires to place on record the widespread dissatisfaction throughout British West Africa as to
the Constitution of the Appeal Court in which Judges sit on their judgments, and recommends an early arrangement
by which experienced Judges outside the British West African judiciary might be appointed to form an Appellate
Court for British West Africa.

The resolution on the policy of Government in relation to the land question has led to repeated assurances by
the Under Secretary of State in the late Unionist Government, the present Permanent Under Secretary of State for
the Colonies, and by the present and the past Governors of the Gold Coast that Government have no intention of
interfering with the Lands of the people. It will be our duty, however, to examine minutely in what particulars the
main resolutions of Congress have yet to be given close attention by Government.
*
Dealing with the question of the Franchise, although the principle of elective representation has been conceded, it is evident that it does not go far enough, and that British West Africa cannot stand still in this matter. The
Sierra Leone Weekly News, in commenting upon the recent local Legislative Council elections, expressed the hope
that before the completion of the present term Government would see its way to extend the limited Franchise by
giving the important township of Bonthe its own elected member and increasing the Rural representation by
another member. Of course it is obvious that no matter what the increase in unofficial representation may be, all
that Government has to do is to increase at the same time the official votes in the Council, and thus leave matters
where they were. That, it will be seen, does not touch the constitution in principle, or advance us materially. In the
Gold Coast we know the African representation on the Council is wholly elective, but there also the principle of
official majority is not disturbed. If, therefore, up to the present British West Africa has no effective voice in her
affairs, it becomes our duty to consider what representations are necessary to effect the desired end.
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In principle if British West Africa wants more extended representative powers, she must be prepared to assume
responsibility. Her function must not only be in criticism, but she must accept the responsibility of initiating policy, and carrying it out executively. Along this line we have the proposed changes in the Ceylon Constitution to
guide us, and it will be the work of this session to examine the position, and to make the necessary recommendations.
*
In these days when there is a tendency among the races of man to come together in their natural groups, it will
be insincere for us to pretend that African nationhood does not interest us. If the principle that brought the
National Congress into being is sound, the corollary must hold good that we are concerned in the pursuit of an
African nationality which will tend to focus world opinion upon African interests generally. But, as a Congress,
we can only have sympathy with constitutional methods, remembering our fundamental policy which is
to maintain strictly and inviolate the connection of the British West African De pendencies with the British Empire, and
to maintain unreservedly all and every right of free citizenship of the Empire and the fundamental principle that
taxation goes with representation.

We are, indeed, concerned with the fortunes of our brethren in various parts of the world, and it will not be
amiss if we study carefully the happening to members of our race elsewhere, if only to apply safe guards to our
own immediate privileges. Indeed, while propagandists of another race are spreading abroad doctrines which may
submerge our continent and make the black man perpetually a hewer of wood and drawer of water, it will be
criminal in us to remain silent, and to pretend that these matters do not concern us.
We are called upon, therefore, to survey the effect of propaganda in this regard, and to take such steps as may
safely and constitutionally correct it. Moreover, it is necessary to realize that the duty is cast upon us in British
West Africa to lead the way in making suitable suggestions for the amelioration of African disabilities. The
African of the dispersion, though of high cultural attainment, has yet to grasp those indigenous conditions which
must command practical reforms. Our brethren in the Eastern and Southern portions of the mother continent are
so distracted by the circumstances which arise from economic servitude that they can scarcely be expected to
view the situation calmly and to command the constitutional solution of their immediate problems, and, in some
cases, they lack the necessary machinery.
At a period in African affairs when White Settlement in Africa is being preached from the housetops by a
leading statesman with the corollary of forced labour, it is plainly our duty to bring into the field our counteractting influence. The Africans for generations past have talked glibly of Ethiopia stretching forth her hands unto
God, but it will end in idle talk until the national sentiment is sufficiently strong in us to drown our petty rivalries,
our petty dissensions. The gods, indeed, must be weary of our everlasting wranglings, weary of our vain disputations, weary of our everlasting quarrels, which are a drag upon progress, and which keep from us, as a people, the
good that is intended for us.
*
We have facing us the economic question which we must by no means overlook. Indeed, it is of prime
importance. The temptation, as we have seen, is strong in certain quarters to create conditions wherein the African
cannot get the full benefit of his labour. We must study these conditions and devise means to counteract them; and
if there is one subject requiring the utmost sagacity of Congress in its consideration, it is this economic question.
Holding the present session at such a business centre as this, I recommend to you the appointment of a strong
Committee of sound business men to go into the question and report with a view to action.
The subject of National Schools calls for attention. We are grateful to the Missionary bodies for what they have
done in the past in the matter of African education. We are also grateful to Government. But it is obvious that we
cannot forever remain babes and sucklings and yet complain when our destiny is being decided for us by others.
History tells us how other peoples have risen to nationhood, to economic security and power. We must tread the
same path if we would see salvation as a people; and that path is primarily educational.
We have our ideals; we have our interests to safeguard; we have our line of evolution, and we cannot afford to
leave them in the hands of others to manipulate them for us. There must be an educational awakening throughout
West Africa greater than at any time in African history, and when this pentecost\fn{ Descent of the Holy Spirit; loosely
used, not capitalized in the text, so not referring to the Holy Day:H } breaks in upon us, we shall begin to tread the sure path to
national emancipation.
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The foregoing will recommend to you the importance of a sound financial scheme. At the last session of
Congress the promotion of a permanent fund and the method of collection were adumbrated. In the light of experience it will be necessary to reconsider the matter from a practical standpoint with a view to immediate action.
Since 1920 Congress has had its Honorary Secretary, the present General Secretary, who has most efficiently
carried on the secretarial work. The time has come now to appoint a whole-time officer, as the work of Congress
hitherto has suffered tremendously by the absence of such an appointment. Provision must be made in this respect
before the rise\fn{Adjournment} of Congress.
From the beginning the Congress has had well-wishers. It has also had detractors and even opposers, it has
reared its head and achieved practical ends in the life of British West Africa, and today it stands on the watchtower of African interests, not only in West Africa, but throughout the world. By reason of our indigenous institutions, by reason of our national experience, we are in a position to be a guide to our brethren in other parts of the
world in constitutional methods, and we know we cannot fail them.
As a Congress, we have nothing to do with the local politics of the component sections of Congress. We stand
upon an open platform in the interest of all British West Africa. Ours is an open fold to which all British West
Africans are welcome, and, of course, we will not be dictated to as to whom to admit or reject.
Men of Congress, in your deliberations I commend you to the Divine Wisdom and guidance, and through you I
appeal to all Africans everywhere to smoke the peace pipe together whatever sacrifice that may involve, for the
African God is weary of your wranglings, weary of your vain disputations, weary of your everlasting quarrels
which are a drag upon progress and which keep from you, as a people, the good that is intended for you. It is my
earnest prayer that the work of this session may conduce, not only to the preservation of our national and social
interests, but also to that spirit of co-operation between the two races which must prevail in an age when isolation
means death.
5
Patriotism: that is the biggest word in creation barring that by which we express our idea of that Supreme
Being whose greatest attribute is love, and whose province is unceasing action in the service of man. And this
introduces us at once to the heart of the matter.
Before man attained unto any measure of civilization, the necessities of his nature made him only regardful of
the things which administered unto his immediate preservation, and this without regard to the claims, or the needs
of others. He, like the brute creation, was red in tooth and claw, and had not developed a conscience, which bade
him pause when assailing the rights of others.
The developing conscience is the measure of the developing civilization; and when man becomes perfect, he
will have attained unto that standard of introspection, which causes him to shudder at the idea of wronging others.
And he who “makes his life fruitful,” is working on lines which will ultimately bring him into complete harmony
with the Divine Mind.
And this is the end which the practice of true patriotism is intended to promote.
*
There is then a patriotism that is the genuine article and a patriotism that is false, just as much as there is a real
education and a false one. True education is from within, the false is from without. The last begins in imitation the
first starts with self-examination and results in self-realization. Similarly the patriotically false starts by imitat ing
something, which is not patriotism at all, and ends in a grotesque representation of the one thing needful. And,
truly, it is the one thing needful, for it cannot be understood save by those whose hearts are aflame with love in
the service of man.
Having arrived at the conclusion that love is the basis of true patriotism, it follows that, in the final result, it
will embrace love for humanity and the absence of a desire to wrong any man; and as the Golden Rule is the test
of individual perfection, so the same rule applied to the patriotic impulse must be the test of national perfection.
But it is possible for the patriotic instinct to be retarded in its development just in the same way that the virtue
of love is often arrested after certain manifestations. A man, for instance, may love his mother and his father, his
home, and his children, and after that stage be so engrossed in his own good as to neglect the cultivation of love
and respect for his neighbor. In the same way a people may develop a strong love for their own good to the detriment of the good of others, which is the case of an arrested development of the patriotic instinct.
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For the highest form of patriotism has the world for its province, and the good of mankind as its mission. It
goes forth to labour, to spend and be spent, in the Father’s vineyard without thought of meed\fn{ A deserved reward}
or praise, having for an example Him who said,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto Me.

This is the mark of the high calling of man; and it is strange that mankind are still seeking for pelf\fn{ Money,
instead of that Peace of God, which passeth all understanding.
How far humanity is from perfection must be realized by all. It has been demonstrated by science that an
Eolithic age existed before the Paleolithic, and its deductions are that man has lived upon this planet for a million
years at least.\fn{The ancestors of Modern Man date back some 6,000,000 years; Modern Man himself to about 200,000 years;
especially when gained dishonorably or dishonestly}

civilization as we know it to about 6,000 years; and in the West, the industrial/technological era of civilization to 1701 with the perfection
of the horse-drawn seed drill (arguably the first attempt at the systematic mechanization of mankind’s oldest industry, agriculture); and to
1709 with the building of the first coke-fired blast furnace dedicated to the production of inexpensive high-grade cast iron (perhaps the first
attempt at the mechanization of mankind’s second oldest industry, metallurgy). The Chinese had invented the seed-drill at some time during
the 2nd century BC (there is a picture of an ox-drawn seed drill published in the Tiangong Kaiwu encyclopedia of 1637); and they were
using coke to smelt iron ore by the first decades of the 11 th century AD:W, H} And all this time God has, in divers ways, been

nurturing man unto a fuller knowledge of Him and His purposes. And yet it is only now that the faintest glimpses
of that far-off hill in noble service, “to which our God Himself is moon and sun,” is about dawning upon the
consciousness of man.
As yet the light is too strong for our awakened sense to bear, and men are asking, Is it possible? Is it possible
for individuals and nations to go labouring on, their joy to do God’s Will, though it clashes with self-interest,
believing that in this grand, this unique service, though the youth shall faint and be weary, and the young man
utterly fall, the workers in this service shall run and not be weary, shall walk and not faint, ever mounting up with
wings like eagles? These are the heights possible to humanity; and it is a great pity to see men centered upon their
petty selves, their petty aims and ambitions, thinking of the passing moment instead of eternal verities.
But the foregoing does not negate\fn{ The text has: negative} giving our first and best love to our nearest and best.
It does not follow that because I am enjoined to love my neighbour, therefore, I am to love him better than I love
my own kith and kin, any more than it follows that because I love the Flag of the Empire, therefore, I am expected
to love my own country less; or again, because it is worthy to love other nations, that therefore, I can be expected
to love them as I do the Empire of which my country is a member.
Here it may be said, not that I love my neighbour, or the Flag, or any other nations less, but that I love my own
kith and kin, my own country, and the Empire to which I am proud to belong more.
*
In the present life and death struggle between the forces of good and evil it is essential that men should
practice the true type of patriotism. And in the pursuit of duty it may be necessary now and again to ask, Who is
my father and who is my mother?
Jesus Christ was the greatest patriot that ever lived. In fact, it was He who set the fashion of the Higher patriotism, which embraces universal man and universal history in one grand democratic conception in which all men
shall be brothers. His own convictions were so strong that He emptied Himself of all but Love, and consumed
Himself in sacrifice for the human race; and until you and I feel like that, until we have imbibed this spirit, we
cannot be said to be patriots at all.
And in the new era what part shall the black man play in the higher service of man? The black man has served
civilization in a wonderful way, in a way that men hardly dreamt of, scarcely yet realize. The moral support of
Ethiopia has been worth more than gold and lead and blood to the Allied cause.\fn{ During World War I} The enemy
has stood condemned before the public conscience of the black man, and that is the severest censure that could be
recorded against German remissness and wrong to mankind.
Henceforth the sons of Ethiopia shall count, must count in the counsels of men.
Henceforth any man worth the name of man, whatever his pretensions, whatever his clime, whatever his
nationality, must hail him brother and fellow-co-worker in the uplift of man.
And yet we, as a people, are prone to belittle our capabilities and our opportunities. The story goes that a flock
of birds once set out to find a king. And they climbed unto an high mountain, if so be they might find him. And
they climbed and climbed until they scaled the topmost peak, and there they did find him. But—he was only a
bird!
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In my midnight slumbers quite recently I dreamt a dream. I dreamt, and behold I saw a Shakespeare in the
guise of an African, one of my own literary friends. And I beheld him with wonder and questioned him. I said
unto him,
“Are you in very truth Shakespeare?” And he said,
“Yes.” I said again, gazing at him admiringly,
“And you wrote Romeo and Juliet?” And he said,
“Yes, why?”
“Why” I said, “you look so ordinary, so unlikely a person to have written this immortal work.”
Take each of these, you who listen to me, as you please. But remember this, that it is the ordinary which, under
God, becomes extraordinary, and that the part that Ethiopia will play in the new era is yet unrealized by men.
*
If you want to be saved in these days of stress, when you cannot keep away from the coming hurricane, you
must have articulation, which depends upon enfranchisement, which, to be effective, depends upon education.
And your patriotism will dictate to you the necessity of bearing your own burdens in this respect.
Allow me, therefore, to commend to you the idea of a national educational scheme, which aims at the
provisions of the most liberal standards of culture and training in the arts, the sciences, and industries at a national
common ground or centre, call it a University or by what name soever you please.
We have spoken of a new era, the people’s era, the era of democracy. Like as the Christ in the fullness of time
came and revolutionized the world of ideas by the introduction of the Golden Rule, even so now must patriotism
be given a new twist in the concepts of man to take in the cause of the weak being taken up by the strong in the
remaining chapters of man’s history.
But such is human imperfection that before the strong can hear the weak, the weak must appeal in no uncertain
voice. Indeed, the strong cannot be blamed, if they regard not where there is no outcry, for the simple reason that
the world is passing through a storm, and it is difficult to hear sounds of distress, even though one strains one’s
ears.
Hence the necessity, the urgent necessity, for the uplifted voice of him, who is likely to drown. That being so, I
venture to commend to you also the coming together of entire West Africa as one man to think together, and to act
together in matters of common need on a common constitutional platform. If you meet with the weak-kneed and
the prophet of evil in this grand enterprise, pray pass him by on the other side, and say this is not the day of petty
considerations; this is Ethiopia’s day, and Ethiopia must march on to triumph.
Once more I bring West Africa a message of hope, a message of triumph. The last message that I had the
privilege and the honour of delivering has, under God, borne fruit. Today entire West Africa has clasped hands
over a common need, a common constitutional demand.
She is asking for an effective voice in her affairs.
She is asking for self-determination, and we believe she will not ask in vain.
It will be uphill work we know. There will be slackers; there will be obstructionists; there will be traducers.
But the Eternal Power, whose fiat set our sphere going, will sustain us until our little world attains unto that
degree of free and democratic life, which will enable us to develop according to the genius of our race within a
free United British Empire.
291.117 Church Or State\fn{by William Esuman-Gwira Sekyi aka Kobina Sekyi (1892-1956)} Cape Coast, Cape Coast
Metropolitan District, Central Region, Ghana (M) 1
Our wise ancestors left us this great proverb among others: “Oman si ho na posuban sim”. This proverb may be
rendered in English thus:
“The Company fence stands only so long as the state exists.”
Now, our ancestors were above all things a religious people, with whom religion was no mere matter of form or
weekly ceremony. Religion with our ancestors was interwoven with the whole fabric of their daily life; and therefore
when the company system was established among them it was not without its religious concomitants. The company
post to each company is most sacred, and the ceremony of replacing the worn parts of each such fence or of replacing
the whole fence is a very important function indeed. Within the enclosure is usually a sacred tree and there are other
sacred objects; and the fence would be defended by every self-respecting member of the company with his last drop
of blood, in the event of an attack by a rival company.
Since all true manliness must involve chivalry, it may be stated that the company fence must have been, at the time
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of its commencement of its greatest utility, the emblem of the highest chivalry of the group owning it. Nevertheless, if
any company was to go out of its way to plot against the security of the whole state those very members of the Oman
or State Council, who, before elevation to their stools, or before appointment as Councilors of State, were members of
such a company, would be the first to condemn the act of the company to which they once belonged.
The companies were created to serve certain needs of the state or Oman, and no doubt in their turn they react on
the state; but they can never be greater than the state in which they are. And, of course, they would not exist at all if
the state were not in being to form, as it were, a super-fence around them. Therefore our ancestors said Oman si ho no
posuban sim: the Oman was superior to, and more powerful than, any company or system of companies set up within
or under it, and each ember was bound to be loyal to the state, or Oman.
*
Now, I do not think it would be going to far to assert that the loyalty which our predecessors had for, and yielded
to, the state was based on our national reverence for, and worship of, departed ancestors, which system of ancestorworship was the foundation of our whole religious system; and it would follow that if that kind of loyalty is lacking in
any member of any of our various states now in existence, what takes its place must be as good as that which is
attempted to be replaced, otherwise it cannot function in the same beneficial manner as our ancient traditional loyalty
did formerly function.
If, however, instead of our ancient type of loyalty or something equivalent to it, we find operating in certain important members of our communities and their connections a new kind of loyalty which cannot be subject, as should
be loyalty to one’s company, to loyalty to the whole Oman or state, such members of such communities cannot but
prove sooner or later to be worthless as citizens and, from one standpoint, positively dangerous to the security of their
respective states; and if this new type of loyalty is based upon, arises out of, any foreign religious system established
among us, the mere fact that such a religion (which could not have set itself up among us except through some of our
own people) cannot recognize that loyalty to the state must be accepted as the necessary qualification of loyalty to any
faith established in any state is sufficient to show up such a religion in its true colors, and disclose its spurious
character.
There can be nothing good which tends to evil, and any religion that can have interests opposed to the weal of the
state in which it has found votaries is wanting in an essential particular.
We are bound, I think, to admit our ancient religion as sound in its principle, however much in its practice it may
have been abused by some of its priestly exponents in the very unsettled conditions of the early days of our contact
with Europeans; for even though it were proved that the Christian or any other foreign form of religion was better
than our ancient religion, it could not be disputed that our ancient religion was our natural religion, and functioned
well as such in the development of our well-built constitution.
The best of every institution is its utility as an organ aiding in the well-being of the organization in which it
appears; and where the organization is a human social group, the moral law in its most abstract form is the ultimate
test of tests. Any religion that can not admit that loyalty to one’s national group, even though that group consist apparently of the most abandoned or depraved heathens imaginable, is vital to the healthy and useful development of any of
its advocates, is worthless; and such loyalty is essentially moral in its character and in its effects.
Therefore those among us who have adopted one or other of the two main foreign religions\fn{ Christianity or Islam}
that have been established in our midst, have to consider that, if they would be true patriots useful to their generation
and those who will follow, it behooves them to examine the principles of their adopted faiths as to whether they can
stand the test of tests I have indicated.
In the present period of our development as a people, under the guardianship of a foreign ruling race that is not as
true to its religious or supposed religious ideas as cannot but be, it is important for us to know on what side the adherents of foreign religions among us will range themselves in the event of a conflict of interests, whether on the side of
the state or Oman to which they belong or on the side of the foreign religion which they profess.
It is therefore incumbent on those who would be leaders among us to learn to pick out those among their followers
or would-be followers upon whom the greatest reliance in this connection can be placed. The development of foreign
religions among us has proceeded long enough for us to draw conclusions as to the effect of such religions on our
manhood as members of our race and our efficiency as patriots.
Oman si ho na posuban sim. The person who would be loyal to a part and not to the whole, the person whose
loyalty to his part of the whole does not cohere with his loyalty to the whole, is a dangerous person. If we would have
our posuban we must first have our Oman safe; for although it is possible for one company to launch out on a career
of conquest and carve out a state, thus creating an Oman, the moment the Oman is created its interests have to be
paramount to all other interests of groups within the Oman. So long as the Oman is safe and sound we can have as
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many posuban as we like, within the Oman working with the Oman, and ever for the Oman.
1920
99.30 Shadow Of Darkness\fn{by Gladys May Casely-Hayford (1904-1950)}. Axim, Nzema East Municipal District,
Western Region, Ghana (F) 3
“He is called Shadow of Darkness, for he is as powerful as the darkness: his temple is evil as a spirit of darkness: his pelt is the color of darkness. He has on his forehead a white triangular spot, on his back an eagle, and a
beetle hump is under his tongue.”
Thus spoke Jalona, the Fullah lad, the youngest herdsman of the group, his thin, handsome face quivering in
the light of the camp fire. His pale copper color was a strange contrast to the almost black skin of his confederates. His chest, which gave promise of great breadth in manhood, rose and fell with pride. His lids drew down
over his proud eyes, revealing the long lashes which swept his cheeks like a woman’s, as he traced an idle scrawl
in the sand.
The silence was broken only by the crackling of the twigs. Jalona stirred uneasily; he knew that each time he
mentioned his bull, his companions seethed with jealousy; yet, because the tongue speaks involuntarily the
thoughts most constant in the brain, the love most dominant in the breast of arrogant youth, he could never refrain
from mentioning his bull when he spoke.
Sori, the sullen, evil-eyed Mandingo, clenched his right hand slowly till the muscles stood out like corded
whips; his eyes filled with blood; he could almost feel Jalona’s throat under the pressure of his hand.
Musa, woolly-headed and thick set, grinned broadly, showing his strong white teeth, and his black eyes
gleamed with merriment. His high cheekbones and prominent. lips indicated his pure Negro blood.
“Truly, he has a right to be proud of his Shadow of Darkness. Were it mine, the earth itself would be too small
for me to sit on.”
He poked the embers vigorously and did not see the gleam of gratitude Jalona gave him.
“Yes! But Shadow of Darkness is not the only bull in the world. My Brown Laddie is as good a bull any day;
broader at chest and larger in the hams.”
“But it’s a camel-cow, it’s got a hump,” cut in Boma, the Wangara. He had turned cattle thief through sheer
mischief, not necessity.
“Every cow has a hump, you fool. Bring your little measly cow out. Let me see if it hasn’t,” he challenged.
“Now, children, children, don’t squabble,” quavered the oldest hustler of the gang. “Do you want the patrol to
get us, so that we crawl to prison with broken heads, whilst our cows and sheep fill their bellies?”
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when Musa, who had stretched his cramped limbs, started with a
little cry of fear. With outstretched arm, he pointed straight in front of him. All of them scrambled to their feet,
except the old man who carefully extinguished the fire, and taking out a knife began to cover up all traces of it.
“Perhaps it is only bush meat moving,” whispered Jalona, contemptuously.
“No, I distinctly saw the gleam of brass buttons. They are coming! The patrol has spotted us!”
They quickly cast lots as to who should go on with the cattle.
“Each man one bundle,” warned the old Pa. “And one drink of water.”
They snatched up the bundles and then there was silence. Like one man, they sank flat on their stomachs and
began crawling along towards their different animals, each with its own call upon his lips. The main thing was to
collect them silently, and drive them on ahead with one man, then run for it.
Jalona’s heart thumped against his ribs as he crawled along. He had refused to tether Shadow of Darkness. He
had always given him more freedom than the others accorded to theirs. He went back to their last drinking place.
If he could reach his bull before the patrol startled him they would all be safe; but if once he gave vent to his
terrible roar, all the rest of the cattle would stampede with him.
“Shadow of Darkness,” called Jalona clearly. “Come, I am calling!”
The beautiful bull raised his head quickly, his whole frame quivering in ecstasy, whilst gracefully and quickly
he trotted up the river bank, his coat dripping with water; two heifers who had followed him ambled in his wake.
Jalona saw him start at a quick pace, moving through the mango trees. He gasped with relief. But a moment
later cold fear crept up his spine, as the bull, scenting the wind, hesitated, threw back his head and stood still in
perplexed uncertainty.
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He was too far away to catch his master’s scent, for the wind was blowing towards the patrol, and he had lost
the direction of his master’s voice.
The sweat broke out in little beads on Jalona’s forehead. The air was so still that even his first call had echoed
and re-echoed. Now that the pursuing party were nearer he dare not call again. They would head straight for the
camp. They would catch Shadow of Darkness or startle him into a full gallop towards the camp. They would be
shot down like squirrels. The minutes crawled by like hours as he wriggled stealthily onwards, with nothing but
grass around him, so that he dare not break cover until the mangoes were reached. He became frantic.
Suddenly he lost his head and jumped up, cupping his mouth with both hands.
“This way, men,” motioned the captain of the patrol about half a mile off. “We’ve got them trapped.”
“Shadow!” Jalona never finished the sentence, for a hand was clapped over his mouth.
“You fool!”
His nostrils reeked with the smell of Sori’s stale garments as they went down together.
“We want to live, if you don’t, damn you. All the others have gone—Musa is on ahead with the cattle. You
must leave Shadow of Darkness behind.”
Only the last phrase filtered into Jalona’s half-stunned mind.
“Never,” he resolved.
He lay quite still under his enemy, concentrating mind and strength, for now he realized that Sori’s grip meant
murder. He had no intention of Jalona regaining his bull, or living to tell how he had been maliciously cheated of
him—especially now that chance had given him an opportunity of feeling the long, slim throat beneath his
fingers. A little more pressure—slowly—slowly, and then …
There was a sudden convulsion beneath him and the limp brown body became quite suddenly a wriggling
venomous mass, also striking to kill.
The surprise threw Sori off his guard and the two were rolling over and over, first one on top, then the other,
each persistently seeking the other’s throat.
Jalona felt his strength oozing; though he was a healthy lad, he was no match for a seasoned wrestler of thirty,
out to kill. His breath came in agonizing gasps, jerked out of his body again and again by the huge pounding
blows that fell mercilessly like a flail all over his lacerated limbs.
“Shadow of Darkness,” he shrieked in agony.
Gradually his grip became loose.
A ton of lumbering brute force was pounding its way towards the two fighters. A low bellow rumbled in its
throat. Shadow of Darkness had found his master.
Sori fought and tore at the light brown hands that clung with the last tenacity that comes before unconsciousness.
The furious bull reared its head for a charge. There was a piercing scream; the patrol men stopped in their
tracks as a gibbering man was tossed out of the grass in a heap into their ranks.
“Handcuff him, you two, and keep guard.”
The others advanced. Shadow of Darkness licked his master’s face and hands, but he did not move. He lowed
piteously, but Jalona failed to respond. Suddenly he became aware of thudding feet, and instinct warned him of
danger; yet he deliberately lumbered in the opposite direction and broke into the clearing.
With a shout the patrol men were after him; bullets whizzed about.
“Don’t shoot, you fools.”
A bullet grazed his side. He roared in anger and turned suddenly.
“He’s a beauty. Get him alive. Rope him, you six, the others forward—find the thieves!”
One man was gored to death, two badly wounded and three of the six were hurt before Shadow of Darkness
was finally captured. The rest of the patrol men passed within a few inches of Jalona. But being unconscious, he
made no sound or movement, and so remained undiscovered.
*
“But what made you think of coming back?” asked Jalona for the seventh time.
He was propped up inside a native hut, his head and side bandaged and a coal pot burning beside him.
“We heard the shouts on Vulture Ridge,” said Musa. “Fa began to count us, Sori, and you were missing.”
“‘Sounds as if they have got ’em,’ mumbled Fa, casually. ‘Of course, it is a life and death game. Sorry about
the lad, though, he is a nice little chap. Of course, you know the hustler law—every one for himself and God for
us all—except when we cast lots.’
“I made up my mind then to return and search for you. You were pretty well messed up, but I found you just in
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time.”
“Is Sori alive?”
“Yes, but I’m not sure how long his sentence is. He is in prison.”
“Shadow of Darkness?” Jalona’s voice trembled. Weakly, be brushed away the tears that had filled his eyes.
“He is safe. I think he is in their patrol pen. The white heads intend to keep him and cross breed him. So he is
quite safe.”
“Could we catch up the rest of the party, Musa?”
“Well—er—do we want to?”
Both pondered over that point; and suddenly burst out laughing when they found that neither of them wished
to.
“When I am well—we will recover Shadow of Darkness. Then, Musa, I am wondering whether I should give
him to you.”
“Don’t be a fool, Jalona, he’s worth a thousand. There are some things I would like to know, though. Where he
came from and how you got him?”
“Fiction and truth are equally mixed in his history,” Jalona began. “He is of a sacred line from Egypt, by the
waters of the Nile. Bata, our father, gave his ancestor to the Priest of Osiris and was rewarded with gifts of gold.
His calf, a beautiful black and white heifer, guarded and matured by my very great grandparents, was mated with
an all-black bull, and again the young bull was as his grandfather, with a white star on his forehead, the eagle on
his back and the hump of a beetle under his tongue.
“So the centuries waned and passed until the Fullahs wandered down that way and the Egyptian dynasty
crumpled. A big chief took to him the bull worship also; so thus the sacred breed was preserved. My grandfather
was a rich cattle owner, and sold all when he got into debt, except the mother of Shadow of Darkness, an all-black
heifer. My father inherited her, and as my mother died at my birth and I had no brothers or sisters, my father
bequeathed her to me. Shadow of Darkness was born shortly afterwards. He is my only possession, and I named
him Shadow of Darkness, for the day after he was born my father was killed in a skirmish. He was with me in my
darkest hours, and he shadowed and followed me about like a child. I fed him with my own hand. Now I intend to
take him to the West Coast because I can never part from him.”
*
“Seen the bull we caught the other day, Frank?” queried a young officer of the French patrol at mess.
“No, worth looking at?”
“Perfect beauty! Haven’t seen anything like it; jet black pelt, perfect head and horns; such breadth across the
shoulders; I don’t know how he got here at all.”
“Come outside, Massa! Sentry want you!” a steward whispered.
Together the two friends rose and went out towards the cattle.
A terrible lowing rent the air. There was a squealing of pigs and the hens were cackling excitedly. The dogs
barked and altogether there was a regular pandemonium.
“What the hell is it about, Momodu?”
“That bull we caught last week go crazy, sir.”
Above the noise rose a clear, sad, sweet tenor.
Shadow of Darkness, listen, I am calling.
Night comes upon us, heavy dew is falling.
You are powerful as the night!

With a terrific bellow, the black bull made another charge forward in an effort to burst his halter.
Your breath is sweet as the earth.
Your eye more gentle than a woman’s.
Your horn, the curved bows of two moons.

Wonderfully sweet and clear, and infinitely sad, rose Jalona’s voice.
“I think we’d better shoot him, or get him into a pen by himself,” suggested the French officer. He began to
issue commands to this effect, but the soldiers hung back afraid.
On your forehead is the star of morning,
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On your back the eagle;
Under your tongue the hump of a beetle,
Beautiful bull from the line of Osiris.

Once again Shadow of Darkness charged; this time his halter snapped like thread, and he began pacing round
the enclosure, the other cattle rushing away from him.
Your feet are beautiful in strength,
Your voice is deep as the thunder.

High and plaintive, pleading and tender, vibrant with emotion, rose and fell the wailing chant of Jalona.
Listen, I am calling, calling, calling.
Oh I need you; I am lonely.
Come to me quickly—Shadow of Darkness.

With an answering bellow, the bull cleared the five-foot pen and galloped into the darkness.
“Well I never!” gasped the officer.
By dawn, Musa, Jalona and Shadow of Darkness were far away, hiding in safety.
55.168 Anticipation\fn{by Mabel Dove-Danquah (1905-1984)} Accra, Accra Metropolitan District, Greater Accra
Region, Ghana (M) 2
Nana\fn{A title meaning “Grandfather,” or even “Father,”, as to a monarch and head of State .} Adaku II, Omanhene\fn{The
male ruler of the Akan state, appointed originally by the Ohemmaa (the Queen Mother.} Akwasin, was celebrating the twentieth
anniversary of his accession to the stool\fn{ Among the Akan peoples, the stool contained the spirit of its owner, or was the
material symbol of the State. A stool of an Omanhene was usually of carved wood covered with gold or silver leaf .} of Akwasin.\fn
{This main character represents the author’s brother-in-law, Nana Ofori Atta I of Kibi, King of Abuakwa .} The capital, Nkawabi,
was thronged with people from the outlying towns and villages.
It was in the height of the cocoa season, money was circulating freely and farmers were spending to their
hearts’ content. Friends who had not seen one another for a long time were renewing their friendship. They called
with gifts of gin, champagne or whisky, recalled old days with gusto and before departing imbibed most of the
drinks they brought as gifts. No one cared, everyone was happy. Few could be seen in European attire; nearly all
were in Gold Coast\fn{The name of Ghana prior to independence .} costume. The men had tokota sandals on their feet,
and rich multi-colored velvet and gorgeous, hand woven kente\fn{The toga-like attire of the Akan peoples.} cloths nicely
wrapped round their bodies. The women, with golden ear-rings dangling, with golden chains and bracelets,\fn
{Gold was the sacred and favorite metal of the Ashante.} looked dignified in their colorful native attire.
The state drums were beating paeans of joy.
It was four o’clock in the afternoon and people were walking to the state park where the Odwira\fn{The “cleansing”, or the “purification”, a festival occurring at the end of the Akan year and celebrating, usually, the yam harvest, and held most often in
October in the southern Akan States.} was to be staged. Enclosures of palm leaves decorated the grounds.

The Omanhene arrived in a palanquin under a brightly-patterned state umbrella, a golden crown on his head.
His kente studded with tiny golden beads, rows upon rows of golden necklaces piled high on his chest. He wore
bracelets of gold from the wrists right up to the elbows. He held in his right hand a decorated elephant tail which
he waved to his enthusiastic, cheering people. In front of him sat his “soul”\fn{ His okrafo, or “soul-bearer”, so called because the Omanhene had (it was believed) projected his actual soul (kra) to a person he loved dearly. The okrafo became an extremely sacred person in the State; later, okrafo became a court title among the Ashante .} a young boy of twelve, holding the sword of

office.
After the Omanhene came the Adontehene,\fn{The commander of the main body of the army in the Ashante state .} the
next in importance. He was resplendent in rich green and red velvet cloth; his head band was studded with golden
bars. Other chiefs came one after the other under their brightly-colored state umbrellas. The procession was long.
The crowd raised cheers as each palanquin was lowered, and the drums went on beating resounding joys of
jubilation. The Omanhene took his seat on the dais with the Elders. The District Commissioner, Captain Hobbs,
was near him. Sasa,\fn{Sasa here is a proper name. It refers to a spirit, usually of a special animal (certain members of the antelope
family) which must be given funeral rites and funeral laments if killed .} the jester, looked ludicrous in his motley pair of trou-
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sers and his cap of monkey skin. He made faces at the Omanhene, he leered, did acrobatic stunts; the Omanhene
could not laugh; it was against custom for the great Chief to be moved to laughter in public.
The state park presented a scene of barbaric splendor. Chiefs and their retinue sat on native stools under state
umbrellas of diverse colors. The golden linguist\fn{ The Okyeama, or spokesman for the Omanhene, who carried a long staff of
office.} staves of office gleamed in the sunlight. The women, like tropical butterflies, looked charming in their
multi-colored brocaded silk, kente and velvet, and the Oduku headdress, black and shiny, studded with long
golden pins and slides. Young men paraded the grounds, their flowing cloths trailing behind them, their silken
plaited headbands glittering in the sun.
The drums beat on.
The women are going to perform the celebrated Adowa dance.\fn{A special dance performed at Odwira and Adae ceremonies, and at royal funerals, performed usually by women under the leadership of the Adowahemmaa, a titled elder woman .} the decorated calabashes make rhythm. The women run a few steps, move slowly sideways and sway their shoulders. One
dancer looks particularly enchanting in her green, blue and red square kente, moving with the simple, charming
grace of a wild woodland creature; the Chief is stirred, and throws a handful of loose cash into the crowd of
dancers. She smiles as the coins fall on her and tinkle to the ground. There is a rush. She makes no sign but keeps
on dancing.
The Omanhene turns to his trusted linguist:
“Who is that beautiful dancer?”
“I am sorry, I do not know her.”
“I must have her as a wife.”
Nana Adaku II was fifty-five and he had already forty wives, but a new beauty gave him the same new thrill as
it did the man who is blessed—or cursed—with only one better half. Desire again burned fiercely in his veins; he
was bored with his forty wives.
He usually got so mixed up among them that lately he kept calling them by the wrong names. His new wife
cried bitterly when he called her Oda, the name of an old, ugly wife.
“This dancer is totally different,” thought the chief; “she will be a joy to the palace.”\fn{ Where their overall authority was not directly challenged, the English imperialists preferring to rule indirectly, and allowing the native authorities they found their
prerogatives of title and office.} He turned round to the linguist:

“I will pay one hundred pounds for her.”
“She might already be married, Nana.”
“I shall pay the husband any moneys he demands.”
The linguist knew his Omanhene: when he desired a woman he usually had his way.
“Get fifty pounds\fn{About $140.00.} from the chief treasurer, find the relatives, give them the money and when
she is in my palace tonight I shall give her the balance of fifty pounds. Give the linguist staff to Kojo and begin
your investigations now.”
Nana Adaku II was a fast worker. He was like men all over the world when they are stirred by feminine charm:
a shapely leg, the flash of an eye, the quiver of a nostril, the timbre of a voice, and the male species becomes
frenzy personified. Many men go through this sort of mania until they reach their dotage. The cynics among them
treat women with a little flattery, bland tolerance, and take fine care not to become seriously entangled for life.
Women, on the other hand, use quite a lot of common sense: they are not particularly thrilled by the physical
charms of a man; if his pockets are heavy and his income sure, he is a good matrimonial risk. But there is
evolving a new type of hardheaded modern woman who insists on the perfect lover as well as an income and
other necessaries, or stays forever from the unbliss of marriage.
By 6 p.m. Nana Adaku II was getting bored with the whole assembly and very glad to get into his palanquin.
The state umbrellas danced, the chiefs sat again in their palanquins, the crowd cheered wildly, the drums beat.
Soon the shadows of evening fell and the enclosures of palm leaves in the state park stood empty and deserted.
The Omanhene had taken his bath after dusk and changed into a gold and green brocaded cloth. Two male
servants stood on either side and fanned him with large ostrich feathers as he reclined on a velvet-cushioned settee
in his private sitting room. An envelope containing fifty golden sovereigns was near him. He knew his linguist as
a man of tact and diplomacy and he was sure that night would bring him a wife to help him celebrate the anniversary of his accession to the Akwasin Stool.
He must have dozed. When he woke up the young woman was kneeling by his feet. He raised her onto the
settee.
“Were you pleased to come?”
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“I was pleased to do Nana’s bidding.”
“Good girl. What is your name?”
“Effua, my lord and master.”
“It is a beautiful name, and you are a beautiful woman, too. Here are fifty gold sovereigns, the balance of the
marriage dowry. We will marry privately tonight and do the necessary custom\fn{ Quite a bit more elaborate than the
Omanhene’s payment here of the ayeyode or gift presentation and the afa-yide or consolation fee, which ironically is paid only on the
occasion of a girl’s first marriage.} afterward.” Nana Adaku II is not the first man to use this technique. Civilized, semi-

civilized, and primitive men all over the world have said the very same thing in nearly the same words.
“I shall give the money to my mother,” said the sensible girl. “She is in the corridor. May I?” The Chief nodded assent.
Effua returned.
“Nana, my mother and other relatives want to thank you for the hundred pounds.”
“There is no need, my beauty,” and he played with the ivory beads lying so snugly on her bosom.
“They think you must have noticed some extraordinary charm in me for you to have spent so much money,”
she smiled shyly at the Omanhene.
“But, my dear, you are charming. Haven’t they eyes?”
“But, Nana, I cannot understand it myself.”
“You cannot, you modest woman? Look at yourself in that long mirror over there.”
The girl smiled mischievously, went to the mirror, looked at herself. She came back and sat on the settee and
leaned her head on his bosom.
“You are a lovely girl, Effua.” He caressed her shiny black hair, so artistically plaited.
“But, my master, I have always been like this, haven’t I?”
“I suppose so, beautiful, but I only saw you today.”
“You only saw me today?”
“Today.”
“Have you forgotten?”
“Forgotten what, my love?”
“You paid fifty pounds … and married me two years ago.”
291.119 Towards Colonial Freedom\fn{by Kwame Nkrumah aka Francis Nwia Kofi (1909-1972)} Nkroful, Ellembelle
District, Western Region, Ghana (M) 4\fn{In what follows I have introduced textual subdivisions (otherwise absent from the
printed text). This was published in London in 1962:H}
Since we feel that mercantilism—as an aspect of imperialism—is the basis of colonial economics, a brief history
of the term is essential here.
Mercantilism is a term applied to the economic policy which had its inception in Europe just at the close of the
Middle Ages. In fact, it was the next historical development of feudalism. Its doctrine, in the extreme sense, made
wealth and money identical; but as the years rolled on mercantile economists based the definition of the system on
money exclusively.
Money was therefore regarded as the main object of a community. Thus it was held that the community must confine itself to dealing with other nations on such lines as would attract the most possible precious metals to itself. This
method of trade among nations led to what is known in the realm of economics as the “balance of trade”, which
meant the relationship of equilibrium between export and import.
Eventually, this system of “balance of trade” was considered favorable when more money was received into the
country than was paid out.
To assure a favorable balance of trade, governments of nations resorted to certain economic and political expedients. For instance: (1) high duties on imports; (2) exports of home manufactured goods; (3) receiving only raw materials from other countries; (4) restrictions on the exports of precious metals; (5) exaltation of foreign trade over domestic trade; (6) organizing of industries and factories at home; (7) the importance of dense population as an element of
national strength to safeguard foreign trade; and last but not least (8) the employment of state action in furthering such
ends.
Governments took great interest in these mercantile programmes because they needed money and men for the
maintenance of the army and for the unification of their national states. Thus statesmen and business aristocracy
conjectured that for them to further their political and economic ambitions successfully, industries and the mercantile
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system must prosper. Eventually, this conception of trade led to the great problem of colonization.
*
The purpose of founding colonies was mainly to secure raw materials. To safeguard the measures for securing such
raw materials the following policies were indirectly put into action: (1) to make the colonies non-manufacturing
dependencies; (2) to prevent the colonial “subjects” from acquiring the knowledge of modern means and techniques
for developing their own industries; (3) to make colonial “subjects” simple producers of raw materials through cheap
labor; (4) to prohibit the colonies from trading with other nations except through the “mother country”.
The methods employed by the imperialists today are developments of mercantilism.
Colonial economics may be traced through three main phases corresponding to its history: the mercantile period,
the free-trade period and the period of economic imperialism, all being respectively dominated by merchant capital,
industrial capital and financial capital. We are mainly concerned with the last phase, economic imperialism with its
dominance of financial capital.
*
The most searching and penetrating analysis of economic imperialism has been given by Marx and Lenin.
According to the Marx-Lenin point of view, economic imperialism is not only the natural stage in the development of
the capitalist system, but its highest stage in which the inner contradictions and inconsistencies of the system foreshadow its doom and demolition.
The Marxist-Leninist position may be stated thus: In the capitalist system of production, labor is treated as a commodity to be bought and sold in the market like any other commodity. As such, it figures in the capitalist-producer’s
calculations merely as one production cost among others. But since the system is a competitive system, the capitalistproducer is compelled to keep wages down in order to keep the margin of profit high.
Here it becomes obvious that the economic philosophy of high wages, even though it may operate well in special
industries whose circumstances favor a combination of high wages with low wage-costs per unit of production,
cannot under capitalism be applied to industry as a whole. This means that under the capitalist system of production a
point is soon reached where wages appear a necessary evil even to the capitalist-producer, who now realizes that the
incomes distributed as wages form the body of the market for what he wants to sell. And since competition and the
necessity of profit determine the outlook of capitalism, it cannot raise incomes “up to the limits of productive capacity”.
The capitalist-producer, in seeking profit by limiting his wage bill, impedes his own effort to find buyers for the
increasing volume of his production.
This dilemma becomes even more confounded by the introduction of combines and monopolies due to the fact that
these combines and monopolies continue to compete with other combines and monopolies producing similar commodities in other countries. Thus complete elimination of competition from the capitalist system of production is not only
a contradiction but an impossibility.
To find a way out of this contradiction the capitalist-producer turns his profit-seeking eyes to the colonies and
dependent territories. He does so first by killing the arts and crafts in these areas through the competition of his cheaper machine-made goods (exports) and, secondly, by thrusting capital loans upon them for financing the construction
of railways, harbors and other means of transportation and communication in so far as these constructions cater to his
profits and safeguard his capital. Industrial capital thus fuses with finance capital.
It is when the number of the capitalist countries relying on foreign markets and fields of investment increases and
the number of colonizable areas diminishes that rivalries among the colonial powers ensue, rivalries which issue first
in minor wars of colonial conquests and later in the great imperialist wars of modern times. Lenin in his Imperialism
the Highest Stage of Capitalism, summarizes the position thus:
Imperialism is capitalism in that stage of development in which the domination of monopolies and finance capital has
taken shape; in which the export of capital has acquired pronounced importance; in which the division of the world by the
international trusts has begun, and in which the partition of all the territory of the earth by the greatest capitalist countries has
been completed.

The effect of this type of imperialism on colonial peoples is dramatic. The stage opens with the appearance of
missionaries and anthropologists, traders and concessionaires, and administrators. While “missionaries” with “Christianity” perverted implore the colonial subject to lay up his “treasures in Heaven where neither moth nor rust doth
corrupt”, the graders and concessionaires and administrators acquire his mineral and land resources, destroy his arts,
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crafts and home industries. Since the rise of colonial industry would entail more competition and undercutting, these
finance-capital-producers and their imperialist cohorts do everything in their power to prevent its development.
Economic development in the colonial areas is perverted precisely because the monopoly stage, which should
come as a logical advanced feature of capitalism, is introduced before even the most primitive manifestation of local
capitalist development. Hence the stagnation and decay characteristic of colonial economy.
But the introduction of capitalism into the colonies doesn’t take the “normal” course it took in western countries.
Free competition does not exist, and monopoly control of all resources of the colonies demonstrates the perversion of
finance capitalism.
It is centralized to suit the monopolist combines and investors. The finance capitalist and investor find the easiest
and richest profits not from establishing industry in the colonies, which would compete with home industries and necessitate a drastic rise in wages and a high standard of living in order to create a purchasing power formidable enough
to render increased production possible, but by exhausting the natural and mineral resources of the colonies, and by
considering their human resources just as another commodity to be used and thrown away.
This brings us to the question: what is the relationship between the monopolist, non-industrial economy engineered
by the colonial power in the colonies and the migrant labor system?
Briefly and precisely, it is this: that the concentration of large bodies of colonial laborers, in constant contact with
realities of the most repressive and degrading conditions of life, leads to the creation of a class-conscious working
class which is in a position to defend itself against its oppressors.
At all costs the finance capitalist must prevent the formation of such a class-conscious group in order to prevent his
destruction. This is the reason why colonial workers are recruited and forcibly broken up and disbanded every year by
their capitalist exploiters, and compelled to retire to their homes and villages where capitalist exploitation is indirectly
exercised through corrupted “warrant” chiefs and a politically sold intelligentsia. Thus, resentment against the foreign
capitalist oppressors is arrested, and conditions for mass organization against them aborted.
*
Take Britain, for instance, and see what she does in her African colonies. She controls exports of raw materials
from the colonies by preventing direct shipment by her colonial “subjects” to foreign markets, in order that, after
satisfying the demands of her home industries, she can sell the surplus to other nations, netting huge super-profits for
herself.
The colonial farmer-producer has no share in these profits.
The question may be raised to the effect that the colonial powers utilize parts of these profits for public works,
health projects and “loans”. The fact generally forgotten is that such “loans” come from taxing the colonial “subjects”,
and the profit gotten from their produce and mineral resources, and the greater part of these very loans is used in
paying European officials in the colonies.
*
A recent White Paper released by the Colonial Office reveals a fabulous profit of £3,676,253 sterling netted by the
British Government from exploitation of 800,000 families of West African colonial cocoa farmers. This is how it was
done:
A Cocoa Control Board was established by, and was responsible to, the Colonial Office, and acting as “trustees”
for the West African cocoa farmers, it was empowered to purchase the total production of cocoa, and to prescribe the
prices to be paid to the farmers; and, not only this, but the board was also responsible for the general disposal of cocoa
from the colonies. The Board, during the period from 1939-1943, squeezed out the aforesaid profit—a profit not
shared by the colonial farmers.
Such profits resulted from the fact that the cocoa, for which the African farmer received one and one-fourth pence
(two and one-half cents) a pound, brought four pence (eight cents) and four and one-half [pence] (nine cents) a pound
in London and New York, respectively. In short, while the African peasants’ cost of living and demands on his labor
were increasing, and his income falling, the monopolist chocolate combines were reaping super-profits.
We learned also of a fund called “Aid for Colonial Development and Welfare”, which provides £120,000,000
sterling in grants to the colonies. A little arithmetical reflection, however, shows that when the population of the
colonial empire is taken into consideration the amount works out at eighteen pence (thirty-six cents) per inhabitant per
year. During the first year and a half after the passage of the said Act the amount spent was two pence (four cents) per
inhabitant per year.
Nor is this all. The benefits of the Colonial Development Fund are largely illusory, since the £120,000,000 is not in
the safe keeping of a Bank of the British Empire as such where any colonial territory can apply for the money it may
need for its “welfare development”.
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To simplify the issue: supposing, say, Nigeria needs £40,000 for its “welfare development”, the British Government in Nigeria then goes to Barclays Bank, which advances the £40,000 to the people of Nigeria at six percent
interest. On this basis the people of the “colony” of Nigeria eventually find themselves in perpetual debt to the very
agencies which are supposed to be concerned with their “welfare development”.
It is a common economic experience that wherever there is economic dependence there is no freedom.
*
The policy underlying the economic situation in the colonies is that of monopoly control forcing the farmer and
peasant to accept low fixed prices by eliminating open competition, and forcing the same colonial farer and peasant
consumer to buy a high fixed prices. Marketing of produce and manufactured goods in the British West African
colonies, for instance, is done by the European merchants, through a “pool” system.
As a result of the operations of this monopolist combine and the mining companies, with the aid of their agency,
the government, gold and money leave the country, and consequently no local capital is left in the colonies. Industrial
and commercial aspirations and growth on the part of the colonial subjects is thus arrested; wages dip, and the
colonial “subject” finds it impossible to acquire capital of any sort for any business enterprise; and worse than this,
whether as a wage earner or as a peasant, he is always in debt due to the fact that when he buys the manufactured
goods he loses, and when he sells his produce he loses; and the colonial government sees that he remains in perpetual
debt by further taxing him.
The colonial subject is thus economically strangled by his very “trustees” who are supposed to prepare him for
self-government.
Furthermore, the colonial subject cannot go into any form of business and succeed because the wholesale prices
charged by the monopolist combines leave him no margin of profits. And this in addition to the secret arrangements
between the combines and the manufacturers [which] make it impossible for him to buy directly from the manufacturers. No matter how large an order he gives them, he is always referred to the local agents, who are members of the
powerful monopolist combines.
Since the advent of capitalism into the colonies colonial peoples have been reduced to the level of laborers and
contract bondsmen, and are unable to organize effectively due to government and monopolist combine interference.
*
The philosophy of European capitalism in the colonies is that colonial subjects should labor under any foreign government with uncomplaining satisfaction.
They are supposed “incapable” of developing the resources of their own country, and are taught to labor and appreciate European manufactured goods so as to become “good” customers.
The meager stipend given to them as a wage by the European capitalists is spent on spurious imported manufactured goods, the only kind they get. Curiously enough, the same coin that is given to the “native” as a wage by his
exploiter eventually returns to the pocket of that wily exploiter.
*
The slogan “buy British and trade Imperial” is used to stimulate the maintenance of higher prices for British manufactured goods. “Preferential tariff” (higher customs duties and low quotas) are applied on foreign manufactured
goods. However, American goods are given much higher quotas than Japanese manufactured goods.
In spite of the preferential duty the Japanese continued to produce cheaper goods and to export them to British
colonies. In order to freeze the importation of cheaper-priced Japanese goods, the local governments of the British
colonies, agents of British monopolist combines and industrialists, continued to raise the tariff on the Japanese goods
and finally froze them out. This underlies the denunciation of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1934.
Tariffs are usually applied to protect domestic economy, but this is not so in the colonies. For there tariffs are
applied for the protection of British trade and profits since the colonies do not manufacture their own goods. The same
preferential tariff that protects the imports of British manufactured goods also protects the produce and raw materials
of the colonies (exports) against shipment to foreign countries except through British agencies. This is done to ensure
much higher prices and therefore huge profits for the combines and companies.
This is what we term the two-way fixed price system, basic in colonial economics. The object of this system is to
buy cheap raw materials and labor from the colonies and so sell high-priced manufactured goods back to the colonies.
It is the colonial peasants who suffer most considerably from this evil system.
This again goes to prove that as long as colonial powers are able to keep the colonies under this economic system
(importing only manufactured goods and exporting only raw materials and produce) colonial subjects will not progress to any notable extent and will always remain poverty stricken with a sub-normal standard of living.
*
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That is one of the reasons why we maintain that the only solution to the colonial problem is the complete eradication of the entire economic system of colonialism, by colonial peoples, through their gaining political independence.
Political freedom will open the way or the attainment of economic and social improvement and advancement.
It must be otherwise under foreign rule.
71.20 The Meaning Of Independence\fn{by Robert Kweku Atta Gardiner (1914-1994)} Kumasi, Ashanti Region, Ghana
(M) 2
The campaign is over. The campaign started when some of our fellow countrymen chose death rather than go
aboard slave ships some two hundred years ago. In spite of our protests, the support which was given us by other
parts of the world, our people were carried away to live in captivity, humiliation and discrimination. But despite
all this the struggle went on.
When the late Asantehene went into exile, the whole of the Gold Coast agitated for his return; and we all rejoiced when he came back to us to restore one of the important traditional landmarks in our society.
Our fathers, before us, organized the Aborigines Rights Protection Society to protect our lands and to prevent
the development of plantations which would have rendered the workers of this country wage-earners on the estates of big commercial concerns. Less than a generation ago, our leaders protested when attempts were made to
fossilize our institutions through the systems of indirect rule. We have never ceased to agitate for self-government. The West African Congress, the Gold Coast Youth Conference, the United Gold Coast Convention, the
Convention People’s Party, the National Liberation Movement, are all indications of our people’s determination to
attain and to secure freedom.
During the campaign, we have had our differences and our frictions. Some will recall frictions which occurred
in the Fante Confederacy and also in the Aborigines Rights Protection Society; the disappointment of the leaders
of the West African Congress when they felt that their delegation to London had been betrayed; the bitter criticisms leveled at the protagonists of the Provincial Council of Chiefs; the differences which led to two separate
delegates being sent to London in 1934; the differences between the United Gold Convention and the Convention
People’s Party on points of timing, tactics and strategy; and finally the fears of those who have felt that political
changes might needlessly obliterate traditional institutions.
Our differences and frictions should have taught us many lessons. We know that it is possible for our honest
convictions to clash. In such circumstances clever political moves solve no problem. If we shut our eyes to inconvenient facts, we only show our weakness. The constitutional lawyers can resolve a political problem only if the
people are willing to accept a solution. We shall need to draw upon this experience in managing our affairs as a
sovereign state.
It would be wrong to give the impression that in our struggle we never received sympathetic support from people outside this country. The Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Rights Protection Society has assisted many delegations which have gone to the United Kingdom to plead the cause of African territories; the Churches have always
assisted; many voluntary organizations have also championed our cause. Individual scholars, politicians, newspapermen and explorers like Livingstone, drew attention to what was happening in Africa during the days when we
seemed absolutely helpless. Let us record our appreciation and gratitude to those we remember and also to all
those whose efforts will always remain anonymous.
We owe a debt to British statesmanship which over the years has attempted to consider our aspirations and has
today granted our demand in full. It is not a common practice for a ruling authority to transfer power so peacefully. The British tradition of statesmanship has made this possible; and so we enter the field of international politics, not as total strangers. We find ourselves in the company of old friends who have faith in us. This is a definite
psychological advantage.
Yes, the campaign for freedom from alien rule is over. Two things have happened: at least one source of friction has been removed; but our common objective, an important unifying factor, no longer exists. Unless our
vision of self-government goes beyond the negative aspects of freedom, namely, the removal of hindrances, we
shall discover that we have been chasing a mirage. Now that the restraints have been removed, we are called upon
to concentrate on the content of freedom. This is no easy task.
During the last part of the campaign, we sometimes saw ourselves as a nation divided by differences which,
apparently, no act of man could bridge. When we were sunk in this mood, the Secretary of State for the Colonies
came and discovered fundamental unity among us. Sometimes we pictured our opponents as mischievous and
even treacherous individuals. Fortunately, this attitude only represents a momentary emotional outburst. In an
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open democratic society there must be room for healthy differences of opinion. The idea of an adversary in good
faith is a necessary condition for clear thinking and responsible action in public affairs. We were even tempted, on
occasion, to lose faith in ourselves and to question our own competence for self-government. These doubts, fears
and snarls and suspicions will continue to haunt us but we should be prepared to cope with them.
The period of daydreaming about what we would do or what a sovereign independent Ghana would be like is
over. Our country is expected now to lead the responsible life of a full member of the world society of nations. We
individually and collectively are expected to deal justly with our own people and honorably with the outside
world.
The task of leadership is now much greater than ever; for
No other touchstone can test the heart of a man
The temper of his mind and spirit, till he be tried
In the practice of authority and rule

A leader’s lips cannot be sealed by fear of his supporters or the opposition; nor can he put his loyalty to his
friends or relatives above his duty to his country. Because:
Our country is our life; only when she
Rides safely, have we any friends at all.

What of us all, as individual citizens of Ghana?
We are now in direct contact with the outside world. We shall be doing business with individuals and organizations with many years’ experience and good reputation. We should endeavour not to forfeit the trust they have
in us. Integrity in all dealings is a necessity, not a luxury in the affairs of sovereign states.
Mushroom organizations run by shady characters will make their appearance here. Some of us in our ignorance or innocence may be tempted to enter into questionable deals with such swindlers. The citizens of Ghana
who get involved in such ventures will lose in almost every case. But apart from their personal losses, they will do
harm to the credit of this country and drive away honest industrial concerns.
This is an opportunity for us to look at ourselves afresh. In the United States, people of African descent have
shone in various fields—scholars, artists, distinguished medical specialists, educators, top-ranking officials in
international organizations. The Caribbean and Latin-America have a similar record of achievements. We have a
chance during the celebration of independence to meet some of them. The performance of people of African
descent abroad, in spite of the handicaps under which they labor, is proof of our latent capability. Thus, out of our
group adversity we can now draw some inspiration for the future. More important still, these men have a love for
the home of their ancestors and anxiously look forward to our success in independence to vindicate their claim to
equal treatment and full citizenship.
We are also acutely aware of other parts of this continent where Africans dare not hope for self-government.
What is happening here may sound like a fairy tale to them. We must not let such people down. I am not suggesting that we should carry a chip or a sharpening stick on our shoulder and begin to talk about “manifest destiny,”
the “sacred mission of Ghana.” But we ought to be aware of the fact that by our deeds, not only ourselves but
other Africans and people of African descent, will also be judged.
We have then every reason to be proud of our achievement in the campaign, to rejoice and to face the future
confidently. In our joy let us remember all our public men who by their labor and sacrifices have contributed
towards this achievement.
We are fortunate to be alive to see this day. Let us never forget the dark nights through which we have passed.
James Weldon Johnson,\fn{American author, lawyer, and diplomat (1871-1938) .} the Negro poet has put into words the
prayer which I am sure is in all our hearts today:
God of our weary years,
God of our silent tears,
Thou who hast brought us thusfar on our way,
Thou who hast by Thy might
Let us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray,
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee;
Lest, our hearts drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee.
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55.170 New Life At Kyerefaso\fn{by Efua Theodora Sutherland (1924-1996)} Cape Coast, Cape Coast Metropolitan
District, Central Region, Ghana (F) 3
Shall we say,
Shall we put it this way,
Shall we say that the maid of Kyerefaso, Foruwa, daughter of the Queen Mother, was as a young deer, graceful
in limb? Such was she, with head held high, eyes soft and wide with wonder. And she was light of foot, light in all
her moving.
Stepping springily along the water path like a deer that had strayed from the thicket, springily stepping along
the water path, she was a picture to give the eye a feast. And nobody passed her by but turned to look at her again.
Those of her village said that her voice in speech was like the murmur of a river quietly flowing beneath
shadows of bamboo leaves. They said her smile would sometimes blossom like a lily on her lips and sometimes
rise like sunrise.
The butterflies do not fly away from the flowers, they draw near. Foruwa was the flower of her village.
*
So shall we say,
Shall we put it this way, that all the village butterflies, the men, tried to draw near her at every turn, crossed
and crossed her path? Men said of her,
“She shall be my wife, and mine, and mine and mine.”
But suns rose and set, moons silvered and died and as the days passed Foruwa grew more lovesome, yet she
became no one’s wife. She smiled at the butterflies and waved her hand lightly to greet them as she went swiftly
about her daily work:
“Morning, Kweku
“Morning, Kwesi
“Morning, Kodwo”
but that was all.
And so they said, even while their hearts thumped for her:
“Proud!
“Foruwa is proud … and very strange” And so the men when they gathered would say:
“There goes a strange girl. She is not just the stiff-in-the-neck proud, no just breasts-stuck-out I-am-the-onlygirl-in-the-village proud. What kind of pride is hers?”
*
The end of the year came round again, bringing the season of festivals. For the gathering in of corn, yams and
cocoa there were harvest celebrations. There were bride-meetings too. And it came to the time when the Asafo
companies should hold their festival. The village was full of manly sounds, loud musketry and swelling choruses.
The path-finding, path-clearing ceremony came to an end. The Asafo marched on toward the Queen Mother’s
house, the women fussing round them, prancing round them, spreading their cloths in their way.
“Osee!” rang the cry. “Osee!” to the manly men of old. They crouched like leopards upon the drums.
Before the drums beat
Before the danger drums beat, beware!
Before the horns moaned
Before the wailing horns moaned, beware!
They were upright, they sprang. They sprang. They sprang upon the enemy. But now, blood no more! No more
thundershot on thundershot.
But still we are the leopards on the branches. We are those who roar and cannot be answered back. Beware, we
are they who cannot be answered back.
There was excitement outside the queen Mother’s courtyard gate.
“Gently, gently,” warned the Asafo leader. “Here comes the Queen Mother.
“Spread skins of the gentle sheep in her way.
“Lightly, lightly walks our Mother Queen.
“Shower her with silver,
“Shower her with silver for she is peace.”
And the Queen Mother stood there, tall, beautiful, before the men and there was silence.
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“What news, what news do you bring?” she quietly asked.
“We come with dusty brows from our path-finding, Mother. We come with tired, thorn-pricked feet. We come
to bathe in the coolness of your peaceful stream. We come to offer our manliness to new life.”
The Queen Mother stood there, tall and beautiful and quiet. Her fan-bearers stood by her and all the women
clustered near. One by one the men laid their guns at her feet and then she said:
“It is well. The gun is laid aside. The gun’s rage is silenced in the stream. Let your weapons from now on be
your minds and your hands’ toil.
“Come maidens, women all, join the men in dance for they offer themselves to new life.”
There was one girl who did not dance.
“What, Foruwa!” urged the Queen Mother, “Will you not dance? The men are tired of parading in the ashes of
their grandfathers’ glorious deeds. That should make you smile. They are tired of the empty croak: ‘We are men,
we are men.’
“They are tired of sitting like vultures upon the rubbish heaps they have piled upon the half-built walls of their
grandfathers. Smile, then, Foruwa, smile.
“Their brows shall now indeed be dusty, their feet thorn-pricked,\fn{ The text has: thorn-picked.} and ‘I love my
land’ shall cease to be the empty croaking of a vulture upon the rubbish heap. Dance, Foruwa, dance!”
Foruwa opened her lips and this was all she said:
“Mother, I do not find him here.”
“Who? Who do you not find here?”
“He with whom this new life shall be built. He is not here, Mother. These men’s faces are empty; there is
nothing in them, nothing at all.”
“Alas, Foruwa, alas, alas! What will become of you, my daughter?”
“The day I find him, Mother, the day I find the man, I shall come running to you, and your worries will come
to an end.”
“But, Foruwa, Foruwa,” argued the Queen Mother, although in her heart she understood her daughter, “five
years ago your rites were fulfilled. Where is the child of your womb? Your friend Maanan married. Your friend
Esi married. Both had their rites with you.”
“Yes, Mother, they married and see how their steps once lively now drag in the dust. The sparkle has died out
of their eyes. Their husbands drink palm wine the day long under the mango trees, drink palm wine and push
counters across the draught-boards all the day, and are they not already looking for other wives? Mother, the man
I say is not here.”
This conversation had been overheard by one of the men and soon others heard what Foruwa had said. That
evening there was heard a new song in the village.
There was a woman long ago,
Tell that maid, tell that maid,
There was a woman long ago,
She would not marry Kwesi,
She would not marry Kwaw,
She would not, would not, would not.
One day she came home with hurrying feet,
I’ve found the man, the man, the man,
Tell that maid, tell that maid,
Her man looked like a chief,
Tell that maid, tell that maid,
Her man looked like a chief,
Most splendid to see,
But he turned into a python,
He turned into a python
And swallowed her up.

From that time onward there were some in the village who turned their backs on Foruwa when she passed.
*
Shall we say,
Shall we put it this way,
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Shall we say that a day came when Foruwa with hurrying feet came running to her mother? She burst through
the courtyard gate; and there she stood in the courtyard, joy all over. And a stranger walked in after her and stood
in the courtyard beside her, stood tall and strong as a pillar. Foruwa said to the astonished Queen Mother:
“Here he is, Mother, here is the man.”
The Queen Mother took a slow look at the stranger standing there strong as a forest tree, and she said:
“You carry the light of wisdom on your face, my son. Greetings, you are welcome. But who are you, my son?”
“Greetings, Mother,” replied the stranger quietly, “I am a worker. My hands are all I have to offer your daughter, for they are all my riches. I have traveled to see how men work in other lands. I have that knowledge and my
strength. That is all my story.”
*
Shall we say,
Shall we put it this way, strange as the story is, that Foruwa was given in marriage to the stranger. There was a
rage in the village and many openly mocked saying,
“Now the proud ones eat the dust.”
*
Shall we say,
Shall we put it this way, that soon, quite soon, the people of Kyerefaso began to take notice of the stranger in
quite a different way.
“Who,” some said, “is this who has come among us? He who mingles sweat and song, he for whom toil is joy
and life is full and abundant?”
“See,” said others, “what a harvest the land yields under his ceaseless care.”
“He has taken the earth and molded it into bricks. See what a home he has built, how it graces the village
where it stands.”
“Look at the craft of his fingers, baskets or kente,\fn{The traditional cloth of the Ashante .} stool or mat, the man
makes them all.”
“And our children swarm about him, gazing at him with wonder and delight.”
Then it did not satisfy them any more to sit all day at their draught-boards under the mango trees.
“See what Foruwa’s husband has done,” they declared; “shall the sons of the land not do the same?”
And soon they began to seek out the stranger to talk with him.
Soon they too were toiling, their fields began to yield as never before, and the women labored joyfully to bring
in the harvest. A new spirit stirred the village. As the carelessly built houses disappeared one by one, and new
homes built after the fashion of the stranger’s grew up, it seemed as if the village of Kyerefaso had been born
afresh.
The people themselves became more alive and a new pride possessed them. They were no longer just grabbing
from the land what they desired for their stomachs’ present hunger and for their present comfort. They were looking at the land with new eyes, feeling it in their blood, and thoughtfully building a permanent and beautiful place
for themselves and their children.
*
“Osee!” It was festival-time again. “Osee!” blood no more.
Our fathers found for us the paths. We are the road-makers. They bought for us the land with their blood. We
shall build it with our strength. We shall create it with our minds.
Following the men were the women and children. On their heads they carried every kind of produce that the
land had yielded and crafts that their fingers had created. Green plantains and yellow bananas were carried by the
bunch in large white wooden trays. Garden eggs, tomatoes, red oil-palm nuts warmed by the sun were piled high
in black earthen vessels. Oranges, yams, maize filled shining brass trays and golden calabashes. Here and there
were children proudly carrying colorful mats, baskets and toys which they themselves had made.
The Queen Mother watched the procession gathering on the new village playground now richly green from
recent rains. She watched the people palpitating in a massive dance toward her where she stood with her fanbearers outside the royal house.
She caught sight of Foruwa. Her load of charcoal in a large brass tray which she had adorned with red hibiscus
danced with her body. Happiness filled the Queen Mother when she saw her daughter thus.
Then she caught sight of Foruwa’s husband. He was carrying a white lamb in his arms, and he was singing
happily with the men. She looked on him with pride. The procession had approached the royal house.
“See!” rang the cry of the Assafo leader.
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“See how the best in all the land stands.
“See how she stands waiting, our Queen Mother. Waiting to wash the dust from our brow in the coolness of her
peaceful stream.
“Spread skins of the gentle sheep in her way, gently.
“Spread the yield of the land before her.
“Spread the craft of your hands before her, gently, gently.
“Lightly, lightly walks our Queen Mother, for she is peace.”
55.173 The Witch\fn{by Francis Kofi Selormey (1927-1988)} Dzelukofe, Keta Municipal District, Volta Region, Ghana
(M) 4
At the beginning of the month, after my mother had been to the town to buy her stock, the house was full of
sacks and crates. There were sacks of rice, sacks of sugar and sacks of flour. There were crates of sardines and pilchards,\fn{A fish resembling the herring, occurring in great schools along the coasts of Europe and extensively used for food .} of
corned beef and yellow soap. There were rolls of bright cotton cloth, tins of cooking oil and drums of kerosene.
The store and my mother’s bedroom were crowded with boxes, and the room where I slept with the older boys
housed the overflow of my mother’s wares.
One night I found that there was not room for all of us to put down our mats and I was soon crowded out by
the bigger ones. I wandered round looking for a place to sleep. My father was working at his books in his sitting
room, my mother and her girls were cooking in the kitchen, the little ones were asleep and the bigger boys playing
cards in their room.
I felt very alone, and I began to like the feeling. I stood on the verandah and watched the clouds moving across
the face of the moon so that the night grew brighter and darker. A night-bird flew past me and rested in a tall tree.
I found myself saying,
“Alone, up high, like a bird.” The words, and the idea, sounded wonderful to me and I repeated them again and
again. In my mother’s room was a pile of sacks of rice, rising almost to the ceiling. I climbed to the top of it and
found that there was just room for me to sit without bumping my head. I lay down and felt wonderful, alone, up
high like a bird.
But I could not sleep and gradually I began to be afraid. The shadows moved and took on strange shapes. The
leaves of a tree, moved by the breeze, slid round the edge of the window frame, like boneless fingers. I wished my
mother would come to bed. I wished I had made a fuss and brought my father out of his sitting-room to insist that
I was given room in the bedroom with the boys.
I tried repeating my words to myself but they had lost their magic. However, eventually, I must have fallen into
an uneasy sleep, although it seemed to me that I still lay awake on my high bed watching the shadows.
I looked towards the door and saw it opening slowly. I was griped by terror. I tried to scream but no sound
came. I tried to move but my limbs were dead. A man came into the room, closed the door silently and turned
towards me.
He had no face. With a tremendous effort I screamed, and woke up to hear a small harsh sound coming from
my throat. There was no man there. I stumbled and slid down from the pile of sacks, whimpering with fear, and
hurled myself across the room and out on to the .
My father’s lamp still burned in the sitting room, my mother and the girls still worked and chattered in the
kitchen. I had only slept for a few minutes. All my wish to be alone had vanished. I wanted nothing but human
company. I began to cross the compound to go to the kitchen but before I reached there I heard my mother call
out,
“Look, a witch!”\fn{Although there are Christian and Muslim converts among the Ashanti, their traditional religion, though based
on belief in a distant supreme being, includes also a pantheon of gods and lesser spirits, and ever-present spirits of ancestors; and it remains
the basis of the Ashanti conception of the universe.}

I ran the last few yards out of the night into the warm friendly kitchen, and joined my mother and her girls at
the window. They were watching a small dark bird that flew across the moonlit sky. As we watched, the bird
glowed with an unearthly light. Another few seconds and the light faded. Then it came again and, alternately in
light and darkness, the witch-bird flew towards the house.
For a moment there was silence and then the shouting began. Other people had seen the witch-bird and men
and boys were out hunting it. Stones and sticks were hurled at it but the bird flew steadily on. It turned, glowing,
and my mother whispered with relief,
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“It is not coming here.”
Then a hunter arrived with a gun and was greeted with cheers. He aimed and fired, but the bird flew higher and
faster and disappeared towards the other end of the town.
“Where is it going?” I asked my mother. “What will it do?”
“It will suck the blood of some poor soul,” she said. “It is the spirit of a witch. While her body lies asleep on
her bed her spirit in the form of a bird goes out to kill her enemy.”
“Who is it, mother?” I asked.
“Who knows?” she answered. “If the hunter had killed it the witch would have been found dead on her bed, a
body without a soul. But it was protected by witchcraft. You saw how the hunter’s bullet did it no harm.”
She turned back to her cooking. I stayed with her till she went to her room, and I spent the rest of the night
under her bed.
*
The next day Tona was not in school. I sent a friend of mine to find out why. They said she was sick. The day
after that she was dead.
My father announced her death at the morning assembly. He did not know that she had been anything more to
me than another child in the school. I felt nothing but shocked disbelief at first, but during the Arithmetic lesson
my tears began to flow and to drop on my book.
My teacher asked what was the matter, and I told him I had a bad headache, and he sent me home. My mother
was not in the house. She had gone to sympathize with Tona’s mother and I followed her to Tona’s house.
From some distance away I could hear the women wailing. The compound was crowded with people and I
slipped unnoticed amongst them. Neighbors always gather to show their sympathy with the family of one who
dies, but it seemed to me that this gathering was larger than usual and more excited.
There were grave discussions taking place among the old men, as well as the customary exchange of greetings,
and the offering and accepting of palm wine. There were women talking in angry tones as well as those who were
weeping. I pushed my way to the center of the crowd where Tona lay on her mat.\fn{ Her sleeping mat.} They had
dressed her in a more beautiful cloth than she had ever worn when she was alive. There were gold chains round
her neck and flowers wilting on her pillow. She did not look like Tona. She had gone already. I stood looking at
her and did not know what to do. My mother saw me and led me to greet the head of the family, Tona’s
grandfather.
The old man looked at me thoughtfully.
“Kofi,” he said. “He also shines at school.” He turned his gaze to my mother.
“Be careful,” he warned her. “Do not arouse the enmity of those who are jealous.” My mother nodded her head
and we left the compound.
“What did he mean?” I asked her, but she shook her head, and asked me instead why I was not at school. I told
her I had a headache. Her eyes filled with fear and she felt my skin and hurried me home.
“What made Tona die?” I asked her, but she would not answer me.
“Do not speak of it,” she said.
Tona was buried that afternoon and almost the whole town\fn{ Although some Ashanti now live and work in urban centers, they continue to be primarily a village people, mainly farmers who produce food for local markets and cacao for export .} followed
her to her grave.
I stood outside our house knowing that the coffin must pass me on its way to the cemetery. I heard the processsion approaching but the sounds that accompanied it frightened me. Instead of the usual singing there was an
angry roar. The people were shouting and wailing.
My mother and father came out and stood with me as the procession came in sight. Four men carried the coffin
but they were behaving in an alarming manner. They crossed and recrossed the road, sometimes running forward,
sometimes backward, sometimes standing quite still for a minute or two, so that the procession made very little
progress. A crowd of people danced and shouted around it.
In the midst of them was a young white priest, obviously afraid. Tona was a baptized child and he had intended
to follow the coffin to the cemetery and say some prayers at the grave. When he saw my father he left the crowd
and joined us outside our house.
“Headmaster,” he said, “what is it? Are these men drunk?”
“No, Father,” my father answered. “They are bewitched.”
*
The coffin reached us.
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The four men appeared to be in a trance. Their eyes stared without blinking, their movements were jerky. But
they acted exactly in unison. Although the movements of the coffin were so irregular, the men acted in perfect
accord with it.
“What does it mean?” the priest asked again.
“The child will not go to the cemetery,” my father told him. “She did not die a natural death. She wishes to be
avenged.”
Just then the coffin turned abruptly and the bearers set off at a run down a side road opposite our house. With a
roar the crowd followed it. There was no hesitating now. Coffin and crowd continued straight down the hot road
till they were lost to our sight in the dust they made. My mother started to follow them but my father called her
back.
“Do not get involved in this,” he ordered her. He turned to the young priest.
“Go home, Father,” he said. “There is nothing you can do.”
“Where will they bury her?” the priest asked.
“They will bring her back to the cemetery in the end,” my father told him. “But now she goes to show them the
witch.”
I began to understand. The witch-bird had flown over the town. Tona had died. Her body refused to rest until
she had shown us her murderer.
A great horror came over me. Someone lived who hated Tona enough to kill her. But who would hate Tona?
Who could kill Tona?
My fear turned to fury. The witch who killed Tona should herself be killed. I knew now why the women talked
in angry voices, why the men danced and shouted.
I was one with them.
My heart was filled with vengeance.
*
My parents went back into the house. Although firmly believing that Tona had been killed by witchcraft they
did not wish to take any part in seeking out her murderer. My father’s position as headmaster of a Mission School
made it necessary to separate himself from his people on such occasions.
I remained outside the house waiting to know what had happened. When the sun was setting the procession
returned. The coffin was quiet now. The bearers had been replaced by four different young men. The first four lay
in an exhausted sleep by the roadside where they had fallen when the magic left the coffin. The people were singing and the procession made its way to the cemetery.
I followed and saw Tona laid to rest in the earth. Her grandfather swore on her grave that her death should be
avenged.
On the way home a school friend told me that the coffin had forced the carriers to run straight into the
compound of a house at the other end of the town. Everyone was satisfied that the witch lived there, but as there
were several people in that house the god of the town would be asked to show which one was guilty.
*
It was several days later that the gong-gong was beaten in the late afternoon and the whole town called to
assemble outside the chief’s house. The crowd was large when I got there and I could see nothing, but I climbed
up a very high tree and, seated in the swaying branches, I watched the whole scene.
After all were assembled the door opened and the chief\fn{ The Omanhene, representative of royal power at the village
level.} emerged. He was a middle-aged man dressed in a glowing kente cloth,\fn{In Ghana, a banded material; also, a long
garment made from this material, loosely draped on or worn around the shoulders and waist .} wearing a gold crown on his head
and sandals on his feet. He was preceded by his horn-blower and accompanied by his linguist, bearing his staff of
office, and the elders of the town. A small boy of my own age carried the royal\fn{ After a series of campaigns that
crushed all opposition, Osei Tutu was installed as Asantehene (king; probably in the 1670’s), inaugurating an empire the power of which
the British officially brought to an end only in 1902 (although they found it expedient to restore the Asantehene as a figurehead sovereign
during the 1930’s.} stool, and another walked in front of the chief, acknowledging on his behalf the greetings of the

crowd.
The chief himself did not change his expression from one of stern gravity. The stool was set down outside the
house and the chief and his party sat.
Then came the fetish priest, a tall old man, naked to the waist, and his assistants. Some of these, too, were
children no older than myself—little girls in white skirts, their arms and the upper parts of their bodies smeared
with white clay, and covered with strings of white cowrie-shells.
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The priest stationed himself by an altar that had been set up in the compound, and poured a libation to the god
asking that the truth might be revealed.
Another group then came from the chief’s house and in the center of it were three women. Their clothes were
torn and they stumbled and wept. Obviously they had been roughly treated. Two were old and ugly. The other was
about my mother’s age and plump and comely. They were the occupants of the house that Tona’s coffin had
entered, and they all denied that they had killed the girl.
The crowd began to jeer at them and threaten them. A few stones were thrown. But the chief ordered the
people to be still.
Three cocks were brought and given to the priest’s assistants. The first old woman was brought before the altar
and warned to speak the truth or the god would surely kill her. She threw herself on her knees and swore that she
was not a witch. The priest took the first cock and with a sharp knife cut its throat half-way across. Then he threw
it on the ground. Amid a breathless silence the cock struggled to its feet, ran a few steps and collapsed and died on
its back, its breast uppermost. The crowd roared. The god had accepted the woman’s answer. She had spoken the
truth. She was innocent and free. She fell sobbing on the ground, till her friends came and helped her to her feet.
The second old woman was brought forward. She too denied that she was a witch and the same ritual was
followed. Her cock too die on its back and the god acknowledged her innocence.
Now they brought the third woman before the altar. The crowd grew restless and an angry muttering prevented
me from hearing what the woman answered. But she stood upright and looked proud and defiant. The priest took
the cock in his hand, but then he paused and in a loud and stern voice which silenced the crowd he cried,
“Take care, woman what you do. If you are guilty the god will surely reveal it. And if you have not spoken the
truth the god will surely kill you.”
He took up his knife but before he had time to use it the woman fell to the ground, her limbs twitching and
foam coming from her mouth. The crowd roared. The priest put down the knife and let the cock flutter away. Two
of his assistants raised the woman to her feet and held her till her strength returned. Then, trembling, she confessed that she was a witch. She was exhorted by the priest and his assistants to confess all her crimes.
Somewhere a drum began to beat, low and insistent. I began to feel faint from the heat and my cramped
position. The scene on which I looked seemed to go far away and became small and unreal although I still saw
and heard it clearly. I was looking on the witch who had flown over my house and gone on to murder Tona. In a
few moments I should hear it from her own lips. More drums began to beat, their different rhythms interweaving.
The woman said that she had exchanged the life of her own child long ago for her witchcraft power, and had had
no more children. Tona’s mother had taunted her and jeered at her, speaking of Tona’s health and beauty and her
success at school, and reviling her for her childless state. Witnesses were called to confirm that this was true.
Tona’s mother was called and sternly rebuked. Then again the woman was urged to confess that she had murdered
Tona by witchcraft and she said,
“It is true.”
Then the drums began to beat more loudly and the people jeered and shouted abuse at the woman. She was
stripped naked and then covered roughly with a torn mat. A few broken pots and old pieces of cloth and a bottle of
water were tied in a bundle and put on her head. With shouts and songs and blows she was driven to the edge of
the town.
I went too.
I wanted to see her killed.
I was filled with hatred and the desire to see her die.
But when the crowd halted at the end of the town they did not kill her. They told her that if ever she entered
Ho\fn{Some 200 miles northeast of Accra, very near the border with Togo .} again she would be beaten to death, and then they
drove her into the bush.
*
Where would she go? Her nakedness would proclaim that she was a fugitive from justice. Anyone who saw her
would know she was a witch. No-one would give her food or shelter. The snakes and scorpions and driver ants
would endanger her life in the bush. The ghosts and spirits would drive her mad with fear.
Probably she would not live long. But she had a chance, and Tona had had no chance.
I walked home quickly for it was almost dark and it was one of my father’s strictest rules that we must never
be out after dark.
This thought brought my mind back to everyday life and turned it from the hatred that was consuming me.
Then I thought of Tona’s grandfather and how he had cautioned my mother.
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“Kofi shines at school. Be careful.” So Tona had died because she came top of her class and her mother had
boasted.
Suddenly I felt very small and lost. What could I make of a world where to do well at school endangered one’s
life. My father would not accept anything second-best from me, my mother would boast as Tona’s mother had
done.
And anyway, Tona was gone. All my great plans had been hers too. Now I was alone and afraid, bewildered in
a lonely and dangerous world.
I reached home and sat on the ground and wept. But I did not know if I was weeping for myself or for Tona, or
even for the lost witch alone in the bush.
44.231 & 285.41 Excerpts from The Gab Boys: 1. “Bro-o-o-o-okages” 2. “Beatings At The Mission
School”\fn{by M. Cameron Duodu (1937-after 2010)} Asiakwa, East Akim Municipal District, Eastern Region, Ghana
(M) 6
1
… “Sweeter than angels, eh?” the son of a gun said with a sarcastic grin on his thick lips, “what about the
bottles you broke last Christmas?”
“Yieeeeeee! Bro-o-o-o-okages! Bro-o-o-ke!” we all shouted, laughing, when Yaw Kyere mentioned broken
bottles. We had laughed over it a million times but more recent adventures had pushed it from our minds. We had
christened it, “The Brokages Case” and as Yaw Kyere had said, it had happened only last Christmas.
An Akuapem man called Yaw Boafo had opened a beer-store just a few yards from where Kwaa Maanu had his
and was attracting customers who would otherwise have bought their beer from our pal, thus depriving him of
quite a lot of commission. We resented this for we didn’t like strangers to make money in our town, although what
we all wanted was to travel to other towns to make money and bring it home.
So we made a lot of fun about the Akuapem dialect of this Yaw Boafo, and often went to the shop to ask the
price of things, saying things like: “Mepa wo kyew se paanow yi, ne bow ye ahē?—deliberately adding “w” to
words unnecessarily because the Akuapems add a lot of “w’s” to their words.
But he didn’t mind our scoffing and we sought better ways of getting at him. We decided on the empty bottles
which he had piled at the back of his store where we usually sat with our dames on a bonbon, an iron pipe which
was once meant for use as a drain but was later abandoned to rot. There were quite a large number of stones near
this pipe and occasionally a lad would pick up one and hurl it into the heap of bottles:
“To-o-o-o-oh-h!” We loved that “to-o-o-o-oh-h!” sound and would break the bottles for no better reason than
just to hear it.
Yaw Boafo would come out of his shop and rain abuses on us whenever “to-o-o-o-oh-h” sounded. But we
would hurl his insults back at him in a simulated version of his own language, and since he was only one and we
were many, and anyway, as the Twi proverb has it, “a stranger’s mouth is soft, soft,” he got the worst of it and we
weren’t bothered at all and went on bashing his bottles. However, since our mood was spasmodic, quite a lot of
bottles remained for Yaw Boafo.
*
But on Twenty-Fourth-Night, as we called Christmas Eve, we thought better of our occasional “to-o-o-h-ism”
and decided we’d bombard the whole lot of bottles once and for all and maybe force Yaw Boafo out of town and
out of competition with our pal.
So after going round the town firing toy pistols and shouting and burning the sheds of the market women, we
congregated on the bon-bon. One of our most “tired” guys—that is one of those who really knew the tough-guy
world—“Mark Brown” (who called himself “The African Cowboy”), took a piece of chalk and wrote in big block
letters on the wall above Yaw Boafo’s heap of bottles:
EASY BOTTLES,
EASY BROKE!
He got the idea for this from a Charlie Chaplin fisticuffs film in which a street was labeled: “Easy Street,
Everybody Can Join.”
It wasn’t Mr. Chaplin's fault, however, that Mark wrote such an ungrammatical thing as “easy broke.” That fact
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was due to Mark’s frequent trips to the lavatory during English grammar lessons at school.
Everybody who had seen the kind of activities that went on in “Easy Street” understood what Mark wrote.
Therefore as we converged on the pipe, we all filled our hands with stones, ready to go into action the moment
word was given. We sat on the pipe for a while, harassing the few drunken girls who were about, and then Mark
went and stood a little way up in front of us. He made no speech—he just put his hands round his lips in true
Tarzan style and yelled:
“Ch-a-a-a-r-ge!”
Before the word had died down his throat, hundreds of stones were hurtling into the heap of bottles “To-o-o-ooh-h, To-o-o-oh-h.” It was a real “Charge of the Light Brigade” and within a short time, the whole heap of bottles
had become a mass of rubble.
Just as the last stone was hitting the last of the thousand or so bottles, up showed Yaw Boafo, wearing only a
pair of shorts and his eyes flashing red with anger. He came with one of his best friends in the village, a man
called Opanin Yaw Ampoma—also dressed only in shorts. This was strange, for Yaw Ampoma held traditional
office—he occupied a small stool and was among the chief’s counselors and unless something serious happened,
wasn’t supposed to expose his torso. We, of course, knew that he was a fool and always broke, in spite of the fact
that he was always addressed as Opanin (elder) because of his office.
As soon as the two men got to us, Yaw Ampoma shouted with authority:
“Remain where you are, all of you. I have seen you all.”
And he began to call out our names one by one while Yaw Boafo wrote them down or pretended to do so—we
had heard that he was illiterate but he had a paper and pencil all the same. We stood silent watching them, like
dangerous beasts who were being harassed but who had not yet made up their minds how to strike back.
Circumstances decided our course of action for us. One of our toughest guys, Kwaku Fori, otherwise known as
“Arizona,” was standing away from us, passing water against a wall. Yaw Ampoma could not see him properly
from where he stood and went towards him saying:
“You big coward! You think you can fool us by that eh?—passing water unconcernedly as if you were not one
of the criminals! Turn round and let me see your wicked face!”
And he grabbed Kwaku and wheeled him round, causing urine to spill all over his new gab trousers.
Arizona eyed him coolly from the corners of his eyes just as Buster Crabbe,\fn{ 1908-1983.} or Bob
Steele,\fn{1907-1988} acting as “Billy the Kid,” does when somebody is worrying good old Al “Fuzzy” St. John,
and we couldn’t help shouting out: “Ariz-o-oh-nah!”
Yaw Ampoma wasn’t perturbed, for he was a tall and burly fellow with long, thick arms and a big chest while
Ariz was small and only measured up to the nape of Yaw Ampoma’s neck. Ampoma didn’t know, though, that
Arizona had been brought up in Accra and had learnt all there was to learn about single combat from the many
brawls he’d had with more toughly-built chaps at the public water taps of Adabraka.
“He is called Kwaku Fori; his father is Kwaku Antwi, the chief’s linguist’s brother,” Yaw Ampoma told the
shop-owner. The latter seemed to write it down.
Ariz had by now nonchalantly buttoned up his trousers again and just as Opanin Ampoma’s last words died
down and he was retracing his steps to where Yaw Boafo stood, Ariz let him have it in two lightning movements
—just as we knew he’d do it—he wheeled him round in half a second and gave it to him right in the middle of his
palm-wine-fattened belly: “FOH … FOH!”
Ampoma bent forward, yelling in pain:
“My father eeeei! He’s killed me ohhhh!”
As he bent forward clutching his stomach, Ariz went into action once again and gave him a series of terrific
socks on the jaw—wham, wham, wham! We yelled madly in unison as each blow struck—using that Ga cry of
applause at blows which we had learnt from the cinema halls of Accra and which is unprintable.
The blows to the jaw, following quickly upon each other, were all that was needed to make Opanin Ampoma
crumple up like a huge piece of beef ready to be pounded into pulp by the eager fists of The Arizona Kid.
Wham! Puh! Wham! Puh! Wham! Puh! Ariz let him have it left, right, left, right, as we yelled that Ga cry; we
might have been actually watching a Western film and applauding the cowboy hero as he gave the villain the
works. Ariz loved cheers and our yells made him lose all pity; so much so that at one stage Yaw Ampoma’s cries
of pain could have been heard a mile away.
Finally, Ampoma hit upon a strategy—he thought that if he fell down and feigned unconsciousness, Ariz would
be frightened and would stop his deluge of blows. So as Ariz caught him once more on the jaw, Yaw Am-poma
fell forward, limp. But Ariz, who didn’t spend his time at the Accra cinemas dozing, let Opanin Ampoma fall only
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half-way and then caught him back by his belt and wheeled him round in a most cow-boyish style, his left hand
poised ready to smack home a last, dynamite, punch.
*
It never reached the pulp-faced elder’s jaw. Yaw Boafo had seen too much and overcoming his own fear at last,
had run up just in time to catch the drawn hand of Ariz. We closed in as soon as Yaw Boafo held Ariz’s hand. But
Boafo spoke quickly before we could do anything to him.
“My friends, I, p-p-please, I b-beg your pardon—I won’t take any notice of the broken bottles—p-p-please let
Opanin go.”
“What about my Gab trousers?” Ariz asked, a dangerous glint in his eyes. He added force to his words by
rounding his fists as if ready to hit again at that moment.
“Oh p-please—I’ll p-p-pay back its p-p-price for you! How much is it?”
“The material cost four guineas and the tailor charged one quid—five pounds four in all! Let it make me wa-aa-a-h at once if you don’t want any trouble.”
Yaw Boafo put his hand to his pocket. He pulled out six pounds.
Ariz took the money and began to walk away, without, it seemed, any intention of giving Yaw Boafo any
change. We all followed him. But by now Yaw Ampoma had found better use for his tongue than merely crying
agyeeeeeeei! with it and he shouted at Ariz:
“What about the trousers? If you h-h-have t-taken the money, then g-g-give the trousers to him.”
Ariz was always brimming over with humor and was ready that moment with an answer whim sent us rocking
with laughter. He told Ampoma:
“Come here and pull the trousers off me!”
Yaw Boafo was afraid that his friend might fall into the trap and go towards Ariz so he quickly whispered to
him:
“Let him take it—what do you want with a pair of urine-stained trousers?”
Through our laughter, we heard Yaw Ampoma say:
“I w-w-ould have worn it to my farm.”
To farm in a pair of gabardine trousers! Why, he didn’t even possess a pair of clean khaki shorts!
*
We followed Ariz to his house where he took one of the pound notes Yaw Boafo had given him and sent three
of the smaller boys to go with it to buy eight tins of corned beef. While we waited, we discussed the fight and
praised Ariz, some saying that his blows resembled those of Burt Lancaster\fn{ 1913-1994.} of Ten Tall Men fame.
This brought a long argument—others said Ariz was short whereas Burt was tall, so a more appropriate comparison would be Bob Steele, “Billy the Kid.” We always quarreled like this when we discussed films. Each boy
thought he was the expert on films whereas we all went to Accra regularly, just for the purpose of seeing them.
It was in the middle of our argument that someone said he wondered whether Yaw Ampoma would dare to take
the case to the Police Station. But the idea was dismissed on the grounds that if the other elders in the chief’s
council heard that Ampoma had been beaten by a “commoner,” they would ask him to slaughter a sheep to pacify
the ancestors of his stool whom he had vilified by getting himself beaten up and, as we all knew, his pocket and
the price of a sheep did not meet by a long mile. He would keep mum—when inquisitive people asked about his
swollen face he would say he had been stung by mpenoa (wasps) when he went to see whether his cola-nuts had
begun to ripen. He wasn’t above that kind of lie.
Our arguments were soon brought to an end by the arrival of the eight tins of corned beef Ariz had sent for. We
ate it all up raw, without adding any food. By the time we finished, a few of us had sustained cuts where the tins
had bruised the backs of our hands; we would not wait and empty the stuff on to plates and although there was
enough to satisfy all of us, we fought over it.
But we did not mind our bruised hands and made our way to the house of a woman who sold akpeteshie
(home-brewed gin). Ariz provided us with some more bottles of the hot stuff and we drank it and made noise until
dawn.
Then we dispersed. Many of us didn’t find our way to our own homes and slept with friends whose homes
were not far from the center of our activities. Everyone of us was happy to be alive. It was such “adventures” that
made life worth living for us.
*
For to be quite frank, we had nothing else to live for.
We respected nothing and nobody, and in turn, no one respected us or cared two hoots about us.
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There we were, none older than twenty, a whole pack of lads, our imaginations fuelled to combustion point by
the many action-packed American films we saw each time we took a trip to a big town. And yet we had no creative occupation to provide an outlet for the hot zeal within us.
We had all “finished” school, and yet we had no work.
With us, you finished school when you reached Middle Form Four—ten years of elementary education. Those
who were clever would go on to secondary schools after successfully taking the Common Entrance Examination.
Few of us Gab Boys had bothered even to take that exam when our turn came. Two turns each of us had—one in
Middle Form Two and another in Middle Form Three. Each time, those of us who could get their parents to give
them money took the dough and traveled outside Pusupusu to the examination center and chopped it there. That
was why everyone underlined Accra as his center on the Common Entrance Form. It was there that the best films
were and one could really chop money.
We were realistic. We knew we did not stand a dog’s chance in the Common Entrance. We said:
“Imagine all the Middle Form Two and Three children in this whole country fighting for so few places in
Government-assisted secondary and technical schools! Soaaaaaaa! Damn it!”
As regards the “encouraged” secondary schools, which held their own entrance examinations, we knew we
needn’t even think about them. If one had money, one would somehow get into one. We had heard that their proprietors took in as many students as could pay their fees since the money went into their own pockets. And they
gave their schools as few Graduate teachers as possible, for Graduates must be paid more money and that was the
one thing the proprietors didn’t want to do.
Our parents had no money. And even if they had, we knew of many young chaps who had been to such encouraged secondary schools and because of the poor tuition offered, had failed to get even grade five certificates
in the West African School Certificate examination. Some came home and tried to sit the examination again as
private candidates. But they failed again and again, their entrance fees draining away the little money left to their
parents after paying school fees.
Knowing all about these things, we were not too bothered about our inability to go to secondary schools or to
find jobs. If we had no work, we thought, it was not because we were bad but because there were no jobs. Tell us
to go and work on our parents’ farm—to “go back to the land,” as the politicians’ cliché ran—and we would say:
“Look here, sir, if we wanted to be peasant farmers, we would not have wasted a full ten years at school
learning to read and write. We would not have gone to school to get whipped and be driven about and bullied and
taught “simple interest” and other sums which made our heads reel.
“No, sir. If we are to be farmers at all, we don’t simply want to weed a piece of land and plant yam or plantain
or cocoyam or cassava or vegetables on it in the topsy-turvy way we’ve seen our fathers do for years, but which
barely gives them enough food to live on, let alone bring them money.
“No, sir.” Ask us:
“But do you know any better way of farming than your fathers?”
Our answer would still be a big “No.” For, during the periods marked “Gardening” on the school time-table, all
our teachers did was to get us to weed the school compound, go far away to the banks of rivers to cut bamboos to
repair broken fences, fetch water home for their wives or make bricks to sell and get money for the “school chest”
which we never saw but out of which we knew the headmaster often lent himself a lot of dough. True, we were
given some theoretical agricultural notes to “chew by heart” and “pour out” on our examination papers:
“formulae” which amounted to definitions of manure, fertilizer, rotation of crops, ridges and things like that. I can
recite a few of these definitions even now but when it comes to their application …
*
Our teachers duped us and are continuing to dupe others, for they themselves were treated the same way in
school. They had no specialized training in agriculture. How could they teach us agriculture? They just gave us a
plot to plant things on. And the things grew, thanks to the good soil of Akyem Abuakwa. Any ass can do that.
Sometimes we would be told the money in the “school chest” was used in buying us footballs, in making
desks, in doing this or that. But what happened then to the Equipment Grants we knew the Local Councils and the
Central Government and the Missions dished out to the schools?
Not that we had any good desks, or fine foot-balls, in spite of the work we did. Our jerseys always had holes in
them and our footballs had paid so many visits to the shoemakers that parts of the bladders inside them were
always exposed.
As the case stood with us, our fathers would in fact be insulted if we suggested that we should follow their
footsteps and become subsistence farmers; they who were illiterate had sent us to school not only to get us to
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write the occasional letters they might wish to send. After all, there were professional letter-writers about who
would be glad to oblige in that respect for a small fee.
No; our fathers wanted us to become clerks who wore white shirts, whom they could show off as me ba
krakyenii no (my educated boy).
Yeah, they wanted us to come from a big town occasionally, over-burdened with cakes and “Nsawam” bread
and a good city hat for grand old pap. Or that we should send an occasional money-order home and get them to go
round all the literate people in the village to have them read the correct sum on it for them and show them how
they could turn the slips of paper into real money which could buy tobacco. And that is why they all worried when
we didn’t get work after “finishing” school.
They had no idea that so many people had this sort of education now that the situation had changed radically;
that now, it was not merely a question of literate people competing against illiterate ones on the job markets but of
literate ones competing against the more literate.
Nowadays, only those of our education who had money got those clerical jobs. Our parents didn’t have any
money to give us to grease palms. So we got no jobs. That was that. …
2
… I found my mind again and again choosing to take me right back to the same time eight years ago when I
first made my acquaintance with that classroom, when I was in Class Three.
[My] mind moved to our Class Three teacher, Mr. Mante Yaw. He was one of the most wicked people I ever
came across when I was a child.
Every morning, the first two or three periods in the classroom were devoted to multiplica tion tables, hymns, or
passages from the Presbyterian Church Catechism. The previous day Mr. Mante Yaw would have told us that we
should learn “Seven Times” or “Eight Times” as the case might be, or a particular passage from the Catechism or
Hymn Book.
I was the class prefect and he would ask me to go and cut a stick and bring it to him. There was always a large
stock of raffia canes in the school store, ostensibly cut from the bush to be used in weaving baskets but in reality
used mainly in whipping us. (Each time I went to the store to cut a cane for our teacher, I met other class prefects
busily engaged on the same mission.)
Whenever I brought him a stick, Mr. Mante Yaw would get hold of me and give me two or three lashes. His
explanation was that he wanted to test the stick and see whether it was strong. I didn’t like being whipped at all
and so took great pains to memorize all the tables and recitations he gave us. And yet I got whipped all the same.
I wept bitterly whenever he whipped me like that, for I had no answer for the wickedness of the thing. If I
didn’t go when he asked me to cut a stick for him, he would whip me. And yet when I brought it to him, he
whipped me with it.
Why? Did I ask him to send me?
We were a miserable lot in that classroom. You would hear us shouting in unison, morning after morning:
“Seven times one, seven; seven times two, fourteen; seven times three, twenty-one” until we reached seven times
twelve. Then we would go on to eight. When we reached twelve times twelve, we would start again at two times.
Our most precious book was the small book of tables we called “Times.” When we finished the multiplication,
tables, we would go on to the “Pence” table.
“Thirteen pence, one shilling, one penny; fourteen pence, one shilling, two pence; fifteen pence” until we
reached “one hundred and eight pence, nine shillings”; all this was “practice.”
After that would begin the “singles” in which we had to recite the tables and passages individually. The teacher
would stand by with his stick ready as each child recited the tables, and the moment hear she faltered, the cane
would descend, pah-pah-pah on the back. While he or she would be wailing aloud, calling on both parents to
come and see what murder was being done, Mr. Mante Yaw would be bellowing out:
“Fools! You say you won’t learn! You’ll see! Next!”
And another frightened child would try to rid his or her small mind of the confusion that filled it and sort out
the shillings and pence. So much terror was attached to this job that even if one had been able to memorise the
tables, one was likely to forget them when the crucial time came for reciting them.
*
How much we hated that man was demonstrated by the interpretation we placed upon an incident concerning
him that might have been of a completely innocent nature.
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One day, a School Inspector came to our school. At that time, Education Officers were clever people who stole
into schools without allowing themselves to be seen and this chap just walked into our classroom when our
teacher was at his best, raining lashes on us. Practically every child was moaning, yet the pah-pah continued.
So when the Inspector walked in, we didn’t even say the customary “Good-mooorr-ning sir” but just continued
crying. The teacher also continued whipping us and shouting threats from his frothy mouth.
The Inspector looked at the scene for some time and went away.
Absorbed completely in our thoughts of hatred, none of us bothered to tell the teacher that somebody had
entered the room and gone back. Shortly after the Inspector had gone away, we saw our head-teacher come
running—a man with a big head whom we called Koo-tipoh which, freely translated, meant something like “the
man whose head looks as if were tied into a knot.” He came running towards our classroom.
Now, when he walked, his head seemed to roll from side to side, for his legs were not straight but crooked, and
they wobbled slightly, making his head move in the same way. That was when he walked. Imagine then what he
would have looked like as his hose-encased legs ran. It was a beautiful sight and those of us who sat near the
windows forgot our pains and called our friends to come and look.
The head-teacher was really agitated, for ignoring his dignity, he did not reach the classroom at all before
shouting out:
“Mr. Mante Yaw! Mr. Mante Yaw! (pant, pant) What do you think you are doing? (pant, pant) Don’t you know
that there is an Inspector in the school? (sniff, sniff, pant).”
Our teacher jumped like a cat, his eyes wide open.
“Come to the office, at once!” the head-teacher bellowed and began to retrace his steps, not running now but
going at such a fast rate that he looked even more ridiculous than when he ran.
*
The word “Inspector” had brought absolute silence to the classroom.
We looked at our teacher, whose face was as aghast as if he had been told that the earth had opened up and
swallowed his wife. He didn’t say a word to us but went out quietly towards the office.
He didn’t come back for over one and a half hours. Then his eyes were very red and almost swollen. He
“closed” us as soon as the bell rang and we went home.
On the way one bright lad suggested that the Inspector had caned Mr. Mante Yaw.
“Otherwise, why would his eyes look so red?” the boy asked. “The Inspector wanted to show him what a cane
feels like on the skin so that he wouldn’t beat us so much.”
Nobody wanted to argue with the boy. And to this day all the members of that class believe that the teacher
was really given a taste of the lash by the Inspector.
*
It was after that happy episode that one of our mates, Kwabena ‘Nkyi, summoned courage to walk out of the
class whenever the beating became unbearable. He was bigger than most of us, having failed about twice in Class
Two before he was able to reach Class Three. He had a temper like that of a blood-hound; whenever Mr. Mante
Yaw beat him, he would howl at the top of his voice and try to hold the stick so that the lashes wouldn’t reach
him.
In the past that was the farthest he went, for like the rest of us he thought Mr. Mante Yaw was all-powerful. But
when the Inspector came and “caned” Mante Yaw, Kwabena ‘Nkyi got an idea.
He would run home and bring his grandmother and his step-mother.
The grandmother was soft-spoken and gentle, whereas the step-mother was loud-mouthed and was endowed
with more of the fighting spirit than was good for one of her sex.
“Teacher,” she would begin, “were you brought here from your town in Akuapem to beat our children or to
teach them?” She wouldn’t wait for a reply for she wasn’t asking a question at all, but in true Akyem Abuakwa
invective was making a statement.
“Have you ever had a child? Do you know how it is to sit at home and labour in the agony of childbirth? There
is no money in your town and you have come here to seek some. And yet when we pay school fees to pay you to
teach our children, it is kill that you want: to kill them. Why do you hate Kwabena ‘Nkyi like that? What has he
done to you? Has he gone to make love to your wife? Every day, you beat him. Why? Why? Why? Why? When
you went to school, what was your position in your class? …” At this stage the grandmother would put a
restraining hand on her and say,
“Akosua stop; it’s all right. Heh, Kwabena go and sit down.”
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“Oh, Mother, I won’t stop anything,” the step-mother would say, brushing off the grandmother’s hand. “This
teacher thinks the people of this town are fools.”
All this time Kwabena ‘Nkyi would be standing behind her, whimpering. The grandmother would try again:
“Kwabena, stop crying and go and sit down. Here, get a penny and stop crying.”
“All right, we shall leave him now,” the step-mother would look appeased, “but you, Mante Yaw, beat him
again and you will see. I will get his school fees from you—mind you, he has paid for the whole year.” They
would then go, and Kwabena ‘Nyki would go and sit down.
Mr. Mante Yaw would then make a congregation of us and preach us a sermon whose main theme was his own
righteousness.
“I want to make it clear to you that I don’t hate any of you. Even Yirenkyi, I don’t hate him. It’s for his own
future good that I whip him. I want you all to learn hard so that you can become people of importance in the
future. Would you prefer that I don’t whip you and leave your heads to die or would you like me to beat you so
that you will become clever?”
We would have preferred that our backs and buttocks should be freed of the stabbing pain of the cane, but not
all of us had step-mothers with sharp tongues and we would say in unison:
“Teacher, whip us!” He would ask again:
“Shall I whip you or leave your heads to die?” And again, we would say:
“Teacher, whip us!”
“All right,” Mr. Mante Yaw would say. “All those who want to learn hard, hands up!” And up would shoot
every hand except that of Kwabena ‘Nkyi, who knew too well that the whole show was for his benefit.
“All right,” Mr. Mante Yaw would say again, “you who want to learn, I’ll do my best for you. But as for those
who will go and call their mothers and aunts to abuse their own teacher, you will see what will happen to them.
When the rest of you have become important people who have large cars and a lot of money, those people will be
working as PWD\fn{Public Works Department:H} labourers on the roads.”
We would all laugh at this, for we thought, from what we saw of PWD labourers, that only very poor people
did that kind of work-standing in the sun for so long and repairing roads with shovels and pick-axes, or weeding
the grass that grew underneath telephone poles. …
55.179 Certain Winds From The South\fn{by Christina Ama Ata Aidoo (1940- )} Abeadzi Kyiakor, nr. Saltpond,
Mfantseman Municipal District, Central Region, Ghana (F) 4
M’ma Asana eyed the wretched pile of cola-nuts, spat, and picked up the reed-bowl. Then she put down the
bowl, picked up one of the nuts, bit at it, threw it back, spat again, and stood up. First, a sharp little ache, just a
sharp little one, shot up from somewhere under her left ear. Then her eyes became misty.
“I must check on those logs,” she thought, thinking this misting of her eyes was due to the chill in the air. She
stooped over the nuts.
“You never know what evil eyes are prowling this dust over these grasslands, I must pick them up quickly.”
On the way back to the kraal\fn{The single hut or group of huts comprising the social unit or units of an African village .} her
eyes fell on the especially patchy circles that marked where the old pits had been. At this time, in the old days,
they would have been nearly bursting and as one scratched out the remains of the out-going season, one felt a
near-sexual thrill of pleasure looking at these pits, just as one imagines a man might feel who looks upon his wife
in the ninth month of pregnancy.
Pregnancy and birth and death and pain; and death again … when there are no more pregnancies, there are no
more births, and therefore, no more deaths. But there is only one death and only one pain.
Show me a fresh corpse, my sister, so I can weep you old tears.
The pit of her belly went cold, then her womb moved and she had to lean by the doorway. In twenty years
Fuseni’s has been the only pregnancy and the only birth. Twenty years, and the first child and a male! In the old
days, there would have been bucks and you got scolded for serving a woman in maternity a duicker.\fn{Duiker, or
duyker, any of several small African antelopes of Cephalophus and related genera having short straight horns and commonly regarded as
forming a subfamily of the Bovidae.} But these days those mean poachers on the government reserves sneak away their

miserable duickers, such wretched hinds! Yes they sneak away even the duickers to the houses of those sweettoothed southerners.
In the old days, how time goes, and how quickly age comes. But then does one expect to grow younger when
one starts getting grandchildren? Allah be praised for a grandson.
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The fire was still strong when she returned to the room. M’ma Asana put the nuts down. She craned her neck
into the corner. At least those logs should take them to the following week. For the rest of the evening, she sat
about preparing for the morrow’s marketing.
The evening prayers were done. The money was in the bag. The grassland was still, Hawa was sleeping and so
was Fuseni. M’ma came out to the main gate, first to check up if all was well outside and then to draw the door
across. It was not the figure, but rather the soft rustle of light footsteps trying to move still more lightly over the
grass, that caught her attention.
“If only it could be my husband.” But of course it was not her husband!
“Who comes?”
“It is me, M’ma.”
“You, Issa, my son?”
“Yes, M’ma.”
“They are asleep.”
“I thought so. That is why I am coming now.”
There was a long pause in the conversation as they both hesitated about whether the son-in-law should go in to
see Hawa and the baby or not. Nothing was said about this struggle but then one does not say everything.
M’ma Asana did not see but felt him win the battle. She crossed the threshold outside and drew the door behind her. Issa led the way. They did not walk far, however. They just turned into a corner between two of the
projecting pillars in the wall of the kraal. It was as it should have been for it was he who needed the comforting
coolness of it for his backbone.
“M’ma, is Fuseni well?”
“Yes.”
“M’ma, is Hawa well?”
“Yes.”
“M’ma please tell me, is Fuseni very well?”
“A-ah, my son. For what are you troubling yourself so much? Fuseni is a new baby who was born not more
than ten days ago. How can I tell you he is very well? When a grown-up goes to live in other people’s village …”
“M’ma?”
“What is it?”
“No. Please, it is nothing.”
“My son, I cannot understand you this evening … yes, if you, a grown-up person, go to live in another village,
will you say after the first few days that you are perfectly well?”
“No.”
“Shall you not get yourself used to their food? Shall you not find first where you can get water for yourself and
your sheep?”
“Yes, M’ma.”
“Then how is it you ask me if Fuseni is very well? The navel\fn{ From where the umbilical cord was cut.} is healing
very fast … and how would it not? Not a single navel of all that I have cut here got infected. Shall I now cut my
grandson’s and then sit and see it rot? But it is his male\fn{ The amputation of the foreskin of his penis .} that I can’t say.
Mallam did it neat and proper and it must be all right. Your family is not noted for males that rot, is it now?”
“No, M’ma.”
“Then let your heart lie quiet in your breast. Fuseni is well but we cannot say how well yet.”
“I have heard you, M’ma. M’ma?”
“Yes, my son.”
“M’ma, I am going south.”
“Where did you say?”
“South.”
“How far?”
“As far as the sea. M’ma, I thought you would understand.”
“Have I spoken yet?”
“No, you have not.”
“Then why did you say that?”
“That was not well said.”
“And what are you going to do there?”
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“Find some work.”
“What work?”
“I do not know.”
“Yes, you know, you are going to cut grass.”
“Perhaps.”
“But my son, why must you travel that far just to cut grass? Is there not enough of it all round here? Around
this kraal, your father’s and all the others in the village? Why do you not cut these?”
“M’ma, you know it is not the same. If I did that here people would think I was mad. But over there, I have
heard that not only do they like it but the government pays you to do it.”
“Even so, our men do not go south to cut grass. This is for those further north. They of the wilderness, it is they
who go south to cut grass. This is not for our men.”
“Please M’ma, already time is going. Hawa is a new mother and Fuseni my first child.”
“And yet you are leaving them to go south and cut grass.”
“But M’ma, what will be the use of my staying here and watching them starve? You yourself know that all the
cola\fn{The cola nut crop. A tonic extract derived from the cola nut is a source of revenue; also Coca-Cola makes use of cola nut extract
for flavoring. It can be that many people are dependent upon the cola nut crop for their livelihood .} went bad, and even if they had
not, with trade as it is, how much money do you think I would have got from them? And that is why I am going.
Trade is broken and since we do not know when things will be good again, I think it will be better for me to go
away.”
“Does Hawa know?”
“No, she does not.”
“Are you coming to wake her up at this late hour to tell her?”
“No.”
“You are wise.”
“M’ma, I have left everything in the hands of Amadu. He will come and see Hawa tomorrow.”
“Good. … When shall we expect you back? … Issa.”\fn{ In the text, these three sentences are placed directly below one
another, though they are obviously by the same person.}
“M’ma.”
“When shall we expect you back?”
“M’ma, I do not know. Perhaps next Ramadan.”\fn{ The name of the ninth month of the Muslim year, observed as a sacred
month on each day of which strict fasting is practiced from sawn to sunset. About one sixth of the country professes Islam. }
“Good.”
“So I go now.”
“Allah go with you.”
“And may His prophet look after you all.”
*
M’ma went straight back to bed, but not to sleep. And how could she sleep? At dawn, her eyes were still wide
open.
“Is his family noted for males that rot? No, certainly not. It is us who are noted for our unlucky females. There
must be something wrong with them … Or how is it we can not hold our men? Allah, how is it?
“Twenty years ago. Twenty years, perhaps more than twenty years … perhaps more than twenty years and
Allah, please, give me strength to tell Hawa.
“Or shall I go to the market now and then tell her when I come back? No. Hawa, Hawa, now look at how you
are stretched down there like a log! Does a mother sleep like this? Hawa, H-a-a-w-a! Oh, I shall not leave you
alone … and how can you hear your baby when it cries in the night since you die when you sleep?
“Listen to her asking me questions! Yes, it is broad daylight. I thought you really were dead. If it is cold, draw
your blanket round you and listen to me for I have something to tell you.
“Hawa, Issa has gone south.
“And why do you stare at me with such shining eyes. I am telling you that Issa is gone south.
“And what question do you think you are asking me? How could he take you along when you have a baby
whose navel wound has not even healed yet?
“He went away last night.
“Don’t ask me why I did not come and wake you up. What should I have woken you up for? Listen, Issa said
he could not stay here and just watch you and Fuseni starve.
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“He is going south to find work, and … Hawa, where do you think you are getting up to go? Issa is not at the
door waiting for you. The whole neighborhood is not up yet, so do not let me shout … and why are you behaving
like a baby? Now you are a mother and you must decide to grow up … where are you getting up to go? Listen to
me telling you this. Issa is gone. He went last night because he wants to catch the government bus that leaves
Tamale\fn{The largest city of its region in Ghana, some 400 miles north of Accra.} very early in the morning. So …
“Hawa, ah-ah, are you crying? Why are you crying? That your husband has left you to go and work? Go on
weeping, for he will bring the money to look after me and not you …
“I do not understand, you say? Maybe I do not … See, now you have woken up Fuseni. Sit down and feed him
and listen to me.
*
“Listen to me and I will tell you of another man who left his newborn child and went away.
“Did he come back? No, he did not come back. But do not ask me any more questions for I will tell you all.
“He used to go and come, then one day he went away and never came back. Not that he had to go like the rest
of them …
“Oh, they were soldiers. I am talking of a soldier. He need not have gone to be a soldier. After all, his father
was one of the richest men of this land. He was not the eldest son, that is true, but still there were so many things
he could have done to look after himself and his wife when he came to marry. But he would not listen to anybody.
How could he sit by and have other boys out-do him in smartness?
“Their clothes that shone and shone with pressing … I say, you could have looked into any of them and put
khole\fn{A blue eye-shadow.} under your eyes.\fn{To protect yourself from blindness; an involved joke .} And their shoes,
how they roared!
“You know soldiers for yourself. Oh, the stir in the land when they came in from the south! Mothers spoke
hard and long to daughters about the excellencies of proper marriages, while fathers hurried through with betrothals. Most of them were afraid of getting a case like that of Memunat on their hands. Her father had taken the
cattle and everything and then Memunat goes and plays with a soldier. Oh, the scandal she caused herself then!
“Who was this Memunat? No, she is not your friend’s mother. No, this Memunat in the end ran away south
herself. We hear she became a bad woman in the city and made a lot of money.
“No, we do not hear of her now. She is not dead either, for we hear such women usually go to their homes to
die, and she has not come back here yet.
“But us, we are different. I had not been betrothed.
“Do you ask me why I say ‘we’? Because this man was your father. Ah-ah, you open your mouth and eyes
wide? Yes, my child, it is of your father I am speaking.
“No, I was not lying when I told you that he died. But keep quiet and listen. He was going south to get himself
a house for married soldiers.
“No, it was not that time he did not come back. He came here, but not to fetch me.
“He asked us if we had heard of the war.\fn{World War II.}
“Had we not heard of the war? Was it not difficult to get things like tinned fish, kerosene and cloth?
“Yes, we said, but we thought it was only because the traders were not bringing them in.
“Well yes, he said, but the traders do not get them even in the south.
“And why, we asked.
“Oh you people, have you not heard of the German people? He had no patience with us. He told us that in the
south they were singing dirty songs with their name.
“But when are we going, I asked him?
“What he told me was that that was why he had come. He could not take me along with him. You see, he said
we were under the Anglis-people’s rule and they were fighting with the German-people.
“Ask me, my child, for that was exactly what I asked him. What has all that got to do with you and me? Why
can I not come south with you?
“Because I have to travel to the lands beyond the sea and fight.
“In other people’s war? My child, it is as if you were there, that is what I asked him.
“But it is not as simple as that, he said.
“We could not understand him. You shall not go, said his father. You shall not go, for it is not us fighting with
the Grunshies or the Gonjas.\fn{On the basis of language it is possible to distinguish at least 75 different tribes living in Ghana at
the present time.}
“I know about the Anglis-people but not about any German-people, but anyway they are in their country.
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“Of course his father was playing, and so was I.
“A soldier must obey at all times, he said.
“I wanted to give him so many things to take with him but he said he could only take cola.
“Then the news came. It did not enter my head, for it was all empty. Everything went into my womb. You were
just three days old.
“The news was like fire which settled in the pit of my belly. And from time to time, some will shoot up,
searing my womb, singeing my intestines and burning up and up and up until I screamed with madness when it
got into my head.
“I had told myself when you were born that it did not matter you were a girl. All gifts from Allah are good and
anyway he was coming back and we were going to have many more children, lots of children.
“But Hawa, you had a lot of strength, for how you managed to live I do not know. Three days you were and
suddenly like a rivulet that is hit by an early harmattan,\fn{A dry dust-laden wind blowing from the interior on the Atlantic
coast of Africa in some seasons.} my breasts went dry. Hawa, you have a lot of strength.
“Later, they told me that if I could go south and prove to the government’s people that I was his wife I would
get a lot of money.
“But I did not go. It was him I wanted not his body turned into gold.
“I never saw the south.
“Do you say ‘Oh’? My child I am always telling you that the world was created a long while ago and it is oldage one has seen but not youth. So do not say ‘oh’.
“Those people, the government’s people, who come and go, tell us trade is bad now, and once again there is no
tinned fish and no cloth. But this time they say this is because our children are going to get them in abundance one
day.
“Issa has gone south now because he cannot afford even goat flesh for his wife in maternity. This has to be, so
that Fuseni can stay with his wife and eat cow-meat with her? Hmm. And he will come back alive … perhaps not
next Ramadan but the next. Now my daughter, you know of another man who went to fight. And he went to fight
in other people’s war and he never came back.
“I am going to the market now. Get up early to wash Fuseni. I hope to get something for those miserable colas.
There is enough rice for two, is there not?
“Good. Today even if it takes all the money, I hope to get us some smoked fish, the biggest I can find, to make
us a real good sauce.”
168.161 Russians Under Accra\fn{by Amma Darko (1956- )} Tamale, Tamale Metropolitan District, Northern
Region, Ghana (F) 5
The rumour, like all rumours, started suddenly and from nowhere; gradually seeping into people’s ears and
entrenching itself onto their minds. And soon it became the major “talk-talk” matter: Nkrumah has brought in the
Russians so the colonial masters are very angry with him.
This was in 1966. I had sat for the common entrance and was looking forward to passing and entering the prestigious Akwapim Girls Boarding School in the eastern highlands of Ghana, which was noted for her iron discipline and excellence; and I didn’t know nor could understand who the Russians were exactly; why the President
had brought them in; and why the colonial masters were unhappy about it.
Age and school advancement, plus my appointment as the school’s bell girl, all combined, earned me a total of
three pennies more pocket money, which therefore increased my daily school pocket money to nine pence. Inflation had so far, then caught up only with Mami Adele’s crabs and Mami White’s roasted corn and groundnuts,
which each took additional pennies off my newly additionally earned three pence, but which still left me with a
penny for my bus fare.
So my friendship with Fatima Atia had been severely curtailed. She was still walking to and from school, barefooted; and I was still sandaled and gone regularly busful. So I ventured to make new friends and closely
befriended another classmate of mine; a funny and sharp headed girl who bore the most curiously un-African
name I ever heard—Ruby Bartholomew. And it was she who first brought to my notice, the rumour about the
Russians.
My aunt’s husband never talked politics or anything near it, with us. But Ruby’s father was a medical doctor;
attended medical school at a college in London and passionately looked down upon any colleague of his who
studied his medicine in Russia or any of the former eastern bloc countries.
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Ruby was a spoilt child and very fat. And she told me straight in the face that she considered me an ugly girl
but made friends with me only because I was the bell girl. I tolerated her because I found my next Yaa Tumu\fn
{Best friend.} in her, albeit in politics; and so overlooked the insult she meted out to me and held onto our friendship. And through her, learnt more about the Russians that Nkrumah had allegedly brought in.
Like me, many that heard about the Russians didn’t know where they came from. Ruby first told me she heard
they were a tribe from North Africa; returned following day to say they were from a place called South America;
then decided two days later that indeed, the Russians were actually from the big country called China. However,
she appeared to be at a loss as to where Nkrumah assembled them and brought them down to Ghana.
The tone of the rumours left no one in doubt that the presence of the Russians in the country was something
very negative. Where exactly they came from, didn’t seem to matter any more to many. All that mattered was that
they were in the country and it wasn’t good news that they were in the country.
Ruby’s father, apparently spurred on by his dislike for anything Russian, was more open about political issues
than my aunt’s husband was; and had openly been discussing issues with friends, most of which Ruby overheard.
So she came up to me one morning and said,
“Yesterday I heard that Nkrumah had built bungalows under Accra. It is called underground bungalows.”
“Under Accra?”
“Yes. They say maybe there are even some too here under our school.”
“You think so?”
“No … yes … ah, maybe. Who can really know? Only he knows where they are.”
“And why would he build bungalows under Accra?”
“To house the Russians. That is where he has hidden them. They live there.”
I became confused. I didn’t understand why if the Russians were brought in by, and were thus the invited
guests of the whole big President himself, he wouldn’t put them up in some fine buildings at say, the Airport residential area or the Ringway estates, but go hide them under Accra. But Ruby had no direct answer to that except
to add that,
“They say they are hiding under Accra to prepare to do bad things in Africa.”
The average Ghanaian had, around this time, never heard of a thing called coup d’etat before. Where foreign
affairs was concerned, he only knew that some white people came to his country several years ago to lord over
him. They made him understand that he was a primitive man and needed to be civilized. They asked him to stop
worshipping his rivers and rocks and to start worshipping a certain white man called Jesus. Then they took away
his gold and his diamonds and told him the very next minute that this man called Jesus was strictly against stealing. Then a certain strong Ghanaman called Nkrumah, who had studied plenty books in a wonderful school in that
country called America, where they say, the big God above in the skies lodges when he visits Earth, fought with
them and sacked them from Ghana and made himself president.
Period!
But coup d’etats? What was that?
And yet, the rumours.
So the “they say … they say …” continued and most of what reached my ears, I got from Ruby Bartholomew.
And one morning at school, she said,
“They say the only one entrance to the bungalows under Accra, where the Russians are hiding, is inside the
Flagstaff House.”
“Where Nkrumah lives?”
“Where Nkrumah lives. In fact, they say you even have to pass through his toilet to get to it.”
“How amazing,” I thought.
*
Yet, while the rumours persisted, and while no one also seemed to like it, that the Russians were lodging
beneath the very grounds upon which the soles of our feet treaded daily, Ghana-man on the street didn’t panic.
Well, okay, he had heard about these mysterious people living underground in Accra and knew he either didn’t
like it for whatever reason he himself was not too sure of; or knew he was expected not to like it and so didn’t like
it. But his concern was not so much because the mysterious people were said to be Russians, but because he was
not clear about what they were up to and was anxious about whether what they were up to could affect or interrupt
for the worst, his daily routine life.
So he waited.
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Ghana-man waited; and when he waited and waited and the rumours persisted and he saw no dramatic change,
for the worst, in his daily routine life being attributed to the Russians hidden under Accra, the curse of apathy
stepped in and he began to shrug disinterested, to new rumours.
And why not?
He was still getting his corn and cassava to chop; and so long as he set a good trap, could still end up with
some fine bush meat for some fine week-end soup; so why should he worry?
He also knew that Nkrumah did him good by risking his neck to kick out those white men who came talking
about Jesus to him; and he knew that, if nothing at all, for that alone, he had to show an everlasting gratitude by
never talking evil about this man Nkrumah.
Never mind if his thoughts were full of evil about him.
He also knew that Nkrumah was governing with others, all who together, formed something they called the
C.P.P.
It stood for the Convention Peoples Party.
Ghana-man also felt that, whether the white men who came and lorded over us some time ago liked it or not,
the Russians had come; so it was up to them to leave us alone with our Russians and content themselves with this
Queen Mother of theirs they said was never sad and was always smiling and wearing neat white gloves.
After all, what change did the presence of the Russians under Accra bring to the tastes the white lords craftily
introduced us to and which we too headlong readily acquired?
No change! Russians or no Russians, we were still craving for our tins of “Peak milk” and “Lipton tea” and we
still didn’t give up on our “Tate & Lyle” cubed sugar and our sweet sweet “Heinz baked beans.”
So where laid the worry? But whoever it was that was behind the rumours, it seemed, had a lot to worry about.
*
There was talk about systems, political systems, which was the grounds for the discomfort of the past overlords arid their cronies, about the presence of the Russians under Accra. But the rumour brewers also realized too
soon too that the language they were using about the systems, was too complicated for the complacent Ghanaman, who was still getting his cassava and corn and bushmeat.
So they changed strategy. They started talking the kind of language that the complacent Ghana-man would
understand vividly enough to compel him to begin to worry. So very soon, the “they say … they say …” no longer
covered the issue of the Russians living under Accra, but more precisely, about Nkrumah’s want to have
Ghanaians live like the Russians.
That was “Point One.” And it hit home. So then came the next inevitable question: How did the Russians live?
The answer was “Point Two;” and it came in the form of the next batch of rumours that followed Point One, the
question.
… they say … in Russia, all women wear the same dress and all men wear the same shirt and same trousers.
And at the end of every two weeks, all Russians then form a long line to go and get another clean set of dresses
and trousers and shirts; and to hand in the dirty ones for washing!
Agh! Now that was something. One pair of attire for two whole damn week? And handed over to be washed?
To be washed by whom? Well, in Russia … they say … that one group of Russians do all the dirty washings for
all Russians. Another group does all the cooking; another group, all the ironing; another, all the dish-washing;
another all the this and another, all the that!
And shitting? What about shitting? Who does all the shitting for all the Russians?
Silly! Don’t be silly! That and eating and urinating, are about the only things individual Russians do by themselves, for themselves. Apart from that, even the sweeping of rooms, one group of Russians do for all Russians.
And medicine too?
Oh come on! Who drinks medicine for a sick man? But if you mean medical care, well, yes … they say … in
Russia, one group of intelligent people learn the science of medical care to take care of all the Russians who get
sick!
Oh dear! Ooooooooooh!!!! dear !!
And who gets paid most in Russia?
Most? Who gets paid most? No one gets paid most. No one gets paid in Russia.
WHAT?
Yes! In Russia … they say … that everybody works for everybody and all are answerable to only one big boss:
a certain big Russian man called Mr. KGB!
KGB?
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Did it maybe stand for something like: Kenneth George Biney? Or did Mr. KGB have some African roots, in
which case he could sound like say: Koku Gama Bodobodo?
So the Russians lived like Mr. KGB wanted them to?
Exactly! … they say … that the Russians, they have no right to decide what food they wanted to eat at any
particular time. Mr. KGB decided everyday at dawn, what all Russians would eat, what all Russians would drink,
what all Russians would wear—which wasn’t much, it you asked me; what all Russians would …
Cut!
Shit!
Hell!
Did he also decide when Russian men must sleep with their wives too?
Of course!
Good God! And when all Russian men must impregnate their wives too?
Sure!
Hey! Then who the hell wants to live like the Russians? Any wonder then that they were so happy living under
Accra?
*
And the rumour brewers hit their jackpot. All complacent minds and apathetic souls got jolted into active
thinking. The man on the street no longer just shrugged when he heard about the Russians. He began to worry
about them; about their presence down there under Accra and about the undesirable prospect of ending up living
like them.
And the more he worried, the more questions he asked. And his tone was changing, because the questions got
more daring and more unfriendly; and Ghana-man’s worry gradually but steadily bred with him, animosity of
unequalled proportions.
“Well, do the damn Russians have tribes?” many were said to have screamed during one of the many meetings
that started to take place at workplaces and drinking bars; on campuses and at the market places; and on the
streets and corners of Ghana, to discuss the daunting issue of the Russians under Accra. And the discussions and
argu-ments went on heatedly and unabated.
“Well, hell! Why don’t someone tell those confused balls of rotten kenkey that here in Ghana, we do have
tribes! What the hell did this Mr. KGB think he was doing, deciding daily what all of Russia must eat? And what
the fucking hell did this confused President Nkrumah think he was doing, deciding that the Russians must come
and live under Accra and teach Ghanaians to live like them? Teach what anyway? How to wear one dress for two
weeks or how to impregnate to the beat of someone’s baton?
And this Nkrumah, did he want to throw Ghana into an unending tribal war? Asantes against Ewes? Fantis
against Dagombas?
Did Nkrumah think that when his appointed Mr. KGB à la Ghana decided on one particular day that all Ghanaians must eat the Ewe tribe’s akpene, the Asante tribe would look on peacefully and nod their acceptance without
a fight?
And what was to happen if on one Wednesday dawn, the order should come that it was kenkey day. Apart from
the Ga and the Fanti tribes, who else would rejoice and sing hallelujah? The Asantes perhaps? Or the Dagombas
up north, who are used to their daily intake of their tuozafi balls?
And who the hell did Nkrumah envisage would pound all that mountainous heap of fuju when Mr. KGB à la
Ghana, decided on an Asante day?\fn{Fufu, kenkey, akpene and touzafi are starchy staples of the Ghanian diet.}
The Asante chief perhaps?
And had Nkrumah sat down at all in that bloody lazy chair of his at the Flagstaff House to consider how the
proud Asante chief would feel, being ordered by this “made in Russia” Ghana law, to eat the staple food of one of
his servants?
Was the President out of his mind?
*
And with such talks and reactions, it became apparent that the brainwashing of Ghanaians was complete. The
creation of anti-Nkrumah sentiments had been marvelously accomplished.
The carpet of doom was gingerly spread out.
The time fast neared, and the stage for Ghanaians to receive the news of their first ever coup d’état with joy
and relief, instead of with shock and confusion, was grandly set. So that, even the market women, once Nkrumah’s staunch supporters, also started grumbling.
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“ … what the hell was this foolish Russian life Nkrumah was wanting to bring to bear on Ghanaians at all? Did
the Nkrumah they trusted so much, mean to say he wanted to place the market mummy and the doctor and the
lawyer on the same footing as the housemaid and houseboy and even the latrine-man?
“Was this all that the freedom and justice screamed at the colonial master about?
“Was this all that Nkrumah meant when he removed his big white handkerchief on independence day and wept
and sneezed into it and proclaimed that Ghana was free forever?”
And the rumours persisted, reaching dizzying heights.
It was 1966.
*
A nervous January passed peacefully and uneventful. But the air was thick with tension. Something was going
to happen. Everyone was expecting it to happen, yet, no one knew for sure what it was that was going to happen
and how it was going to happen.
My aunt’s husband began to lament on how if he had enough money, he would have sent all of us out of the
country.
Who wanted to sit and wait till his head was delivered on a golden platter to the Russians? Yet, where was the
cash with which to flee?
And with these unfulfilled wishes and desires of Ghanaians, frustrations and despair stepped in. People didn’t
give a damn anymore.
Ruby Bartholemew came up to me one afternoon while I was eating my rice and lentil sauce in Mami Adele’s
shed, audacity in it’s raw form written all over her face. Not giving a damn about who will hear or who will not
hear, she slumped down beside me and proclaimed rather loudly,
“Do you know what I heard yesterday? They say that in fact, Nkrumah our president, he doesn’t like
Ghanaians at all!”
“He doesn’t what?” I glanced nervously around me.
What was this palaver that Ruby Bartholemew was coming to bear upon me? 1 thought. What palaver at all
was this eh? Discussing Nkrumah by force with me under Mami Adele’s shed?
“I said they said he doesn’t like Ghanaians!” she repeated audaciously.
And all heads turned sharply in our direction. But all remained sitting.
Months ago, before the onset of the “they say … they say … ” everyone in that shed who heard the mentioning
of Nkrumah’s name by Ruby, would have gotten up soundlessly and wordlessly and left, to save his neck. But
then, that situation wouldn’t have arisen at all in the first place because Ruby wouldn’t have dared in the first
place, to come and mention the name of Nkrumah in the context that she did, in the shed anyway.
But now, all who heard what Ruby said, remained fearlessly seated, to listen to more stuff and if possible, also
participate. Ghanaians it seemed, were ready; had been made ready by the “they say they say;” so ready to wish
the downfall of Nkrumah. And all were anxiously waiting.
“Why?” I asked Ruby, “why did they say Nkrumah doesn’t like the Ghanaians?”
“Yes, why, Ruby?” another added, “Who said that?”
“Or is he not Ghanaian?” a third asked.
“He is. But he doesn’t like Ghanaians!” Ruby replied. “He only likes living in Ghana because he is the President!”
“Eh, is that true?” a fourth burst in, eyes ghastly widened, “Why?”
“Why? Look at his wife!” said Ruby. A moment of thoughtful silence elapsed.
“His wife? What about his wife?” Ruby sneered.
“Do I have to tell you? Can’t you see for yourself what it is about his wife? Does she look like a Ghanaian
woman to you?”
Another thoughtful silence elapsed. Then girl number two hit the jackpot!
“Of course she doesn’t look like a Ghanaian woman to me. How can she look like a Ghanaian woman to me
when she is … aaaaagh! It is true!!”
“Fiiii … fi tii tii! Are you now seeing it? Why should he go and marry an Egyptian woman when there are so
many unmarried Ghanaian women around?”
“Aaaaah yeeees! It is true!” in unison, “It is very true!” And petty anger stepped in.
“Agh, but he, he doesn’t like us but he wants to remain our president. What is that eh?” burst in someone. And
another supported her, screaming,
“It is cheating! Big big cheating!”
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*
And by the time we all left for Mami White’s shed for our roasted corn and groundnut our minds had staunchly
been entrenched with the picture of Nkrumah and his Egyptian wife.
Why the hell should he fight with his life to get rid of the white colonial master only to go in for a wife who
was a near duplicate of the white woman?
And we too became ready to see him down. My aunt and her husband still did not talk politics with us, but
they started talking more openly about someone they referred to as: The Man. They naturally assumed that we had
not the slightest idea who the subject of their conversation was. But I did, thanks to Ruby. So even without their
knowledge, right there in the living room as they discussed “The Man,” I learnt more about Nkrumah.
And January passed. No event; no nothing. Just heightened rumours.
Then came February.
As the days slipped past the mid-month period, all began to assume that that month too would eventually pass
away without any upsetting event.
But it was not to be. Nkrumah apparently miscalculated and underestimated the desire of Ghanaians to rather
remain “colonial-master” Ghanaians, than “Russian” Ghanaians. Like my aunt’s husband once said in the living
room,
“Better a Ghana without her gold and diamonds than a Ghana fighting tribal wars per the power of a law that
compelled the Ga chief to eat tuozafi and the Asante to eat akpene.”
Nkrumah was graciously delivered to the slaughterhouse on a golden platter, by Ghanaians.
The task of the “they say they say” was duly accomplished. It’s perpetrators headed towards the victory
platform in glee. Nkrumah did not see the month of February to its end.
On the dawn of February 24, 1966, while on his way to China for an official visit, anti-communist insurgents
in the army marched to the Flagstaff House; fought a ten hour battle with the Presidential Guards, defeated them
and stormed the President’s residence and headquarters.
Nkrumah received the news of his overthrow en route to Peking. He never set foot in Ghana again.
He ended up in the welcoming arms of Sekou Toure in Guinea. The “they say they say” brewers congratulated
themselves on a job well done.
The Ga tribe sighed with relief. They wouldn’t have to eat tuozafi by law.
The Asante tribe too sighed … whew! That was close. Their omnipotent chief very nearly ate akpene by law.
What would Okomfo Anokye have said to that?
I also sighed with relief. How could I have been made to wear the same dress and shoe and eat the same food
with Fatima Atia. That was real close.
My thoughts centered on my impending common entrance examination to Akwapim Middle Boarding School.
A hell!
297.148 Excerpt from The Other Crucifix: A Novel\fn{by Benjamin Kwakye (1967- )} Accra, Accra Metropolitan
District, Greater Accra Region, Ghana (M) 33
1
Was my arrival in the US a day to curse or bless?
I have to step back a little to rescue that memory from increasing obscurity and the blitz of my successes and
failures, hopes and regrets. The journey from Boston Logan Airport had been by bus; before that, a seven-hour
journey by plane from Accra to Zurich, where I remained in transit for six hours, before emplaning for the US.
I remembered my brothers, sisters and parents at the airport, beaming with farewells, as dusk deepened into
darkness, reminding me to stay in touch often. God be with you, they said in continual chorus.
I regretted that Marjorie had refused to come to the airport. She couldn’t bear it, she said, having wept uncontrollably the night before.
Thoughts of home would nag me. Years after my arrival, questions would abide, casting a long specter of doubt.
What if I’d stayed in Ghana, land of my birth, embodiment of my past?
What if I had gone to Ghana Law School, married a Ghanaian woman, bred children who spoke Asante and
swam in the same waters as I, recognised the same landmarks as I did and my forebears before me?
What if I’d established my practice there; aged without the sense of abandonment rattling as chains on my heels
and canvassed perhaps for a political office or two?
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The Road Not Taken, I do not remember thee with just a sigh, as though you were a potential simply submerged
in the success of The Road Taken. But even success is a loaded word, for I have beaten my chest like a madman
and yelled at the forgone possibilities, held between the reality of today and the receding, unreachable, past.
I have yelled like a lunatic at the inconclusiveness of my choices.
In a way, the road not taken became a dream that never was, a suspension of tomorrow that, because of its lack
of fulfillment, came with considerable regret.
Perhaps that isn’t bad after all—a life without regret implies a perfect life or one without ambition, lived too
glibly, without trial and growth. But, at the same time, a life filled with regret is a sad one, even depressing,
perhaps.
Or is regret merely an offshoot of satisfaction, feeding off it and vice versa?
*
“You’ll meet another woman and forget about me,” she said.
My Marjorie. How could I ever leave her?
“I love your deep, loud voice,{ she said after watching me in a debate in secondary school. “It takes control of
the room.”
I’d seen her before, but for the first time I noticed the woman behind the girl: generosity in size of nose, lips,
bosom and behind; even her eyes were large, the skin so pitch black she stood out among dark skinned people.
She kept her hair natural and closely cropped and wore little makeup. A natural beauty.
I fell in love with her at first voice—when I heard her speak for the first time.
“I promise you I’ll never leave you.” A promise made to be upheld or broken?
To be broken, she must have prophesied silently. To be upheld, I believed. I knew her expressions too well, the
wistfulness that betrayed doubts.
I had none. What could I do to prove my commitment? I was surprised by the thought that I seized upon. It
was daring, maybe even stupid. I had heard or perhaps read about it somewhere and dismissed it as sentimental
foolishness. But once I thought of it, I felt compelled to express it in deed. It seemed as adventurous as it seemed
a bold statement of my love.
To me, this must have been the way a novelist writes a worthy epic: with pain, daring and foolishness. For me,
what words couldn’t accomplish, blood would put together. And what blood has put together let no one dare put
asunder.
To me, I was writing the epic of our love—boldly, brashly and daringly. I picked up a razor blade. She pulled
away, concerned.
“Trust me,” I said. I made a small cut in the middle of my thumb. She gasped. I took her thumb and as she
looked away, I cut her the same way. She flinched. Then I put the two thumbs together and rubbed them hard.
“By this act, I commit to you,” I said.
“This is my promise to you.”
Rituals of love, like rituals of death. Meaningful. Meaningless. Marjorie wept. And whether the epic would end
with this act or renew itself with new meanings and last through time remained to be determined. Afraid she
couldn’t keep composed, she’d opted not to share a last farewell at the airport. But what could be more
meaningful than our exchange of blood?
This was the woman I loved. This was the woman I'd marry. No high tide could flood my love, I affirmed; and
no low tide could strand it.
“Stay the good course,” I said over and again.
*
I was inflated with anxiety and excitement, this being my first trip ever out of Ghana. I dreamed of opportunity
and hope, but I feared the unknown. Amid the apprehension and Marjorie’s tearful absence, however, I found
some solace in my family, whose presence fortified me a little for the journey.
I’d never sat in a plane. I’d heard others say it’s like being in a bus, only you’re suspended in space.
Wide eyed when I first entered, I braced myself for long moments of horrifying flight time. But I played the
part of the confident globetrotter. And in my three-piece suit I thought I looked the part.
There were a few comic errors, I suppose: not knowing how to buckle the seat belt or handle the armrest controls (and each time watching the man next to me before I did anything) or not knowing what food to order and
saying yes when asked if I wanted chicken or pasta (forcing the flight attendant to repeat the question and having
the man next to me pick chicken on my behalf) or being a bit confused in the restroom by which button controlled
what function.
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Even worse were the six hours in transit I spent at Zurich airport—hungry and reaching a cafeteria and not
recognizing the foods. I left without ordering, choosing hunger over embarrassment. The airport seemed so big I
didn’t know where to go to connect to the next flight. After repeated attempts in very slow English, I managed to
communicate my problem to an airport official who directed me, in English I found difficult to understand, to the
appropriate gate.
It’d get better, I said. These are not native English speakers. Once I arrive in America, native speakers will
understand me and I them.
2
My memory of Logan, another massive airport, is misty, and worsened by the anxiety and confusion I recall
feeling at the time. I was seeking familiarity in an unfamiliar place. I remembered the immigration official
checking my papers.
“Are you going back home or are you going to be like those who stay here after they’re done with school?”
I was offended by her presumptuousness. How dare she ask me that?
Did she not know of Marjorie waiting?
Did she not know that Uncle Kusi had hopes for me?
But frozen somewhat by the badge of her authority, I said nothing. And years later as I remained in America I
would be shamed to remember that question, knowing that I had confirmed her suspicion.
*
My goal at the time was to return home and work with Uncle Kusi. He wasn’t an uncle by blood or marriage,
just a man my father had done some work for who seemed to like me and had become a family friend. Childless,
he often introduced me to his friends as his nephew. He said I was intelligent and would go far if I had the
appropriate opportunities.
He’d earned a bachelor’s degree, but wasn’t interested in the tedium of office work. Instead, with inherited
money, he’d started as a timber merchant and later initiated a myriad of businesses. He was every where, collected
and drove luxury cars, dated beautiful women and was mentioned as a potential leader in government. He was so
powerful he had enormous influence in the ruling party at the time. Before I left, he[d told me,
“Don’t stay too long in America. They will turn you into a eunuch. Come back home. I’ll find a place for you
in my business. Someday, you and I can rule this country, Jojo. You have the intelligence. And that booming voice
of yours is just perfect for politics.”
I was so proud of him. I loved him deeply. Too bad that Papa wasn’t like Uncle Kusi, Uncle Kusi who taught
me chess. Not that I played it well or frequently.
“This is one of the best games you’ll ever learn,” he said, spreading the chessboard carefully in front of him as
though it was his most valuable possession, this man who possessed mansions, and held men’s esteem and
women’s affections.
“Your goal is simple,” he said. “You want to checkmate your opponent’s king; that is, so the king can’t make
another move without being captured.” Uncle Kusi arranged the chess pieces on the board.
“Sounds simple, doesn’t it? But it’s not. It requires wit, patience and awareness, an awareness that takes your
opponent’s weaknesses into account and exploits them. If you don’t, he will exploit yours. Always remember that.
You must not assume otherwise. But the problem is that you may not know how to identify such weaknesses,
unless you’ve played your opponent before.
“So what if you haven’t? Then you must rely on your knowledge, intelligence and focus. It’s important for the
beginner to take lessons from those who’ve played it before. In fact, for the beginner, this could be a sort of
advantage. You see, I’'s like the concept of Sankofa … reaching back and taking from the wealth of history.”
Uncle Kusi winked, but he spoke so seriously I knew he was asking for my attention. Undivided.
“One other thing is to start with your endgame. Begin at the end? Yes, that’s exactly what you need to do and
you’ll be way ahead of your opponent. Better to know where you intend to end. You can hardly go wrong if you
combine that and the knowledge you acquire from those who’ve played it before and your own experience. Even
if you don’t win, you’d play the game better.”
I stored his advice somewhere in those deep fissures of memory that are never consulted until occasion necessitates.
*
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After sidling around the immigration official's question, I claimed my luggage and moved to Customs, where
my bags were scrupulously searched. The official stared at me and asked matter-of-factly,
“Where are you going, nigger?”
He spoke so calmly, as if bidding me welcome. Maybe he was bidding me welcome. But at the time, the
question was as meaningless to me as any. It seemed expressed without offense.
I ignored it, for what did nigger really mean to me when stripped of its dispiriting cultural and historical
contexts?
Not that I was devoid of race consciousness. I had read about America and its conflicts, about the struggles of
its black sons and daughters. So sure, I knew the word had negative connotations, but it is one thing to read and
another to live and experience it.
Without the context that gives words bone and flesh and form, without the torrid undercurrent that gives
certain words meaning, it seemed like a bad joke rather than a malignant query. If I were asked that question years
later, I would fully experience its flesh, its bones, its venoms and I would have my arms ready to counter. And
years later, I would wonder if he had known how green I was. With his training and experience, had he guessed
I’d just arrived from Africa?
Welcome to America, he might as well have said.
*
After I cleared Customs, I asked and received directions to the Greyhound bus station. Getting there required
another short bus ride.
I soon realised that the English spoken here wasn’t my English. Accent aside, the quickness with which words
were spoken and the slang that dotted expressions required patient decoding, and I sometimes had to appreciate
the gist of speech rather than understand everything.
As for my English, I had to repeat myself several times. Sometimes, my listeners would rephrase my words as
questions to clarify my meaning and correct my pronunciations.
The hustle and shuffle all around confused me, but I was in America and was sustained by my sense of arrival,
that I’d achieved something worthwhile—and was in a land famed for freedom, opportunity, democracy and
justice. I had read the Declaration of Independence over and again and relished its “self-evident truths”: of all
being born equal with inalienable rights that included life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Here’s where I’d earn my education, work no more than two years for practical training and return to help the
country of my birth.
Marjorie was waiting.
Uncle Kusi was waiting.
Ghana was waiting. I figured America had a lot to offer me. Hadn’t both countries withstood British rule and
survived? Ghana, as I saw it, was in a way like America at independence: bold, idealistic and unstoppable. I
pondered these matters as I boarded the bus, then slept most of the journey. I was still exhausted, though, when I
arrived on campus.
*
With two suitcases in hand, I went in search of my dorm room. I found it bare with two desks and chairs in the
living room and two twin sized beds in the bedroom. Nothing more. It had a strange emptiness and artificiality to
it. Somehow, it seemed to emit unpleasant memories. It wasn’t just uninhabited, it seemed uninhabitable.
And I was alone.
For the first time, I knew it. Going away to boarding school a mere thirty minutes from home aged twelve had
not affected me like this. There’s no comparison in being among strangers who shared the same language or
culture or country and being miles away from home among … what?
I would find out.
I shoved both suitcases inside the bedroom closet and fell on one undressed mattress to sleep, trapped as I was
by physical and emotional exhaustion.
*
I woke up later to sounds from the living room, voices that spoke boisterously and seemingly with familiarity
to one another. Familiarity. Where was mine? I had to purge my mind to escape the threat of nostalgia. I could ill
afford such self-pitying sentiments if I were to thrive.
Marjorie, where are you?
I would soon meet my first American family, but I hesitated. What did I have to say to them? How should I
introduce myself? Through the bedroom window, I saw it was darkening outside. Either way I would have to act,
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by going into the living room or continuing to feign sleep. But I knew that to be introduced to America, I had to
start somewhere.
Slowly I opened the door to the living room, and was immediately shocked by the transformation. How long
had I slept? There was a couch in the centre of the room sitting over an oriental carpet. A television was mounted
in one corner and in the other corner a radio played the Chiffon’s He’s Fine in low volume. A poster of two
scantily clad women adorned one wall of the room.
“Hi.” A tall, silver haired man walked over to me, offered a hand and said,
“My name’s Mark Palmer. This is my wife Anne and this here is my son Ed.”
His handshake was the firmest I’d ever experienced (and I’d soon learn that it was the American way). My
tentative shake must have seemed wimpy to him. I shook the equally svelte Anne Palmer’s hand and then Ed’s.
“My name is Jojo Badu.”
*
So these were the Palmers. The Residence Office had sent me a note two months earlier notifying me of my
roommate: Edward Palmer, Somerville, Massachusetts.
And here he was, pleasant, smiling. His long, almost unkempt hair fell to his shoulders, abundant as his
moustache and the beard that must have been an inch long. It seemed his attempts to grow full sideburns had
failed so that only stubs lined the sides of his face.
Ed appeared not to belong to his parents: meticulous grooming on the part of the elders against something
approaching slovenliness on the part of the offspring. Opposites beget opposites?
I smiled back. The Palmers were strangers, even if strangers in close environs; but in the knowledge that Ed
Palmer would be my roommate for the next year, I was already forcing a bridge over the valley that separates
strangers.
“We thought we ought not to bug you,” Mark Palmer explained, “You were sleeping when we got in.”
“You must be exhausted, coming all the way from Ghana,” Anne said.
“The journey was very tiring.”
“How long did it take?” asked Ed.
“The whole journey took twenty-one hours if you include transit time.”
“And we thought it was a hassle driving two hours from Somerville,” Mark said.
“It must be awful … you know, coming all this way, coming so far from home,” Anne remarked.
“Well …”
“Do you have any family in the States?” she asked.
“I’ve heard there’s a distant relative somewhere.”
“Where at?”
“Chicago.”
“That must be so hard. Being stuck in New Hampshire.”
“Oh Mom, he’ll manage,” said Ed.
I understood most of what they said, occasionally having to guess when they spoke too fast. I learned (a little
later) that Mark Palmer was an ophthalmologist; Anne a real estate agent. Ed was an only child.
“We’ve spoilt him,” Anne said, “so be careful.”
“Well, Jojo,” Mark Palmer said, “We didn’t have to travel across seas so we brought a lot of stuff with us. I
hope they don’t get in the way. We’ve got to get going, so you guys be good.” He again offered his hand to me
and said,
“It was nice meeting you.” Anne Palmer did the same, adding,
“If you guys need anything, just call.”
*
After they’d left, Ed asked,
“You’re hungry? I’m starving.”
“Yes, I haven’t eaten in a while.”
“Come on then, let’s get a bite.”
“A what?”
“Let’s get something to eat.”
“Do you know where we’re going?” I asked.
“Sure, I took a tour of campus. I’m sure I remember where the cafeteria’s at.”
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We walked across the centre of campus. The library rose on our right as its clock chimed six times. We went
past administrative buildings and entered the cafeteria. Immediately, I was impressed by the array of food avail able and the seemingly endless choice of drinks, desserts and fruits. I took a moment to ponder and then I gazed at
the servers in the serving line.
“What can I get you, honey?” one of them asked.
I didn’t recognise the food. I didn’t know what to say.
“I have not decided yet,” I said. “Go ahead and get what you want,” I suggested to Ed. Then after Ed ordered, I
followed him and said,
“I will have the same thing.” It was only after I'd sat down to eat that I studied what was on my tray.
“What’s that?” I asked.
“Clam chowder.”
“And that?”
“Manicotti.”
I struggled to finish the chowder. It was so bland.
“You don’t like it?” Ed asked.
“The food I’m used to has a little more spice.”
I couldn’t finish the chowder, but the Manicotti was passable. I finished that. I watched Ed eat half of his plate
and lose interest in the rest of the food. He didn't talk much, except to explore a little of my background.
I was eager to ask him questions, this young man who would be my roommate for the year.
Who was he?
How would I find out?
Where would I begin? Questions without answers; expectations without knowledge. Shouldn’t we have come
well catalogued and defined so we could find comfort in each other’s company? Wasn’t it too much to expect two
strangers to live as roommates without such knowledge?
Who are you?
It was a question unasked, but one we both must have been asking silently and fully aware that, like a book,
the answer couldn’t be offered in one sentence or paragraph or chapter. This would have to be a painstaking study
of the full text, a text without quick denouement, if ever it had one. That was the patience required. Did we have
it?
After our first supper, we stepped out together into the chilling dusk.
3
The dusk seemed to yield too quickly to night. And in the night, before sleep came, I remembered the laughter
of Papa bursting out like thunder, loud and uncontrolled.
“My son, you have done well.” That was laughter full of pride.
“The University. You have done well indeed. Go and learn something and come back home and rule the
country. You will do very well.”
“I want to go to America too,” Yaayaa was saying.
“Eat your food, Yaayaa,” Mama said. My sister shrugged and looked across at me—leaving soon for this
famed land of greatness and plenty.
“We will come and visit you,” my sister Ama said.
“I too will come to school there,” said my brother Kofi.
“You’d better work harder in school, then,” Papa advised. “How do you expect to get a scholarship with the
kind of grades you’re making?”
In my memory, I am looking at faces, Papa, Mama, Kofi, Yaayaa, Ama, Kwabena … and I am thinking how
lucky I am. We are a poor family, eking out a living has been like running on an empty stomach with a headache
too. It has been a strain on Mama and Papa, who are the breadwinners, but we (the children) also bear some of the
burden.
And now, with this partial scholarship, I have the opportunity to go to America and return with a degree from
no less a school than The University, ranked among the top ten in the United States. I will return and become a
leading member in society, serve the country in one capacity or the other.
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The year is 1963 and the country is beaming with optimism, still—six or so years after independence. I am
thinking that I will become a leader. I could become Governor of the Bank of Ghana, managing director of some
grand corporation. Who knows, I could even become president.
I had started on somewhat shaky ground in school. In primary school, my grades were just passable. But with a
sprinter’s focus, I had gained momentum in secondary school, challenged by Papa.
“Do you want to disappoint me, Jojo?” he’d said.
That was the first time the old man had questioned my scholarship. He’d watched (I know in dismay) as Kofi
failed to register meaningful grades. And now I too was following that path.
“Jojo, I hope you understand this. Your mother and I wake up early every day to go to work to try and cater for
you because we want a better life for you. You see how we suffer. I wasn’t blessed with the opportunity you have.
I had to start fending for myself at a very early age. Twelve and my father was dead. What could I do but start
working to help my mother take care of my brothers and sisters? As the eldest in the family, I had no choice. And
now, without an education, I am at the mercy of the powerful in society. I wish I had had the opportunity. Jojo,
you have it now. Use it. Don’t throw this away.”
OK, Papa. He had challenged me. Would I meet the challenge?
I was about twelve when he gave me that speech. Uncle Kusi rejoined, asking that I listen to Papa’s advice.
And so I tested myself and for the first time took my schoolwork seriously. No more winging it, throwing my
chances away. I actually sat down and studied.
And it began to show immediately. I couldn’t be beaten in school, rising from nowhere to the top of my class.
And once I got there, I never wavered. My academic record was, pardon me as I use the word, impeccable.
From then on, my report card became unassailable: the grades were excellent, Jojo was “confident, possesses
great leadership skills” (or variations of that theme). I was active in student government, eventually becoming
head prefect. And when I addressed the school on Speech and Prize-Giving Day, I received a standing ovation and
Marjorie fell in love with me.
“You projected such confidence, such self-assuredness. You seemed poised to conquer the world. And your
voice … what power it carries.” Even Uncle Kusi remarked once,
“With such a voice and character, you are destined to become a leader.”
*
And when in my final year of secondary school I sauntered into the American Centre (more out of boredom
than curiosity), my future was about to point in a different direction. I had been eyeing the University of Ghana all
along and I was poised to go there.
But as I sat in the visitors’ lounge and read through pamphlets left there, I presume to present America in the
best possible light, a woman walking by stopped, observed me for a minute and asked,
“Do you like what you’re reading?”
“It looks very interesting, America.”
“It is.”
“Do you miss it?”
“Yes, it's home. But I like being here, too.”
“From what I know of it, it seems like a very vibrant country. Perhaps after I finish school and have some
money I can visit it someday.”
“You’re in school?”
“Yes, final year of secondary school.”
“Hmm. Have you thought about going to school in America?”
“Not seriously, I haven’t.”
“Maybe you should apply to a few schools and see what happens.”
And I did.
It happened that the lady, Tina Oliphant, was some sort of attaché at the US Centre. She offered me brochures
about US colleges, pointing me to the good schools after I told her of my academic record. She would counsel me
through the application process, encourage me when I lost interest...
Then I got the letter of admission to The University and I was headed for America, on a partial scholarship.
More money would come from a work/study programme that allowed me to work on campus to pay for personal
expenses and books, and the rest would be in loans.
*
Papa took me to the village to say farewell to grandfather.
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The old man pondered my departure for a long time.
“Times have changed,” he said, fidgeting with his shirt’s buttons. “Why you should go to the white man’s land
to study shows that times have changed. I would rather you stayed at home, but that would be selfish of me.
There’s something, however, that I want you to remember.
“Do not stay too long in Amrika, you hear? You will never belong in the land of white people. The elders say
that the foreigner never carries the head of the casket. Remember that.
“So finish your school and come back here where when you look around, it will be like looking in the mirror.
In that land, you will never see your reflection when you look around. That is bad for the spirit.
“And that is all I have to say, my grandson. Go with God.”
*
And within a week I was in America.
But now that I was in America and seeking to discover it, I wanted to remember. I wanted to remember a
December, any December, perhaps with the onset of the Harmattan season, which would normally bring dry cool
winds from the north. I recalled hot and oppressive weather.
But then I also recalled how quickly you get used to the Ghanaian heat. And because Accra sits on the Atlantic
Ocean, its breeziness came to mind.
I never wanted to forget what makes home home: family, the spiritual rebirth that comes with seeing familiar
faces, seeing nephews and nieces, some of whom were little (and whom I may not see for a while) and the joy
they would show on seeing me would reaffirm that home is where you go knowing that no matter what happens to
you, no matter what others might think of you, you will be loved.
Period. No ifs or buts. This is where the spirit feels most comfortable, most restful and most at ease.
I wanted never to forget—the beach on the Atlantic, where even the fishy smell of the ocean seems perfectly
normal, where you can sit and watch the vast blue sea beat against the shore again and again and then see its reach
into the vastness where it seems to touch the sky; on land, the coconut trees and the people who throng to the
beach and dot the shore and a little father down the expensive, multi-starred hotels that are likely to be patronised
by tourists or rich business people.
*
But why stop there? To really get a feel for Accra, I made my mind take a trip to any market where it’s as if
you have been transformed into a heaven of human activity—full of voices, shuffling feet and all assortments of
food; traders, their foodstuffs arranged in their stalls, calling out to you to buy this or that: plantains, yams,
cassava, fish, fruits, rice, clothes, necklaces; and mingling with the voices, the sounds of the cars passing by,
honking or drivers yelling at pedestrians who seem to invade the streets.
I recalled this massive cacophony that, like most things in Ghana, assumes friendliness and soon becomes
familiar. If thirsty, I would sample (as I sampled in memory) some Ghanaian beer or, if I desired something
sweeter but equally or more potent, I’d try some sweet palm wine or the sour millet drink called pito.
In my mind, I decided to check out many of the restaurants for some local food like fried plantains, rice and
beans, fufu and jolof rice. In fact I didn’t need a restaurant. Perhaps I should buy food from the sellers who set up
shop by the streets. Still living in memory, at night, I’d check out a local nightclub, where the music would be a
mixture of western pop and local music, including highlife.
In the mind’s mornings, looking at alternatives, depending on where I’d be, the crow of a fowl or the call of
Muslims to prayer might wake me up. Nor would I be surprised to hear a Buddhist chanting.
On Sundays, in fact most weekdays, I’d find some church service of sorts—from traditional churches,
including Catholic and protestant, to more charismatic ones where it is not uncommon to hear local drums and
other instruments beating to loud singing and energetic dancing. Even under the siege of things foreign,
Ghanaians have a way of domesticating things to make it their own.
These were pleasant recollections, but I also realised that they were dangerous.
I would not embrace America properly as I should if I continued to engage in such vivid mental traveling. I
decided to try my best to live the present, although I knew this resolve would be tested.
4
I had my first orientation event the next day, organised by the International Students Association or ISA. Its
president, Yannis, welcomed the new group of international students.
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“This is your mini orientation before The University gets you indoctrinated and disoriented. We figure this way
you’d feel first and foremost a part of the ISA. We want you to know we’re here for you …”
With exaggerated gestures, he asked that we remember and never forget who we were. He sounded too clichéd
for me.
“America will disappoint you at some time,” he said, his hand wagging, “but you must know you are stronger
than those disappointments.”
I thought this an odd remark at the time and something close to a dislike for Yannis lodged somewhere in me.
As I became more familiar with it, I realised it was a mechanism to deal with an opaque guardedness that Yannis
had about him. And perhaps, as later events would validate, he had ample reason to be guarded, especially
towards me. He continued,
“One thing I ought to let you know is you must always carry cash with you when you go out for a meal, even if
someone else has invited you. I remember when I first got here and two American upper classmen invited me to
go get some pizza. I was thinking, wow, these guys are so nice. But then when the bill came, they divided it by
three and indicated that they were expecting me to pay my share.”
“They asked you to pay your share even though they invited you?” a first year student asked. The lean,
shorthaired, intense Yannis smiled.
“You can imagine my embarrassment. I had to pretend I’d forgotten my wallet and borrow from one of them,
which I repaid later.”
After this first lesson in American invitational cultures, we heard from George Mburu, a third year student
from Kenya. He said he had every confidence we’d all succeed. He said there were a myriad of resources at our
disposal, the ISA being one of them. We shouldn’t hesitate to take full advantage.
Okay, Okay, George, but what is it like? How are Americans like? I was disappointed in what sounded once
again like clichéd advice. But much later, I’d understand this sanitised advice, the necessary public façade. Later
when we were alone, Mburu said,
“Here, you represent all of Africa, all of the black race. They are watching you. Remember that, whatever you
do.”
Heavy words, George. As others spoke, my mind wandered. I thought of Mama and Papa, my brothers and
sisters.
I remembered Marjorie.
How I missed her!
*
After the ISA orientation, we had a general orientation from The University itself at a large gathering dubbed
Know Your University. It comprised an ocean of people and organizations. From fraternities to social and political
clubs, it seemed every voice and organization on campus was represented.
On my left was a long array of tables. I saw representatives of the concert band, drama troupes, the student
newspaper, the film society, the radio station, several fraternities and sororities and several teams (basketball, ice
hockey, lacrosse, sailing, volleyball, swimming, soccer, equestrian, tennis, etc.), among others.
Was this the best way to know The University when each organization seemed in competition with the others
and each voice appeared drowned by another? I could barely know The University amid such novelty, human
traffic and its attendant cacophony, almost approaching pandemonium in my mind.
*
I left the event a bit more disoriented (Yannis was right). I had some free time before the next scheduled
meeting with the International Students Adviser. I decided to roam the campus a little, move away from the din
and explore its silent parts.
My pulse must have been pouncing, for there was a lot to take in all at once. I moved away, though temporarily, from the challenge of conversation.
Communication, once so easy, continued to be an issue as Americans still spoke too fast for me and overused
slang. I had to repeat words and sometimes even spell them to be understood. I especially had a problem with the
way “t” almost sounded like “d”, and “a” almost became an “e”—man was almost pronounced as men. Oh my!
I wanted not just to see my surroundings but notice them as well.
I started on The University Park, a large spread of immaculately manicured green grass in the middle of
campus (crisscrossed by footpaths) that lay like a massive carpet in front of the main campus library. Now in
daylight, I noticed its cathedral-like tower that in turn housed a massive hour-chiming clock. I remembered the
way it chimed before my first supper on campus the previous evening.
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In the chill of the early fall, there were a few sunbathers. It had not yet plunged into cold temperatures, but the
weather was cooler than I’d ever known. I knew worse was yet to come, as I had been told.
I felt obliged to enjoy what I had before it worsened. I gulped in the smell of the season. I had plenty of time to
walk on. I went past the dorm buildings behind the library and came to Fraternity Row, whose buildings boldly
displayed their Greek alphabets.
Further down the road, I made a turn into woods that suddenly seemed to creep up on me. Past a lonesome
stone tower, the pine trees stood tall—here, they owned the land. Inside their enclave was The University Pond.
Together, they gave me another smell of the fall: the smell of trees and damp wood, the smell of silence in peace
(or peace in silence?) and the naturalness of it—together, an agreeable odour …
I was falling in love. I stood there a long while, watching and admiring. The memory of home unfurled again. I
could be holding Marjorie’s hand, kissing her. I could be speaking with Papa, sharing a meal with Mama, playing
soccer with my siblings.
Here, time didn’t move, it evolved into something that seemed pristine without regard to time, whose passage
went almost unnoticed.
Here, I was capable of being home, hearing the voices that were familiar, knowing the sounds that were not
bound to particular locations, where geographic boundaries were as meaningless as the shape of tears.
*
I headed back to my room to let simmer and settle the tranquility I’d just experienced. I escaped from it
because I feared that if I stayed there too long, I would be spoiled and it would become harder for me to embrace
the rest of the campus, which I would have to deal with more regularly.
A newspaper lay outside the door to my room. I picked it up and read its title: The University Review. I’d read
it to relax, I decided. I soon was arrested by one particular caption: Internationalism and Academics.
Hmm … I read on. It surprised me in general, its tone and ideas, but in pertinent part the most stunning was the
following paragraph:
The University celebrates the admission of a Freshman Class of thirty international students from Asia, Africa, Europe
and South America. We need not indulge in much imaginative thinking to know that this desire to increase the presence
of international students comes, for the most part, at the expense of lowered academic excellence.

Lowered academic excellence? Was that what I was at The University to do?
I fell asleep. I was a bit relieved when I discovered later that The University Review was neither the official
university newspaper nor sanctioned in any way by The University.
*
That afternoon, I met my faculty adviser, also the International Students’ Adviser, in his office.
He seemed a timid, cagey man. This wasn’t my image of an American man. His body language seemed too
laid back, a bit too wimpy for my preconceived expectation. His desk was a clutter of paper and books, like a
mirror to the equally booked and papered office.
We spoke briefly, how things were unfolding for me generally. He invited me to his home for dinner.
“You’re the last student I’m seeing today,” he explained.
We walked there from his office, about five minutes from campus on the outskirts of the town. It was a
Victorian mansion reclining behind a creek that rolled leisurely in the front. The pathway towards his home soon
became a short bridge overlaying the creek. I crossed the bridge cautiously as what had looked sturdy to me from
a distance suddenly seemed shaky once I stepped on it. And every step appeared to make it even more rickety,
bringing annoying squeaks.
Strange as it seemed, I was grabbed by an awkward fear that the bridge would collapse and plunge me down
into the unknown wetness underneath, that I’d never reach his home, that I’d drown trying. I had an uncomfortable urge to turn back. I didn’t.
If I could have known his thoughts then (as he would later tell me), I would have learned that he was thinking
of the previous evening, when he’d sat outside on his porch, content, except for the one burning ambition to
become Dean of Students.
Besides that, he couldn’t imagine life otherwise, delighted that he so enjoyed the calm around him at that time
of day: a faintly glowing sun, the tranquil groan of the creek, the casual movement of birds, leaves occasionally
floating fleetingly in the air and even the grass seeming to obey the call of a sudden rush of wind.
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At that time, neither of us knew it, but we were connected more than most by the shared tranquility—I by the
University Pond and its environs and he by his home and its surroundings. Both of us knew the comfort of home
and what either invoked it or found it for us.
If I had shared his thoughts then, I also would’ve known that as the years grew for him, William Redford’s
earlier dismissal of such gifts had evolved into an implacable desire to capture the beauty of these things around
him, an evolution rooted perhaps in the lessons of age, an ushering of sorts into a yearning to take stock of what
he’d missed along the busy years: high school valedictorian achieved through many hours in the library, summa
cum laude in college, five years for a PhD and then the years of research to publish and the effort of lecturing and
getting tenured.
Along the way, he’d gained a wife and two children. Now if only he could be Dean of Students, a position that
required political skills rather than hard work …
But he was not a man of the world. Where would he summon the political cunning needed to win the position?
He could only wait and hope and while he waited, he wasn’t to be denied what he could claim.
So his evenings were almost invariably preceded by this visit with the outside, sitting on his rocking chair and
watching the full emptiness in front of him, his cup of tea carefully balanced in one palm, while he waited for his
wife Winnie to return from her downtown job as a legal secretary at Swift and Rich. Her hours there were long.
(As I’d learn later, she’d decided to retire in two weeks.)
It was within the context of this near religious serenity that he invited me to visit. Did he have a message there,
whether conscious or unconscious?
I sat next to him, sharing the cup of tea he’d offered. A tension remained, I could sense. Although one would
have thought an International Students Adviser would acquire the skills, he seemed to want to put me at ease
without knowing how. He started with what could be the puny transcendent concern of two men: the weather. It
was already too cold for me, I said. Wait until the winter comes and you have to deal with the snow and the
freezing weather, he said. He asked what I wanted to do. I didn’t know yet; no time to hurry, he advised, I had
plenty of time. How am I getting along so far? Trying to adjust, I said, but so far so good. I would be fine, he said
—in a month, I would be fully settled and behaving as an American. Culture shock? That was a question to be
asked at the end of my stay, for the shock, if any, of being exposed to a new culture isn’t to be measured in days or
weeks or even months, but by the depth of many years accumulated, tasted, tested, weighed, felt, loved, rejected,
hated, accepted. (Like getting to know Ed or any person.) But the shorthand for all that, which was an inadequate
prologue, was my pleasant response,
“I don’t think there’s been much of a shock yet. I have read so much about America, seen so many American
films, I had a sense of what to expect. I’m still finding it difficult to understand the American accent, however,
especially American slang.”
Very dumb, Jojo. Are you basing your expectations on the distortions of books and movies?
“Give it some time, Jojo.”
Winnie Redford emerged on the footpath. Even in the distance, her wrinkled face seemed to belie the strength
of inner spirit and the sparkle of voice I would soon hear. When she narrowed the distance, she asked,
“What have you boys been up to?”
“Jojo and me were having a bit of a chat.”
“Hi Jojo,” said Winnie Redford. “Ed told me about you. Welcome to America.”
*
The sky had turned dimmer and sunless, the previously yellow now gray, its illumination quickly burning out.
Minutes later, Winnie invited us inside for dinner. As if they knew my preference, the food was spicy. But
beyond the physical tastes, theirs was welcome company, especially Winnie’s. Still, their warmth was a bit distant,
as if guarded—almost like Yannis, although theirs didn’t invoke the same negative feelings. Instead, it seemed to
suppress spontaneity, request a façade of pleasantry to match theirs, whether or not genuine.
Perhaps it was because in some ways I felt like an art piece in a museum: under favourable but curious
scrutiny. And so it inhibited spontaneity on both sides, I thought.
I learned a bit more about Winnie’s work at Swift and Rich, and a little about their boys in college. They
conveyed a sense of deep content, as if they’d conquered or accepted all challenges and therefore transcended all
that was petty. The grace with which they ate and the calm with which they spoke seemed too casual to be
orchestrated solely for my benefit.
When I left later that evening, I had made new friends in that, despite my reservations, they made me
somewhat comfortable, made me believe in their interest in me, made me believe I could rely on them for help.
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“Come talk to me if you need anything or if you just want to talk,” Winnie Redford had said.
I felt I could achieve much at The University (or in America) with such substantive people by my side.
5
Still, I puffed with emotional exhaustion as I left the Redfords. I had struggled somewhat to maintain decorum
at a table foreign and unknown, despite the Redfords’ apparent eagerness to put me at ease.
Opposites don’t always attract, or sometimes not that easily. (Though perhaps it was wrong to think of them as
opposites.) I sought silence to recuperate from the emotional exertion, but instead I heard someone call from a
moving car:
“You want a ride, my brother?”
The car moved slowly beside me—at walking pace. A young man looked at me from the driver’s seat.
“I saw you at Orientation yesterday. I was helping out at the Black Students’ desk. You didn’t stop by our desk,
but that’s okay. Too much already to digest in your first week. Get in if you’re going up campus. That’s where I’m
headed.”
Once I sat next to him I realised how diminutive his features were (almost like Ed Palmer): a minuscule torso,
thin limbs, slender neck peaking into a slightly oversized head. Still, he spoke boomingly and confidently.
“You like it so far?” he asked.
“There's a lot to learn, but so far I’m doing all right.”
“Where’re you from?”
“Pardon me?”
“Where’re you from? You seem to have a funny accent?”
Funny? First strike, my brother.
“I’m from Ghana.”
“Ghana. That’s Africa, ain’t it?”
“Yes.”
“I’ve heard a lot about Africa. Lots of myths and voodoo and crap. Is it true?”
Oh my. Oh my.
“I see.”
“What’s your name?”
“Jojo Badu.”
“Dwayne Dray.” He said he was headed to the Afro-American Society House (or Afro-Am for short), but he
needed to stop by a dorm nearby
“For a second to see my honey. You don’t mind, do you? It’ll only take a second.”
He returned minutes later arm in arm with a woman. Lean and firm, she approached with dignity, profiled by
the moonlight, projecting ease as though sure of everything (although her perfume was heavy and too sharp as
would be expected in an overused perfume shop).
“Tanya,” she said. “Dwayne says you're a freshman?”
“Yes.”
“Well, be careful. Don’t let them teach you bad habits.” Later, as Dwayne took me to my dorm, he intimated
that although he liked Tanya, she didn’t like to party.
“Always got her head buried in a book.” He asked me to join a party at the Afro-Am the next week. But Ed
wanted me to go to a frat party with him.
“We need to meet some chicks,” Ed had said. “I need to get laid.”
I thought of Marjorie, a strong presence, but was assaulted by a gnawing weakness for female flesh. Any
female. I needed some justification. Because I was in a foreign land, betrayal would not have any meaningful
impact. I was too far removed from her that whatever I did wasn’t consequential, or even important as it would be
if it were with a Ghanaian woman.
Surely a selfish rationalization without good logic, I realised. But don’t they say what we don’t know won’t
hurt us? Marjorie, believing and trusting. How would she know?
And later the following week, two parties with two opportunities …
I compromised with Ed. I’d go with him to Frat Row but leave early to go to the Afro-Am.
We started at the very first fraternity: Kappa Kappa Kappa. It seemed the sole purpose of the large crowd there,
mostly in sweatshirts and jeans, was to drink the free beer offered in the basement, which was drunk with abandon
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and offered in an assortment of drinking games. I found the smell of stale beer unpleasant, compensated only by
its abundance. Someone approached me, his appearance so generic that although I knew I’d seen him somewhere,
I couldn’t be sure.
“Hi, I’m John Owens,” he said. “You’re in my international relations class.”
“Jojo,” I said.
“Are you thinking of rushing Kappa?”
“What’s rushing?”
“Basically trying to join the fraternity.”
“Oh … I’m not sure. I haven’t thought about it.”
“I will,” he said. “It’s a great frat. Anyway, think about it. Talk to you later.”
John moved away. He seemed to be on a mission, the way he spoke quickly, pronounced his intention and
moved on as if to repeat himself to as many would-be Kappa members as he could.
After an hour, composed mostly of Ed trying fruitlessly to seduce a number of women, we left the KKK and
went to the next fraternity house. I could tell Ed was getting drunk, as were many others there.
After incessant drinking at three fraternities, I had to leave.
I was glad. I’d met hardly any women who’d showed even the remotest interest in me. My antennae at that
time had not become sharpened enough from the lessons of experience to detect hostility, unless, of course, it was
blatantly obvious.
But my otherness seemed to weigh on me: my manner of speech, the penchant of so many either to ignore me
completely or show overt curiosity, the use of slang and phrases I didn’t know, the request to repeat my words
For the first time, I saw myself more sharply in terms of colour as a contrast to others and became self-aware
of it in a native way I’d never known before.
For the first time I sensed what it must feel like to be one of a kind among others, and not just read about it—
the nagging sense of separateness that is not proclaimed but finds its place somewhere in the psyche and somewhere else deeper still: somewhere spiritual, so debilitating, so passively wounding, so dangerous, yet so oddly
empowering and even enriching.
But now that I was headed for the Afro-Am I would be among my kind. Even if I couldn’t claim the American
part, I could claim the Afro part.
*
I therefore went with images of WEB DuBois, Malcolm X, Mohammed Ali and Martin Luther King lingering
in my mind, expecting long periods of in-depth, substantive discussion over a glass or two of wine with Louis
Armstrong playing in the background (Oh, Satchmo, how Uncle Kusi loved you). I would strip away those
inhibiting layers of otherness suffocating me on Frat Row, I would reject the self-awareness and lose myself in the
sameness of my colour and by doing so I would be able to reclaim myself.
But when I arrived in the darkened room, a sense of foreboding seemed to spread through me. The music was
loud. I believe it was something from The Supremes. The dancing was more frenetic than I could dig.
I stood there alone, not knowing what to do or how to engage in the partying. After all, I too wanted to belong,
to be hip with the in-crowd. But I was too ill prepared for it, for after propositioning three women to dance and
being rejected, I became even more clueless.
A shadow among shadows, but a distinct shadow nonetheless. What could I do?
Redemption: I saw Dwayne enter the room.
“I thought you wouldn’t make it,” I said.
“No way am I going to miss this. I’m going to make the most of it.”
“Where’s Tanya?”
“She’s in the library. Can you believe it? It’s Friday night and she’s in the library.”
He was gone and in the next instant dancing with a fetching woman, while I kept holding on to walls for long
minutes. Here, there was a distance that I couldn’t define, and perhaps it was, like air, not definable in its infinite
qualities.
The distance Frat Row had given me conferred a tangibility I could almost feel and attempt to confront. This,
however, had a seamless quality to it, an unforced presence, profiled by the oneness of colour, but each bit, if not
more, poignant and the more distressing. I had no idea how this intangible beast became a part of the party.
Perhaps I had introduced it and it existed only in my mind. Where was the large black fraternity that might
transcend continents, the glue of shared suffering and experiences? How could it be so easily usurped?
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Or was I being silly by using this party experience as a distorted microcosm of the larger one that was much
better than this portrait I was drawing?
There was such discomfort I swore I’d never go to an Afro-Am party again, thinking it was better I go where I
expected to feel different than where I didn’t expect it and felt so anyway.
*
Ed was already there when I returned to the dorm room, but he wasn’t alone. There were five others with him
seated in a circle: two women and three men. Bob Dylan’s music formed the background to their meeting. The
smell of marijuana immediately confronted me as they passed the joint among themselves. They were each
holding a beer bottle and swinging back and forth.
Ed introduced me to his friends. I didn’t pay much attention to the men, but the women …
I tried to stay resolute, but stripped too long of Marjorie’s presence, I felt lodging within me a raw attraction to
one of them.
Phoebe.
Phoebe Shaw. Her hair was just as long as Ed’s and quite stringy, except she’d tied hers into a ponytail. She
moved aside to make room for me to sit. There was something seemingly organic about her, something very
natural or rather a forced naturalness, which didn'’t matter to me at that time.
Like Marjorie, but unlike Marjorie. Where was the similarity and where was the difference? Wish it were easy
to articulate. It was clear that she wore no bra underneath her tee shirt, which did little to hold her pointed breasts
underneath. She had rolled her long dress to her knees, revealing unshaved legs and when she moved her arms up
as though to enjoy the music, her unshaved armpits matched the hairy darkness on her legs. Marjorie didn't shave
her legs either, but dark hair on dark skin didn't look as awkward as dark hair on
light skin.
On such full revelation, there was a level of a revulsion at Phoebe just as much as there was attraction. She
passed the marijuana joint to me. I declined.
“Come on,” she entreated.
Someone said something about not being too square. Phoebe passed her beer bottle to me. I hesitated a
moment, undecided. Shall I drink from the same bottle as her?
Phoebe almost pushed the bottle into my mouth, leaving me little choice but to accept it. Or rather, my choice
seemed constrained by the insistence. As I gulped, they started chanting—“Go! Go! Go!”—imploring me to finish
the half-full bottle in that one gulp.
I felt I had to oblige to compensate for declining the joint. I didn’t want to be too square, after all.
Ed retrieved additional bottles from the fridge and the carouse continued. We chugged down the seemingly
endless supply as if we were drinking water.
In an hour or so, I was completely inebriated. Through the hazed gaze of alcohol, I saw Phoebe pass me
another joint. This time it seemed worth trying. I was too drunk to care. I took some puffs and passed it around.
Swimming somewhere higher in my own head, I began to feel sick. I announced that to the group.
“You’ll be all right. This ain’t your first time, is it?” Phoebe asked.
“No,” I lied.
She moved her hand, over my hair, attempting to tousle it—female contact on a vulnerable body. A sensation
swelled inside me and I wanted to return the touch, return it to her in an innermost way.
And that was the last sensation I remember of that night.
*
When I woke up the next day I was lying naked in my bed. Ed told me that I’d passed out and they’d carried
me into bed.
“Who took my clothes off?”
“Phoebe did,” he said.
“Are you playing with me?”
“I’m serious. We put you on the bed and came back here. But Phoebe returned to the bedroom.
“‘To get you more comfortable,’ she said.”
I wasn’t sure whether to thank Ed or slap him.
“How could you let her do that?”
“Don’t get so worked up,” he said. “What do you have to hide? Hey, she was in there a long time. For all I
know, she could’ve been screwing you.”
Oh What a Night.
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My head ached as I went to work in the dish room at the cafeteria. I didn’t want to work at that moment, but
this work-study was part of my financial aid package and I couldn’t afford to jeopardise that.
6
During class the following Monday, John Owens came late and sat next to me. He fidgeted during the rest of
class and invited me to his apartment afterward, saying he had something important to discuss with me.
He came from a wealthy background, if his off campus apartment were a testament. When I sat on his couch, I
noticed a massive framed painting of a unicorn hanging on the wall facing me. It was an impressive work—a
unicorn of unsullied white standing atop a completely blackened mountain. The contrast of colours was striking.
John moved over to the painting and adjusted it.
“It never seems to hang right,” he said.
He asked me about doing an interview for The University Review.
“I want to ask you about how you feel about relationships between Africans and Afro-Americans. I hear you
two don’t like each other.”
“Who told you that? That’s just not true. In any case I can’t do it, John. For a paper like The University
Review? That would be a betrayal of my people, wouldn’t it?”
“Why? The truth is all I’m asking.” He went to readjust the painting. “If you prefer, we can keep it anonymous.
No one will have to know that it was you.”
“I’m sorry, John. I just can’t do it.”
And I had reason to reject that request, which if I'd granted would be nothing more than racial apostasy, if you
ask me.
Yet his assertion seemed germane. I felt naked; it seemed my innermost thoughts exposed when I didn’t so
wish.
Not that he was right. He’d said we didn’t like each other. Speaking for myself, that wasn’t true, but had he not
come too close to the truth?
It wasn’t dislike, but what was it?
I was ashamed of the beast that had gnawed at me at the Afro-Am party. I was so ashamed that John knew (or
suspected it) that I wanted to eliminate all remnants of it. Yet this was a beast I couldn’t kill by myself. It was as if
it had multiple lives and would require many slayers.
But it so happened that, even without my input, the article would be published the next week. In pertinent part,
it read:
Have you ever paused a minute to ponder the phenomenon of intra-racial prejudice?
The whole world proselytizes against racial prejudice, the cause celebre of the so-called black consciousness
movement. But how about black on black prejudice?
Let us set aside the varying degrees of prejudice by Negroes against each other based on shades of skin colour.
There exists another mutation of black against black discrimination that remains ignored.
Have you ever stopped a minute to ask an African student on campus how he feels about Afro-American
students and vice versa?
Last month, I was tipped off by an African student—who asks for anonymity in fear of the ostracism that will
otherwise follow—of the frustration of Africans on campus.
Africans are frustrated because they do not quite fit in with white students. At the same time, they can find no
sanctuary among American Negroes because the latter, for one reason or the other, tend to deprecate their African
counterparts. A number of Africans feel that black Americans relegate them to second-class status. Says one
African student,
“American blacks don’t like us because we represent everything that they don’t want to be, everything the
society has taught them they have to run away from. They blame us for befriending white students, but they don’t
accept us as we are. In fact, I find more white than black American students interested in my background in
Africa. Some of them even continue to blame us for selling their ancestors into slavery. Perhaps I simplify. It is a
complex relationship, but one thing is for sure: it is not an easy relationship.”
As it stands, it seems a lot of enmity has been generated on campus among black students, at least among the
Africans towards black Americans.
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Dwayne called me.
“Brother, what’s going on?” He was enraged.
“What do you mean?”
“You tell me! What’s this I just read in The University Review? What have you been telling them?”
“Me? Telling them? What makes you think I’ve been telling them anything?”
“You’re saying you haven’t spoken with them?”
“That’s exactly what I’m saying.”
“Well, one of you Africans have.”
“What makes you say that? Don’t you think it could all have been made up?”
“No way some of this could’ve been just made up. Someone told. If you feel that way, why can’t you talk to
me? Did you have to go talk to them?
“Come on, Jojo. Talk to me. Brother to brother. I don’t care if it’s the way you feel. If even one African on
campus feels that way, I want to know. Do you … I mean do some Africans on campus really feel that way?”
“There’s some truth in it, you know. How come more white students seem interested in me, my background?
Why do I have more white than Afro-American friends?”
“Are you fooled by these white boys and their girls? You think it’s because they love you or because they see
you as an exotic object of interest? Like a mascot, a curiosity …”
“I don’t know, Dwayne. I can’t assign motive, ill or not. I can’t read minds. I can only react to what I know,
what I see, what I hear.”
“Well, perhaps you should give it a bit more thought, assign motives. Think history, your history, my history,
our history and experience with white folks. Put it in that context.”
“Our history? Dwayne, yours and mine are very different.”
“What are you talking about? Black history is what it is.”
“Yes, but where does it converge and where does it diverge? We have to admit that at least—we have to
recognise the differences between us—the Diaspora and the mother continent.
“I didn’t before, not when I first arrived in this country, but I think I’m learning. I am learning to accept that I
am African and you are American and that we will be connected by ancestry, colour, but that we are also different. You were born here, raised here. There is an American prism that affects your view of things, no matter
how it may be affected by your qualified status as an Afro-American. Your Afroness is qualified and influenced by
your American-ness.
“For me, the prism is African, Ghanaian. If we expect sameness from each other, we will forever be in friction.” Dwayne didn’t reply for seconds.
“Well, then,” he said after a while, “can you try and see where I’m coming from and perhaps I too try and
understand you?”
“Sure, Dwayne.”
“But you know what’s really sad?” he asked. “A white boy’s article got us into this conversation.”
*
Dwayne invited me to listen to Martin Luther King’s I Have a Dream speech in his dorm.
I was obliged to accept the invitation and I was glad I did. Hardly had I seen a public figure display such
eloquence, grace, charisma and sheer conviction. I was moved.
“I too have a dream,” Dwayne said after the speech. “It is a dream rooted in a World Dream. I have a dream
that someday the children of Afro-American blacks will hold hands with the children of Africans and proclaim
free at last, thank God almighty, we are free at last.”
*
Next time we met he’d invited me to a football game with his girlfriend Tanya.
“Don’t you want privacy?”
“You’re crazy? Privacy at a football game?”
“I don’t understand the game.”
“I’ll show you what it’s all about.”
I was bored in the beginning, as watching oversized men crowd around, make noises, line up, throw balls,
catch balls, get hit and fall mightily didn’t appeal to me. Where was the grace and skill of real football, which
Dwayne insisted wasn’t football at all but soccer?
“American football is the real thing, brother,” he said.
Dwayne was too involved in the game to explain it to me, happy to relinquish that task to Tanya.
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It was libidinal, not spiritual, my interest in Tanya—not the way I felt with Marjorie. I needed some release. I
was finding attractive just about any woman who paid me the slightest attention. Between Dwayne and Tanya, she
was, in my reasoning, the calmer of the two, and the more patient. She explained every move, every call, every
stop and start.
I was continuing to fall in lust with Tanya. She seemed without pretense, so genuine and loving and lovable. I
wanted to return that love, even though I knew hers was not lustful.
What unknown territories lay behind that sweetness? What pleasures underneath that charm?
An unknown sense told me she knew my interest—and enjoyed it. Temptation!
But two things forestalled me: my conscience (because she was Dwayne’s girlfriend) and my lack of guts
(because she overwhelmed me).
By the second half, I was following the action and a bit more interested in the game. After it was over, they
invited me to Tanya’s room. There, Dwayne insisted I had to find an American woman.
“I have a girlfriend at home.”
“Come on, you think she’s just waiting for you?”
“Sure, she is.” He asked Tanya to set me up with one of her friends.
“Do you want me to, Jojo?” she asked.
“Sure he wants you to,” Dwayne said.
“Won’t you let the man speak for himself?”
“He’s going to act all shy and shifty. Just do it.”
“All right, all right … I’ll introduce him to Deirdre.”
“Hell, no! Not her.”
“What’s wrong with Deirdre?”
“She’s butt ugly. I’m gonna have to set him up myself.”
*
I didn’t want to overstay my welcome. I left them without thinking much about Dwayne's promise. But a week
later he came knocking.
“Hey, Jojo,” he said, “I’ve got something for you to do.”
He wouldn’t tell me what.
He walked outside, I followed. Dwayne eyed me mischievously, maintaining a disquieting silence. We emerged on The University Park. For a while we stood motionless, simply squinting into the open air. The park was
unusually busy at that time, as students roamed it, mostly drenched in sweat from the non-seasonal heat. Here,
boys displayed upper naked torsos and the fat and muscles that embroidered them and girls showed as much of
their legs and chests as seemed allowable.
A lady approached us, rising from a bench nearby. A sudden gush of wind ventured into her skirt and lifted it
slightly, briefly exposing her thin thighs.
“What do you think?” Dwayne asked me.
“She’s not bad,” I said. He snapped,
“What’re you talking about? This sister is fine.”
Dwayne walked towards her and whispered in her ear. Soon, they were talking like old acquaintances, but
outside my earshot.
Dwayne threw his arms around, shifted his body in different poses, rapidly wore and discarded varying facial
expressions as if he was trying to impress an important point. They both looked in my direction, slightly embarrassing me. They started walking towards me.
I studied her. Her hair was so closely cropped that I could almost see her scalp. Like Marjorie, the little she had
glistened under the sun’s brightness. Her forehead was broad and her eyebrows appeared to have been brushed
over a long time into perfect place. She was lithe by my measure, but projected strength and pulchritude.\fn { Beauty}
She came closer and smiled. I did too. Simultaneously we clasped hands.
“Joan,” she said. “And you call yourself?”
“Actually, I don’t call myself.” She laughed at my caricature of a clichéd joke.
“I love your voice. It’s so … so strong.”
Dwayne insisted that we sit for a while. I didn’t want to seem interested, mindful of the need to show loyalty to
Marjorie. Darling, they are putting too much pressure on me.
We sat, the three of us and spoke for at least an hour. As we were parting, Joan said,
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“There’s a party at the University Commons on Saturday. Want to come with me?”
“Yes.” Forgive me.
*
I could hardly void my mind of Joan the next few days, which reduced me to a sweet-misery, a mysterious
excitement.
An American woman for me! How could I not embrace the excitement? Sorry, Marjorie, the invitation is too
enticing. I tried to plan every move of the coming seduction, yet I hadn’t a clue. I was on terra nova but refused to
compromise my pride by asking Dwayne or Ed for help.
I went to fetch Joan at her dorm room and we walked together to the University Commons. I had the first
dance with her and then she got too busy: one man after another asked to dance with her and she obliged them.
She would come to me between dances, puffing and sweating and asking,
“Are you having fun?” Obliging the polite voice in me, I said the expected “Yes,” my impression being that
she didn’t realise what she was doing. I suspected that Joan was in a constant state of fantasy, which she assumed
everyone shared with her, for how could she not discern my misery in seeing her yield one after the other to every
male’s request to dance? Their language, again, being too glib for me to imitate, I felt the outsider looking in,
helpless to arrest the tide.
My imagined seduction stayed imaginary—mind proposes, reality disposes. But shouldn’t I have blamed myself? What was I doing here when Marjorie held my bond, my covenant to remain faithful, sealed by blood?
Joan asked that I walk her home when the party ended. I felt incapable, dwindled out of her league. I had not a
chance. But I played the gentleman, walking her to her door and bidding her goodbye.
“Not even a kiss?” she asked. “Oh, you Africans.”
How could she expect a kiss when she’d hardly paid any attention to me all night? I obliged her with a kiss, a
long tongue ballet. Now she had me aroused, ready to consummate what she had so strongly awoken. I reached
for the straps of her dress, my conscience (in light of Marjorie) killed by this lustful drive.
But she stopped me.
“No, I have to wake up early tomorrow. Goodnight.”
What kind of teasing was that? Is this how American women are? I wondered. To lead you to the brink and not
let you fall in, seeing the mighty rivers and not swimming?
I left with a swollen penis. Given that she seemed so friendly with other men, given the alienation she made
me feel when with her in the company of others, I decided I better not expect anything from her. I made no attempt to pursue her.
Perhaps it was fear, perhaps it was my conscience reawakened. I tried to avoid her, as she always reminded me
of failure. Exactly what the failure was, I couldn’t grasp. It wasn’t the failure to bed her, for that feeling dissipated
with the night.
Might it have been all those men I saw her with, who seemed to be so easeful in her company and she with
them? Was it that her attraction continued to nag me even as I tried to ignore her?
Attraction, that beguiling phantom that is now here, now gone, now strong, now weak. Was it deceiving me
into thoughts of failure because I couldn’t or wouldn’t pursue her as I was expected to? Was I just too weak for
not trying (whatever the legitimacy of the reason)?
*
Joan left me exhausted with thought. Unable to resolve Joan, I imagined Phoebe instead.
What had happened the night she undressed me? Had she, as Ed half-jestingly suggested, taken my manhood
into her while I lay unconscious? The image was pregnant enough to birth further images of her, a fully clothed,
hairy woman, white as air, bent over my prostrate body, her body drinking from its dark spouts as I still lay
drugged unconscious but alive.
If it was a mere imagination or a reality reconstructed, I didn’t know. But I journeyed joyously in the thought
that it could have happened, making me wonder what it would be like to bed Phoebe or one like her.
*
When I next saw Joan she was eating solo in the dining room. I was with a couple of my friends.
She eyed me without acknowledging my greeting, as if I’d done something awful that required recrimination.
That was sufficient thought to keep me thinking all through lunch. From time to time, I tried furtively to observe
her. I knew she knew I was pilfering occasional glimpses, but she did not look in my direction once.
I was intrigued by her behaviour. I wanted to ask her why. I waited until lunch was over.
“Hello,” I said. She looked up at me.
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“Yes?” I was even more puzzled.
“Is something wrong?”
“Huh?”
“You ignore me.” She shrugged.
This was cruel. Indifference gestured, not even spoken; at best, ambiguity well controlled. I went on,
“Why?”
“What do you want from me?”
Words at last. I couldn’t believe the pretense—as if nothing had happened before. What of the mighty kiss?
“Joan … thought—”
“You thought what?”
My pride had suffered enough.
“I’ll see you later.”
She said nothing.
*
I left her, even though thoughts of her remained. At work that evening in the kitchen, the heat of the
dishwashing machine unfavorably encircling me, dishes coming at speed over the conveyor belt as I tried to toss
wasted food off the plates, the stereo in the room blasting at full volume, I thought of Joan.
As I fed the machine, unloaded and cleaned the tops of plates and wiped them, as well as the sweat on my
face, I thought of Joan.
Later, as I studied for my class quizzes, I thought of Joan.
Could I ever have her? Occasionally I managed to replace the recurring image of Joan with Phoebe’s. I wrote
a series of letters to Marjorie in a mighty outburst of emotionally charged literary energy.
*
When I next saw Joan, she was walking to class as I was, only in the opposite direction. After her last reject ion, I was disinclined even to acknowledge her.
“Jojo!” she yelled, and then with a softened voice added,
“How are you?”
She was smiling at me: a large, seemingly genuine smile; a bright infectious smile that gladdened my heart.
I would have liked to mimic her treatment of me, but I couldn’t because of the way she projected her warmth to
me, hugging me even.
“How’ve you been?” she restated her question.
“I’m doing well,” I said with a slight hint of restored pride.
“Haven’t seen you in a long time. We should do something one of these days, you know. Like go see a movie
or go out to dinner or something.”
“Sure,” I said, though afraid to turn the suggestion into an invitation. She didn’t either.
“I’ll call you or something,” she said. Or something: a negation expressed as a positive and the more deceitful
because of its ambiguity.
“Okay.” She rubbed my cheeks.
“You take care.”
Hope rekindled.
*
“I’m falling in love,” I told Ed, but was I?
“Go for it.”
*
When I told Dwayne in Tanya’s presence, he encouraged me, but she suggested I forget Joan. Her friend
Deirdre would be a better match. Against Dwayne’s protestations she invited Deirdre to have lunch with us.
Now, trying to be polite, I have searched the dictionary for an alternative word to best describe Deirdre without
sounding cruel. Alas, I must say, there’s only one word that best describes her: ugly. (Notice that I have gener ously withheld the word hideous, though it could be applied.) Capitalise and underscore ugly and put it in bold
and hang it out. That was Deirdre.
But she was one of the nicest persons I’d ever met. It wasn’t forced, either. There was a natural ease and
pleasantness about her that ought to have overshadowed the ugliness and in a small measure, it did.
But how does one really fail to react to that ugly face, atop an ugly neck sitting over a completely misshapen
body?
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“What do you think?” Tanya asked me later on.
“She’s nice.”
“I told you she’s nice. She likes you. You think you’d like to go out with her?”
“I’m not sure.”
“Why not?”
“Because she’s ugly, that’s why.”
Dwayne rescued me.
“Come on, guys, she’s a great girl.”
Neither\fn{The text has, ungrammatically: None} of us responded.
“Oh well, I tried.”
*
But my hope in Joan was misplaced. She was like sun and moon. Sometimes she shunned me completely;
sometimes she embraced me with niceties. I couldn’t tell which version of her I'd encounter or when. Because of
that uncertainty, I had something akin to fear of her, found her more and more attractive and pined to be with her,
but detested her because of her double-edged treatment.
She was an enigma beyond my understanding.
*
I sought Mburu’s advice at the next International Students Association party.
“She’s bad news. Leave her alone.”
“But she’s so pretty.”
“Don’t let that fool you. She’s got a reputation for being bitchy.”
Was that all the fault he could find? I was willing to live with bitchy if Joan would just let me into her realm,
even if to its fringes.
I craved her. I wasn’ t sure if this was love or a desire to solve a riddle that seemed unsolvable.
Yannis came around asking if we were enjoying the party. I answered politely, fighting hard to shed my dislike
of him. The main event comprised a poetry reading by an ISA member from Bangladesh and sitar playing by an
Indian followed by an Indian dance they called kuchipudi. Before the night closed, Yannis invited me to the next
ISA meeting.
“You don’t want to miss this one,” he said. “If you can only come to one ISA meeting, this should be it.”
The way he said it, I knew he was planning something important. I asked him, but he wouldn’t say. It was a
month away and he already had me eager and impatient. I hated the bastard for it.
*
I struggled to stay faithful to Mburu’s advice.
As it was, my days got even busier as classes became more intense, midterm exams approached and I juggled
this with work in the dish room. Not that I worked long hours, but they were physically exhausting. The first
midterms were intense.
“Don’t take them for granted,” Mburu advised. “You’ve got to study hard. Show them what we Africans are
made of.”
I studied hard, perhaps harder than needed and was exhausted.
It was after that that my dorm organised its post-midterm party. It was opened to all. Beers and mixed, often
vile, liquors were abundant. Ed was drunk within minutes and puking within an hour. I drank a little more slowly,
but under the encouragement of my dorm mates, I too was gone soon enough and puking as well.
I didn’t remember much of it after the first regurgitation. I only remember liquor and vomit and vague matters,
like Ed telling me, “I’m going to get laid tonight.” I’d heard that before and didn’t believe it, based on his track
record.
I attempted conversation with some of the women. I knew I was incomprehensible. I would later remember a
kiss on the cheek, more like a kiss of sympathy rather than desire and then everything was a blur, except the
reborn image of Phoebe and me.
Where was she, anyway? I must have made it to my bed and passed out as that’s where I woke up, fully
clothed.
The next morning, the bathroom was full of vomit and half empty glasses of beer, some spilled on the floor.
The intolerable smell of stale vomit, spit and beer was nauseating. I could barely stand it enough to brush my
teeth and rush out, my head aching, hoping that the janitor would clean the mess sooner than later. I pitied her. I
noticed Ed sprawled on the couch in the living room.
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“So did you get laid?”
“This place is insane. I don’t know what a guy has to do to get some.”
And this was supposed to be the era of free sex. Some kind of sexual revolution for me …
*
I went to William Redford’s, having earlier accepted an invitation from Winnie. The bridge to his home still
seemed infirm. Why couldn’t he just fix the damn thing? Or was it not so easily done?
It was a short lunch and the Redfords seemed more relaxed than before.
I met Phoebe on my way back.
“I’m going to a rally downtown,” she said. “You wanna come?”
“No.”
“Come on, Jojo.”
“I’m exhausted, Phoebe.”
“It won’t take long. Come on.”
I saw little way to wiggle out. She slid her fingers into mine as we walked to the rally. (Why was she holding
my hand? Was she verifying Ed’s account of the night I first met her?)
I didn’t even know what the rally was about, but it wouldn’t matter. The closeness to Phoebe seemed ample
reason. She was too casual about it though, the way she might hold a brother.
*
Jim Swift, the rally’s organiser, a giant of a man, walked confidently towards the podium as the sun beat on his
neck and glistened on his face. He adjusted his tie and smiled as the applause rose from the crowd. His smile
seemed to blossom into a grin as though he was the true embodiment of the introductory remarks lauding his
achievement as outstanding citizen, accomplished lawyer and philanthropist.
I saw Winnie Redford in the crowd. She walked over.
“I worked for Mr. Swift before I retired,” she said.
Why hadn’t she invited me to the rally? Or did she think it inappropriate? I introduced her to Phoebe, as Jim
Swift began to speak.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he said, “as president of the Association for the Underprivileged, I am very pleased to
be here with you today. ‘
A ripple of applause rose and intensified. Jim Swift held out his hand to indicate that he wanted quiet, but the
crowd ignored him for a full minute.
“I am particularly pleased because we are here in honour of a great cause. Let me begin first by thanking you
all for coming to help raise funds for the underprivileged, those who cannot afford the basic necessities of life. In
a small town like ours, it is difficult to appreciate the problem. We tend to be a very blessed community. But you
don’t have to travel far from here to some of our bigger cities to see the afflictions some of our fellow citizens
face—homelessness, say. Let’s not be tempted by our own luxury to ignore these less fortunate people. I say it’s
not right for us to live large while others live so small. Let’s give and give generously.”
Jim Swift went on for a while, touching, incongruously it seemed, on the need to protest unjust wars like the
Vietnam War, before concluding,
“So I say as human beings it is our moral responsibility to help our less privileged friends. As president of the
Association for the Underprivileged, I call on you now to do this three mile walk with me, a walk to show our
dedication to the cause and draw attention to the plight of those we want to help so that others might get involved.
As you all can judge from my frame, this walk is not an easy undertaking for me.”
Invoking laughter from the crowd, Jim Swift descended from the podium. I thought well of him for his
compassion. Phoebe held my hand as we walked on and Winnie winked at me as if to say, What are you up to?
7
At the next ISA meeting, which he’d made me anticipate so much, Yannis called matters to order to determine
what new name would be assigned the Brewer House for International Students.
I was relaxed amid familiar people, voices and accents. After all, here’s where I felt most comfortable, not due
to the politics, which never really appealed to me, but the people I’d met. They were so diverse, so interesting, so
boring, so exciting, so smart, so stupid, so cosmopolitan, so bucolic, so sophisticated—a group as united in its
alien solidarity as much as it was divided by its cultural differences.
Here, the world was a microcosm relived in the portion of the student body designated by its hosts as alien.
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Here, aliens met and spoke to each other, but even here, there was alienation within. Aliens among aliens.
The Indians kept together more than they interacted with the Pakistanis and vice versa; the Africans were more
comfortable with one another than with the Mexicans and vice versa; the bulk of the Europeans hardly mixed with
the rest of the group.
This was, it appeared, a preferred sub-alienation.
Although social interaction was commonplace, certain other things seemed taboo. For example, inter-group
dating was rare. And yet within this intricate makeup of unspoken dos and don’ts were occasional exceptions. It
would be difficult to draw a straight line through this matrix—the zigzagging was undeniable.
But the common glue was the alienation imposed on us all, which therefore guaranteed a sort of charming
solidarity within the international students, so that one could relax on the sofa and watch television with students
from Malaysia after a meal of nasi dagang and curry tuna fish; or spiced ceviche with its onions, garlic and red
peppers; or share in Mburu’s favourite of ugali or chapati that he liked to serve with hot stew.
Within this group, I too found some kind of refuge. On many occasions, I would saunter to the Brewer House
for International Students and hold long conversations. There was always someone there, no matter the time as it
also doubled as a residential house for some of the students. How could I not be drawn to this place where I could
kick off my shoes and lie on the sofa, where I wasn’t too concerned who might catch me picking my nose or when
a careless fart might escape me?
I had been invited several times to the ISA meetings where they discussed the state of international students on
campus and devoted some time as well to political matters. I had never gone, more concerned with my quest to
become familiar with Americans and things American. But after Yannis’s impassioned request, I felt obliged to
attend. I was intrigued as I was hoping to get to like Yannis.
What a day I’d chosen.
*
Unknown to me, a clamour for change had gathered speed and caught up with unfolding events.
Brewer House, which we’d all enjoyed, now stood on the precipice of infamy. ISA history was about to be
buried (or perhaps reborn after a dormant period).
Brewer House, where we'd gathered in our foreign-ness to commiserate, share meals and find routes to connect
to one another; where romances were made and split, friendships nurtured and deserted, debates made and
aspirations shared, hoarded a secret that was about to erupt like lava. It had a name and like all things with a past,
a history that shadowed the present. And now had come the day to wrestle from the building the name, revealed
like a sordid detail from the past:
Charles Brewer was a slave owner who’d made a large donation to The University.
That was the extent of the detail.
Someone had actually taken the time to research the name. This, after all, was a time of agitation and unrest,
when all things were open to scrutiny. Yannis called a group together and promulgated his findings.
“When we found out, it was as though The University was holding us in contempt by granting as the gathering
home of its international students a building named after a man who had owned slaves.”
(Although this fact seemed the prevailing point, what would we have done if it were named Thomas Jefferson
or even George Washington, say? Brewer seemed unsung and therefore, an easy target.)
Yannis was gesturing, yelling almost:
“We can’t allow ourselves to be insulted by such viciousness. Can you believe it? That these urchins will ask
us to live in a building named after a slave owner?”
The ISA erupted with moans of disgust. One student, bespectacled and soft spoken, stood up amid the formless
clamour, her voice shaking with nerves and attempted a defense.
“Should it really matter to us? As we are just guests in this country, should we worry what buildings are named
after whom?”
“Nonsense!” Yannis exploded. “What utter nonsense is that?”
I hated Yannis for this outburst. Was this really necessary? Ought we not to engage in more civil discourse?
She tried to counter, but the vocal rejection of her only mounted in the room.
“Sit down!” someone even yelled from among the group without showing his face. There appeared to be
genuine anger, unleashed and worsened now by what seemed an unsustainable apology. Her voice certainly
couldn’t match the surrounding vehemence. The mounting tension couldn’t be stopped, just channeled into a
different energy. Yannis did that by asking for a vote on the name.
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“I propose we vote to change the name to the Fidel Castro House.” He truly was taking his current while it
served. And the chorus that followed was booming.
“Let’s take the vote! Let’s take the vote!”
The force of the mob, whether reasonable or not, was unleashed and mischief would have to take what course
it willed. I knew even then that this was the brewing pot of controversy.
At that time, to name a building in a prestigious American university after Fidel Castro, was as daring as it was
defiant. It wouldn’t matter what the name was being changed from if Castro was what it would become. Another
student stood, his voice visibly shaking from the isolation of his position within the crowd, (to me, he seemed
bold after what had happened to the earlier voice of dissent).
“How can we even think it? How can we name this house after Fidel Castro? Don’t—”
“Sit down, motherfucker!”
A voice that might have been Yannis’s yelled—for he had set the tone and others followed. At first, this was a
solo voice, perhaps because it stunned the group with its boldness, but then it was joined by a large number of
students shouting
“Sit down! Sit down!”
The dissenter did, seeming bewildered by the angry chant. And then when the expurgation ended, someone
seconded Yannis’s move to take the vote.
*
I didn’t know how to vote. I was caught in that tide of revolutionary fervour, in rebellion and resistance, in the
passion and energy of the moment, but I was restrained somewhat by the inevitable anger I knew it would create. I
tried to rely on my conscience, but it too was as jumbled as my fears.
The others must have known it too, but some of them would relish the confrontation. When I put paper to pen,
I drew a zero, a neutrality that was in fact a nothingness, like Joan’s “something,” a betrayal of emptiness (or
rather a tribute to it), for I had nothing to offer.
No Yes or No for me.
Minutes later, the votes were counted. The International Students Association had just voted by a ninety-five
per cent margin to rename its meeting place the Fidel Castro House. The first salvo had just been fired. How far
would it resound?
Troubled, I left and went to troubled sleep.
*
That night, as I later learned, a group of international students stripped the shingle hanging from the front of
the International Students House and marched to The University president’s residence. They held the inanimate
object as if it were a sacrificial animal, pulling on it, from time to time stepping and spitting on it. Brewer was
theirs to destroy.
And they also carried a black cross. It seemed this was not a spontaneous outburst from the energies of the
moment, but a preplanned action.
“We shall overcome!” they sang underneath black hoods donned over their heads, possessed by the
indomitable spirit of protest. From his front yard, they demanded to see the president with loud yells hurled at his
residence.
It was almost midnight. Either as an act of foolish bravery or misguided trust in his students, the president
stepped out to confront them.
At first, he showed just concern as a father would over an unknown tremour suddenly seizing his children. But
because he didn’t know the force of the tremour, he was unprepared to deal with it. He might as well have bared
his naked vulnerability to them.
Underneath the calmness was the casual roots of authority that hinge on arrogance, a familiarity with
subservience that assumes too much; but boldness that dissolves outside its tight familiar funnel.
There, under the moon glow, they presented him with the shingle bearing the name of Charles Brewer and told
him he could hang it on his residence if he so chose, but no way was it going to continue to foul the International
Students House. He might as well have been Charles Brewer, for in their vision at that moment, he was no
different, be it kinship acquired through colour, silence or indifference. If he presided over such an atrocity, he
was the atrocity.
They continued to yell at him when he expected a calm conversation, even debate.
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The president, apparently shaken, asked for names. He got none as by then his authority had shrunk before the
students, even if for that moment only. He asked for calm, he got none either as students hollered about The
University’s retention of such racist legacies. And then the revelation was made to him:
“We have renamed the International Students House the Fidel Castro House.”
“What?”
A ‘What?’ restrained by dawning fear. The president was diminished (in his own mind, at least) and appeared
wounded, helpless and susceptible—a bleeding worm amid hungry sharks. The momentary loss of power perplexed him and the situation escaped his control.
His vulnerability became even more pronounced. This was serious stuff. Fidel Castro?
But perhaps more seriously, the students planted the black cross in his yard, despite the president’s feeble
protests, doused it with gasoline and set it on fire.
The president recoiled, holding the shingle as though it were a delicate child. He was completely without ammunition as he headed back to his residence, pale as the moon that lay lonely in the dark night. By the time the
campus police arrived, not a single student stood in the yard.
The police gazed at a lone black cross burning blacker still. They too seemed wounded, helpless and
susceptible.
*
Much later after subsequent events happened, Professor Redford told me about them as he had either heard or
witnessed them unfold. The president of The University summoned the president of the International Students
Association to find the details.
The two presidents were firm but honest with each other; yet at that moment, neither knew which of them was
the more powerful. Was it the one who led the entire university or the one who led a faction that had in the eyes of
the other become wayward, loose, untamed and dangerous, a poison that could ooze outward? Poison, after all,
didn’t need to acquire the size of its victim as a tiny drop could cause such rippling damage.
The student president told what had happened. The International Students House no longer answered to a slave
owner, but a liberator. The other president was infuriated and needed action. For the moment, though, he was
stalled, unsure.
The next person he summoned was International Students Adviser William Redford.
*
“Did you know anything about this outrage, William?”
“No,” said a shaken William Redford. “I’m just finding out myself.”
“And what do you propose we do about it?”
“We just ignore it. It will pass like anything else so foolish.”
“What, William? We can’t take this sitting down. I want the vote withdrawn and I want it done immediately.
Do you know how outrageous this is? Do you realize how it will look to the outside world? I will have no choice
but to take very serious disciplinary action unless something happens, something dramatic. I want a recantation
and an apology from the International Students Association! I want the cross burners dismissed!”
“But how do you propose we do that? As I understand it the vote was almost unanimous.”
“Find a way, William! Find a way! I want this thing dealt with before the week is over.”
*
William, charged to find a way; William, eyeing the soon-to-open position of Dean of Students and not
wanting to rile the man he believed could grant him that job; William, perplexed by the audacity of the act,
concerned that the organization he advised could prove his undoing.
William was thinking. How was he to deliver this miracle in a climate charged so heavily with rebellion and
with history made to stand on its head? It was a challenge that in his mind could do or undo his march to become
Dean.
Thus charged, he had to excel at the task. He had no choice. He was obsessed with the challenge but he
couldn’t mould the solution in his mind. This endeavour, like a minefield, seemed so fraught with unseen dangers.
The first day came and went and he still hadn’t found a solution, though he craved one, not until he passed me
by in the library, his head bent low, forehead furrowed with concern, shoulders bowed with what I considered
defeat: clearly a body and mind weighed down by absorbing thought.
And in my polite way I said hello to him.
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I said it twice before he could snap from his tunneled concern and that was when it occurred to him that there
was a way out. His mind worked quickly once the idea came to him: I would lead that egress from the tunnel, he
decided.
He greeted me in return and said nothing more at the time. But that afternoon, I got the summons to his office.
He made no attempt, despite his penchant for diplomacy and ambiguity, to disguise his purpose.
“Jojo,” he welcomed me with the legendary firm American handshake that left my hand smarting a little. “I
need your help with this imbroglio that the international students have stirred.”
“Imbroglio, professor?”
“Yes … Yes … You can understand that The University can’t allow this to stand. I just read the story in the
New York Times. Can you believe that it’s already made it to the New York Times? How they got wind of it, I don’t
know. The school is getting some very bad publicity for this mess the ISA has created.”
I noticed he didn’t mention the cross burning. Deliberate error? Omission or commission?
“Castro? Here’s a man who stands for everything anti-American. I need not repeat what he’s done, seizing
American property—and don’t forget the ignominy of the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Jojo, even the US government will
be furious with us if we let this stand.
“Now, we all have our interests here. As adviser to the ISA, I have my responsibility. I must preserve the name
and face of The University. You must help your friends at the International Students Association before this thing
goes too far.
“Who knows what kind of anti-American charges may be leveled against the international students involved in
this? Who knows what claims of conspiracy may be leveled against the ISA? And who knows at what level that
might happen?
“You, I know, are the voice of reason. I know you’re tactful and sharp. I need you to prevail on the
international students to do two things.”
“Me?”
“You must renounce this name change, reverse the decision and render an apology to The University.”
“Me?”
“I don’t mean you personally. I’m talking about the International Students Association.”
“But I’m not the one to make that decision.”
“I understand that, but you are part of the ISA. You have friends in the ISA. You can talk to those spear heading
this thing.
“Apply your diplomacy, Jojo. You’ve got what it takes. I mean, who could tell whether this mess could be
deemed seditious—or I mean whatever. You know, I can’t guarantee anything.
“And you know how The University has been generous with its financial aid package. Can The University
continue to maintain such aid if the screws begin to tighten from Washington? And believe me, it will if nothing
happens and this thing stands.”
*
Three words hammered at me: group, conspiracy and sedition. And looming behind it was financial aid. I was
at The University on financial aid (loans, grants and work-study).
I couldn’t believe those words had been used so carelessly, interspersed though they were throughout the short
speech. And come to consider it, I was a member of the International Students Association. Group—guilty as
charged. I was there when the vote was taken, even though I’d not voted for it.
But how could I prove that in a secret ballot? Maybe, guilty as charged.
Conspiracy—could be guilty, depending on who interpreted the facts.
And could it not be argued that given the recent historic tension and attempted ostracism of Cuba such an open
endorsement of its leader was directly counter to the stated interests of the United States and therefore even
against its stability? Sedition—perhaps a stretch, but in a time of nervous nationalism, could be guilty as charged.
Financial aid—without it, I couldn’t afford to continue at The University.
Maybe it was fear or even something more—plain paranoia—but he had my attention.
“What are you proposing, sir?”
“I want your leadership. I will do what I can to get you the support of the other ISA members. I want you to
lead the ISA to a vote that reverses its decision.
“Now, I’m a reasonable person. I know the name Brewer offends most people, so I’m not asking you to go
back to that name. The vote will simply revoke the Fidel Castro name and rename the building the International
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Students House until such time as The University renames it. And finally, I want you to seek a vote calling for an
apology to The University.
“Now, I’m not seeking humiliation here. All I want is for you to state that the ISA apologizes for having
attempted to change the name if its house without going through the proper channels. I also want the ISA to
apologize for other acts on the night of the vote inconsistent with civility.”
So that’s what he preferred to call it: acts inconsistent with civility.
“This is a difficult task, sir. The vote was …”
He smiled.
“I won’t throw you to the wolves without help. You will have enough votes to prevail. Trust me. I guarantee
you that.”
*
And he did, but not without leaving me to sweat under the specter of ostracism. How could I defy the Interna tional Students Association with the call he demanded? And if I did, how would I ever be able to reenter the
building, or commingle with the people there?
Much as I disliked Yannis and would have liked an opportunity to oppose him, this was not the fight I wanted.
It was a very heavy burden, but it was countervailed by the threat William Redford had so deftly and implicitly
shot at me. Whether from weakness or self-preservation, I had to find a way.
My strategy was simple and probably flawed, yet it was that simplicity that would rescue it (in addition, of
course, to the help from William). In the same way William had targeted me, I would reach out to the more
moderate members of the ISA.
A gamble, a risk, but what choice did I have?
*
The first person I called was Jose, a quiet and retiring Peruvian student. Plus, he was active in the Latin
American Students Association as its vice president. He rejected my suggestion. I called ten others, only one
agreed with me.
I was defeated. I called William Redford.
“I’m getting nowhere,” I told him.
“With whom have you spoken?”
Guilty as I felt, I divulged the names. And within a day, I was deluged with phone calls. No less than thirty (out
of an ISA population of about seventy).
We were getting close.
Jose, obviously having changed his mind, suggested we call an emergency meeting of the ISA. He would guarantee the full attendance of members of his association. The meeting would be fully attended. It was scheduled to
be held in two days.
*
Yannis was furious, looking as though he could do murder, sternly eyeballing us one after the other. How dare
we do this? Despite my dislike for him, I could empathize with his fury and if circumstances were otherwise I’d
wish for his success. But circumstances not being otherwise, I had to hold firm when he confronted me.
“We need to reconsider this decision,” I said. “It was too rash.”
But my reasoning would not quench an anger stemming from what he perceived as a direct threat to his authority, a betrayal rooted in his belief that a united front in favor of a morally superior cause was being perverted by
pressure from outside the ISA.
But whether he liked it or not, there was a movement underway he couldn’t control. The president of the
university held more strings than the president of the ISA. There was no room for manoeuvre when the strings
were so securely controlled. The greater puppeteer was at work.
Despite Yannis’s frantic appeals and protests, the meeting ensued as scheduled. He held in his anger, but it was
clear that it was only a matter of time before it spilled over.
*
The meeting was tense. Uncomfortable as the lead speaker for the occasion, I stood to introduce the motion.
My strength was my voice, which conveyed weight, even if it shook nervously. Mburu winked at me from the
gathered group as if to say that I was doing fine.
“Last week,” I said, “this association decided to rename this building the Fidel Castro House. Whether or not I
personally admire the man is of no consequence. Given the climate we find ourselves in and as guests of a nation
so opposed to the man, I move that we vote to annul that vote.
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“Second, I move that we vote to leave the ISA house unnamed until such time as a mutually acceptable name
can be found for it.
“Finally, I move that we vote to apologize to The University for not going through the proper channels in
taking the vote in the first place and for later engaging in acts inconsistent with civility.”
William Redford couldn't have echoed himself better.
The ISA president objected:
“That is just ridiculous! This is a sad apology for the system. Who are you afraid of, man? These are
descendents of pimps and prostitutes who’ve been screwing us over again and again?”
One American student attending the meeting as an observer objected,
“As an American I take offense to that." "Who gives a damn what you think?”
“Come on!” Jose said. “There is no need for this kind of talk. We have enough students here to take a vote, so
why don’t we? The ISA doesn’t belong to any one person. It belongs to all of us. Let’s vote.”
And we did.
On the first matter: voted to annul the name change.
On the second matter: voted to leave the building unnamed until a mutually acceptable name could be found.
But it appeared that the ISA couldn’t go down completely on its knees. We lost the vote for the ISA to
apologize.
*
The next day I was summoned to the president’s office. As before, he was furious. Also present were William
Redford and Yannis.
“What is this? I want an apology and I want it immediately. This can’t stand.”
“Sir,” I said. “We have annulled the vote to change the name of the International Students House to Fidel
Castro House, but the vote for an apology was defeated.”
“Then,” he turned to the president of the ISA and said, “You will have to deliver the apology.”
“Absolutely not. This was a collective decision. I have no authority to apologize on behalf of the body.”
“You will write a letter to the college newspaper and sign it in your name and as president of the International
Students Association. Apologize, you will.”
“I will do no such thing.”
“Need I remind you that you are here at the pleasure of The University? Need I remind you that The University
heavily subsidises your tuition?”
“Is this a threat?”
“I want to see a copy of the apology on my desk by tomorrow afternoon.”
We left the meeting with the ISA president still defiant.
Yannis wouldn’t do it, he said. I’m not sure why I was summoned—perhaps to bear witness to his humiliation?
As an example to me? I resented this so much that I was beginning to lose my dislike of Yannis.
The next morning all international students got a letter from the ISA president indicating his resignation.
The following day his letter appeared in the college newspaper. It was short and signed in his capacity as
Former ISA President:
About a week ago, as president of the International Students Association, I led a movement to rename the Brewer
House the Fidel Castro House. After careful consideration, I now realise that said action was taken in haste. I apologise
to The University and the American people for that action. I now fully support the most recent decision by the
International Students Association to annul that vote.
Also on that night, there were some acts on the lawn of The University president’s residence. As president of the ISA
at the time, I take full responsibility for those acts.
I now realize that these acts were improper. I deeply regret them and apologise to all concerned parties.

I knew that despite his fervour, Yannis too had had to bargain his pride, barter it for self-preservation.
*
Days later, against my objections, I was elected president of the ISA.
It was a humiliating victory, a badge I wore in memory of my betrayal to self. I knew the ISA would never be
the same.
I died a little. The University had moved a piece on the chessboard and I had no immediate response. It was as
if the pawns were moving, the bishops and knights too and I was handicapped, struggling to avoid getting
checked.
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The voice reached me clear and concise like a poignant sermon:
Check. But the temporary escape must be there, waiting to be seized.
Not yet Checkmate.
*
It seemed in a way a generous compromise for The University to accept an apology for the cross burning without seeking out the perpetrators and punishing them. It was an act for which The University could impose
dismissal. It wouldn’t be too difficult to find those involved.
But was the president ready for that?
Could he stand to dismiss these students, who would represent a broad cross section of the ISA community, for
an act borrowed so directly from the history of a nation that still reeled from a raw and painful legacy?
A burning cross. Would too much attention to the matter not tear open the thin tissue covering unhealed
wounds? A less tactful person might have berated William Redford for devising the strategy that focused on an
apology for those “acts” rather than seeking dismissal.
But the president was grateful to the ISA adviser. In his view, the ISA adviser had performed a miracle of sorts.
Despite calls from The University Review for firmer action, the larger campus community seemed content with
the outcome. It seems sometimes there’s a willingness to move on with an imperfect outcome than seek a perfect
one that could blow open discomforting matters.
*
So when Professor Redford was named Dean of Students, we all knew he had worked for it. He had saved
himself for it, his dream job.
I first learned of it when his picture appeared in the college newspaper with the headlines announcing his
appointment. I didn’t know what to think and therefore feel about him. Was he the welcoming hand that invited
me to his home when I first arrived, when we both tried to melt away the distance? Or was he the stern grip
holding the disguised knife, compelling me to do his bidding?
I forced myself to dismiss him, but he wouldn’t reciprocate. He called to invite me to his house for a party to
celebrate the occasion. I’m not sure why I didn’t find an excuse not to go. Could it be the new fear of him that I’d
developed? Having accepted, I went.
The bridge over the creek leading to his house squeaked even louder, worsening the fear I’d plunge into it. I
hated myself for being so cowardly, but it was what it was. Moreover, John Kennedy had just been assassinated in
Dallas. The death of this dashing leader seemed to affect me in a negative way—as it affected Ed and Phoebe.
Somehow, my simple fear of the precarious bridge seemed to pale when compared with the gravity of the young
leader’s death and by this comparison, gave me strength to believe I could traverse the little obstacles ahead of
me.
I was one of only two students present: the other was Yannis.
That seemed so strange to me. Why would Yannis accept this invitation from a man who’d worked to humiliate
him? Was his reason identical to mine? I was determined to find out.
I smiled and said generalised nothings to the professors who’d gathered there, just the usual I’m fine, thanks;
Classes are going well, etc. They all seemed to be leaning closer to me, as if I wasn’t talking loud enough. I heard
again and again,
“Could you speak louder?”
*
I forced my way to Yannis, who had ignored me ever since the incident. I understood. How could I blame him
after what I’d done? In fact, I admired him for it and my dislike was inconsequential, dissipated under the common onslaught we both faced.
Like me, he had succumbed under the weight of the threat over him. He would be graduating in the spring. He
had a lot at stake. But he need not compromise the ensuing anger: he need not talk to me. I asked him why he was
there.
He was uncomfortable.
“He asked me to come.”
“But after all that’s happened, I wouldn’t expect that you’d accept.”
“And why not? You are here, aren’t you?”
“Yes, but I’m different. I mean—”
“Listen. We both know we don’t control our destiny as long as we are here.”
“Come on, Yannis. You don’t mean that, do you?”
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“No, you come on. You of all people should understand that, going behind our backs and orchestrating that
coup with the president and Redford.”
“Is that what you think?”
“That’s what I know.”
I was losing respect for Yannis. Instead of dislike, something like pity for him was seizing me.
He appeared so defeated. I could understand that, but this angry apathy was something else. This was not what
I’d expected, this defiant man, now so passive. I hated him. He seemed to read my mind when he said so
profoundly,
“Don’t hate yourself so much.”
Say what?
I hating myself? Or I, hating Yannis? Or Yannis hating me? Or a cycle wherein hater and hated was irrelevant
so long as there was hate. Who hated whom? Or rather, who pitied whom? I would have challenged Yannis, but
William Redford walked to us and said,
“My two most favourite students. What are you doing all by yourselves? Come on and mingle. Don’t be shy.”
He seemed the happiest man. But who wouldn’t?
*
And then two weeks later I saw him walking home from his office.
He looked tense, his head bowed, his shoulders hunched, his hands behind him: almost as he’d looked the day
he recruited me to crusade against the name change of the International Students Association's house, only this
time the defeat seemed complete.
The new job couldn’t be that challenging. He stopped and looked at me. He appeared to have been crying and
to want to cry. His attempt to smile failed. He came closer and put a hand on my shoulder.
“How are you keeping?”
“Well, sir,” I said, knowing that something was tragically wrong.
“That’s good,” he said. “You never stop by the house anymore. Winnie has been asking to see you. I think
she’d love it if you stopped by the house.”
“I will,” I said without intending to do so.
“Why don’t you come over tonight?”
“Tonight? I—”
“Please, Jojo.”
I couldn’t understand the professor’s plea, but it was so earnest I couldn’t reject it.
I was confused. The professor’s haunting demeanor, the request made on the precipice of tears … What did it
imply?
*
I had a foreboding when I arrived at his home that night.
It was an ordinary night: moon, some stars and gentle wind. The bridge over the creek seemed not to squeak as
much and my fear of plunging decreased.
William Redford opened the door and let me in. The room held a profound quiet, the lights dimmed so that
shadows seemed to creep everywhere. In the sofa sat Winnie Redford.
One look and I knew something was wrong with her. Her vitality seemed to have lost significant lustre, nor did
she give the same rambunctious greeting that so effortlessly oozed from her previously.
“Jojo,” she said. “It’s so nice to see you again.”
It was awkward, her voice so thin. Several minutes later she told me she was dying from cancer. She said it
without emotion. Either she was resigned to it, I thought, or she’d constructed a façade.
“The doctor says I have no more than a month to live.”
My foreboding had warned me and so I wasn’t as surprised as I might have been. What fuddled me, though,
was why she told me.
Why me? I couldn’t understand the burden they’d decided to place on me, to live with the knowledge that she
was going to die. How was I expected to react?
I stood there, speechless. Winnie Redford came to me and hugged me.
“I’ve been asking William about you, Jojo. You have something special, you know that? Don’t ever lose it. I
know it’s unfair to you to have to tell you this now, but I want to take the opportunity. You are a good person.
William told me how you helped him with the president when the matter about the international students and
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Fidel Castro came up. He was so proud that you would go to such lengths to help him. You are a good person,
Jojo.”
*
Still, the awkwardness I discerned abided even after I left the Redford’s that night. I had spent about an hour
with them. Winnie Redford showed me photos of herself as a child, as a student (and age had done much to neutralise her youthful beauty), her wedding to William, vacations in England and Germany, photos aboard a cruise
ship, smiling and holding on to William.
I saw photos of her brother, a scientist who worked with NASA and her sister, an accountant with a major
corporation in Dallas. She showed me photos of their families … It was as if she had decided to introduce her life
to me and all that came with it.
There seemed no answer to my question: Why me? Her explanation seemed too lame, even spurious. Or was it
possible that I had somehow misjudged William Redford’s intentions?
A kindness that saw itself reflected by others and therefore demanded reciprocity? What kind of confusion was
this?
I resolved to go back. I couldn't let such confusion continue to torment me. It was strange how so closely
drawn I suddenly felt to Winnie Redford and despite my intentions, her husband. Or perhaps I was simply seeing
him through her and he was in fact the disguised monster that I’d judged him to be when he sent me on that
shameful errand in his quest to become Dean of Students.
*
Because I needed resolution, I went back the next night. Standing outside, I heard strange voices from the
room. Professor Redford opened the door and fell—literally fell—into my. arms.
Winnie Redford had died that afternoon.
I posed no further questions to myself, concerned that trying to fathom why they chose me would be as fruitless as seeking the reason for life itself.
*
The death of Winnie Redford impacted me inexplicably, except for the lame reason that it was the first death
I’d experienced in America. As if a relative had died, I couldn’t let her death be, especially after I saw Professor
Redford walking the campus a few weeks later.
The world seemed to have ended for him; a man I’d admired at the beginning, felt betrayed by (at which time
my feeling towards him wavered between ambiguous and dislike) and then felt somewhat sympathetic to when
his wife died.
He’d been reserved even before Winnie’s death, but after she died, he hardly spoke. He walked the campus
quietly, discharged his duties efficiently but without much passion and seemed to be marking time towards his
own death. To me, that was the saddest succumbing. I wanted to shake him out of his prolonged reverie, tell him
to live because life had to be lived.
But what standing did I have? What basis did I (in my youth, eyeing a life yet to be lived) have to advise a man
whose skin seemed to hang loose on him from a life lived and aged? The man seemed to have died. That I
recognized this living death of his resurfaced my own unshakable link to the situation.
William Redford had never been talkative or ebullient; therefore, his recoil from his surroundings wasn’t
ostentatious. This was a subtle withdrawal that only careful scrutiny would betray: the remnants of redness left in
the eyes, the slight furrow of strain on the forehead, the ever so slight sinking of the cheeks and above all, the
melancholy that would not betray itself except through the empathy of the observer.
The melancholy infected me. Ed was flummoxed.
“The guy used you,” he said. “How can you feel sorry for him?”
I wished there were easy answers that silence or sadness could offer, for I had plenty of both.
*
The almost desperate wish by Ed to cheer my mood took the form of partying. He prodded me against my
resistance to go to Frat Row with him.
I’d not really been much of a drinker, but with so much free beer, I realised my consumption was increasing. I
made several efforts (rather lame) to bed a woman. I needed some solace for my ego, something to reassure me of
my worth, to demonstrate to me that life offered more than death and depression.
I failed repeatedly.
I was beginning to doubt myself.
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“You want a woman, get the fat ones,” Mburu advised. “These white guys don’t like them. But me, I don’t
care. In fact, I like some steak on my women.”
“I don’t like fat women.”
“You think you can get the thin white chicks? Man, there’s too much competition for that.”
*
But Mburu’s advice put me in a quandary. Clearly, he preferred, or thought he had to pursue, voluptuous
women.
Conversely, Ed preferred them thin, much too thin for my tastes. He’d fallen in love (actually lust) with one of
our mates: Liddy. But, oh my, oh my, she was way too flat.
“She has no behind,” I remarked.
“Man, her ass is so cute. What’re you talking about?”
And to my surprise, he won the argument with the rest of our dorm mates: Liddy was hot, they said. I wanted
to prove that general view wrong, but it was like forcing fish to sunbathe. Notwithstanding this daunting task, I
was confident. If words failed, what better way to prove my point than by comparison?
I began a careful study of the female behind. I followed and studied the flat ones in motion—sure, there was an
elegance in the fluvial ease of movement, but was that enough? I studied them at standstill as well, when they had
come to rest.
I made Ed go to school with me on this one. That was when I discovered that my notion of a well rounded
behind was considered a fat ass in the US.
What? Did Joan, for example, have a fat ass?
“Yes!” Ed exclaimed.
I was flabbergasted. And then when Ed broadcast my view of Joan, the entire dorm confirmed his view once
again: Joan had a fat butt.
I crushed a bit under the onslaught. Call it dissonance of sorts, cognitive or emotional or optical. I questioned
my tastes. Only one person could rescue me from the abyss of utter self-doubt, but even she now was a memory,
even if a robust one.
I recalled Marjorie, the rounded flesh behind her that I was so proud of, and she was even more endowed there
than Joan.
So she had a fat ass too?
Slowly, after this crisis of view and taste, I began to conquer my lust for Joan. It was a convenient way of ridding myself of the lust that had reigned: she was a fat ass, after all. So many people couldn’t be wrong. What had
I seen in her?
I wrote several letters to Marjorie as if to kill the threat posed by the crisis. The contradiction wasn’t lost on
me. I said to myself that even if Marjorie were a fat ass, my love for her would transcend such a blemish in any
case.
But my eyes and my mind’s eyes would be bullied into submission by the images I was constantly told were
better until I learned to prefer that version of beauty and I began to admire flatter behinds, too. Unlike Mburu or
Dwayne (who after all, had Tanya who was as well endowed as Joan).
*
While I was indulging myself thus, Professor Redford would invite me to his home from time to time. He even
organized parties for selected faculty and students.
He had regained a bit of his former self, but I knew he would never recover it completely. That was now selfevident: the smile that failed to mask the sadness, the deepened quietness that bespoke pain rather than mere
introspection.
And his periodic invitations helped me, as Ed insisted we frequent parties so he could point out cute behinds to
me. Seeing William Redford in the company of others signaled to me he would go on, that he could serve his
sentence with dignity.
After all, that was all anyone could ask of him.
The rest was no one else’s business.
*
And then that Thanksgiving, Ed took me home to Somerville.
“You can’t stay here all by yourself,” he said.
All Ed wanted to talk about on the trip to Somerville was doing Liddy. We spent that Thursday helping his
parents clean the house for the company at dinner: an uncle and his three teenage children, one of whom ignored
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me and two of whom pestered me with questions about Africa. Much as I explained that Africa was a continent,
most of which I’d not visited, I couldn’t get them to make their questions specific to Ghana.
Then back to school and frat parties—and a week later, Ed got his wish:
Liddy slept with him.
I laboured in the bedroom, tortured by their grunts and moans in the living room. And my penis rose stiff
against the sheets, my imagination roaming to Marjorie and Phoebe in lustful wishes that remained unreleased. In
my unfulfilled lustfulness, I compared the behinds of the two women in my mind.
Forget what anybody else said, I loved Marjorie, even if she had a fat ass.
My attraction to Phoebe was some-thing else.
Initially, it was an attraction despite her flat behind, but now that I had learned to admire behinds like hers, the
attraction was even stronger.
Ed was so jubilant the next day.
“She made me work so hard for that,” he said.
I expected they’d stay together.
“No way,” said Ed.
After Liddy, the floodgates seemed to open for Ed. He joined the sexual revolution, bedding one woman after
another, while I continued to have no luck. When I complained to Dwayne, he said it was my fault.
“I set you up with Joan and you messed it up.”
But I was way beyond Joan’s fat ass. I had to make love to Marjorie. In my dreams and reveries, I recalled
every moment we’d spent together, all intimate and non-intimate ones. It was a source of sustenance in the dry
parches of sexual starvation. It wasn’t by choice, but I ratified my celibacy by affirming that it was for Marjorie’s
sake.
And then came Norah Turner. …
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The Grand National Mosque, Accra, Greater Accra Region, Ghana

The Cathedral of The Most Holy Trinity, Accra, Greater Accra Region, Ghana. Below: The Cathedral of
the Holy Spirit, Accra
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The Methodist Cathedral, Kumasi, Ashanti Region, Ghana
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The Church of Mary, Help of Christians, Odumase, Brong-Ahafo Region, Ghana

The Church of St. Francis de Sales, Cape Coast, Central Region, Ghana
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The First Methodist Church, Koforidua, Eastern Region, Ghana

The Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat Mosque, Tamale, Northern Region, Ghana
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The Central Mosque, Tamale, Northern Region, Ghana

The Larabanga Mosque in Gonga Land, Upper East Region, Ghana
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A mosque at Tongo, Upper East Region, Ghana

A mosque at Bolgatanga, Upper East Region, Ghana
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The Central Ahmadiyya Mosque, Wa, Upper West Region, Ghana

A mosque at Tumu, Sissala East District, Upper West Region, Ghana
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The Sekondi Wesley Methodist Church, Sekondi-Takoradi, Western Region, Ghana, front and side views
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The Evangelical Presbyterian Church, Ho, Upper Volta Region, Ghana

The Cathedral Church of St. Michael, Keta, Upper Volta Region, Ghana
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